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1 PR0F EED TNGS
_

2 (8: 45 a.m.)
i

3 MR. MATHISs The meeting will now come to order.

4 This is a continuation of the Subccamittee meeting

5 on Beactor Operations. Today the Subcommittee will meet

6 with NRC staff to begin its review of Representative Udall's

7 inquiries on ATWS, which were prompted by the June 28th,

8 1980, Browns Ferry 3 partial failure to scram.

9 ". Richard Major is the Designated Federal

10 Employee for this meeting. A transcript of the meeting is

11 being kept, and it is requested tha t each speaker first

12 identify himself or herself , and speak with sufficien tly

13 cla rity or volume so that he or she can be readily heard.

14 We will now resume the meeting.

15 I thought possibly,-just to refresh the memory of

16 some of you as to why we are here and wha t we hope to

17 accomplish today, that I might go over just a brief

18 chronology of mainly the Udall letters.

19 3r. Udall's first letter to the Commission was
t

! 20 dated July 16th, 1980, and he noted there the
!

21 appropriateness of the persistence of the NRC staff and the

22 ACUS in pressing industry to adopt measures to mitigate
1

! 23 consequences of ATWS events. He went on to request the

!
'

24 Commission to present it: assessment both of the causes of

25 the problem of the Browns Ferry 3 incident and the

!
i

|

|
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F 1 consequences had control rod failure occurred during full

2 power operation following a design basis. event.

3 The second letter is dated December 17th, 198C,7

4 and here he noted concerns about the inability to calculate

5 the consequences of control rod failure that might occur

6 following transients at full power.

7 His third letter,.on October the 3rd, Mr. Udall's
.

8 letter to Mr. Ahearne, he questioned the extent to which

9 emergency procedures at operating reactors contained

10 instructions for operator action in the event of a partial

11 or full scram f ailure follo wing an anticipa ted transient.

12 There's a fotrth bit of information I think

13 important, and that is that the NRC staff has also completed

14
~ ~

.

a generic safety evaluation report regarding the BWR scram

15 discharge system'. This report is dated December 1st, 1980.

16 In it there are recommendations for some short-term actions

17 in excess of those that are required by ICE bulletins that

18 were issued right after the incident. And it also has some

19 criteria for design changes on all operating BEW plants.

20 Now, tha t's paraph rasing some of the letter, but ! think it

21 highlights some of the things.

22 Then on December 12th Chairman Ahearne sent a

23 letter to Dr. Plesset requesting the ACBS to do the review

24 requested by Congressman Udall.

25 In summary, I think we can say Fr. Udall has five
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T' 1 basic concerns:

2 One, the level of confidence placed in the staff 's

7. 3 ability to calculate the consequences of an ATWS. And that

4 one I think has a lot of problems that we need to give a lot

5 of consideration to. That includes the ability to calculate

C the ceasequences of control rod failures following

7 transients at full power and the ability of the staff to

8 calculate ATWS consequences under the assumptions of a range

9 of design basis transients, and the Commission's assessment

10 of the consequences of Browns Ferry 3 had control rod

11 f ailure cccurred. at full power following a design basis

12 event.

13 Two, the level of confidence in adequacy of
^

14 actions taken subsequent to the Browns Ferry control rod

15 failure. And there's another part here, and that's what
s

16 additional ATWS-related concerns does the Commission and

17 ACRS deem appropriate to consider.

18 Three, that extant emergency procedures at
|

| 19 operating plants contain instructions for the opera tors,

i
20 given an ATWS.

21 Four, assessment of causes of Browns Ferry 3

22 partial failure to scram.

23 Five, ACES review of previous Commission responses
;

j 24 to Udall's inquiries.

| 25 Now, since these events, in looking at what is
f

required by Udall's letter, the EOD has done an analysis of

the event and the staff has issued the generic SEF.

!
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1 Hopeful,1y, today I would like to be in a position

2 where we could at least start formulation of a rerponse to

3 Congressman Udall on part of the summary items in two,

4 three, and four mentioned above. I have some real concerns

5 about where we go from there, and I want everybody to think

6 about it, because I can envision in the areas of ability to

7 calculate the consequences of control rod failures that tha t

8 presents a spectrum of things that I think we need to zero

9 in on and say how much is enough.
.

10 I think, with tha t summary, 1 vill quit. Do any

11 other members of the Subcommittee have any comments? Dave?

12 Jerry?

13 (No response.)

14 ER. NATHISt If not, then I will call on Paul

15 Check of the staff to take off from there.

16 MR. CHECK. Good morning. I am Paul Check, th e

17 Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. We are here from

18 several offices this morning to describe as coherently and

|9 understandably as possible how the NRC has dealt with the

20 partial failure to scram event th a t occurred at Browns Ferry

,

21 Unit 3 last summer.
!

22 No single element of the staf f has had exclusive

23 responsibility for this issue. Several offices have been
i

L 24 h er. vily involved.

,

25 Initially, as you know, when trouble occurs a t an

!

!
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1 operating reactor, the Office of Inipection and Enforcement

2 responds and has the agency lead, with ad hoc assistance

3 being provided by other offices, in this case notably NRR

4 and AEOD.

5 ICE's purpose was to deters ie and implement

6 measures required for continued safe operation of Browns

7 Ferry 3 and other BWR's. And of course, among the

8 alternatives would have been to discontinue operation.

9 Soon NRR mounted an effort to establish

10 requirennts for final reso1*ution of safety concerns raised

11- by the event. The rest is pretty much history, and tha t 's

11 what our next speaker will be giving us.

13 (Slide.)
. '

-

14 I want to indicate there is a congruence between

15 the Committee's impression of what is important and needs to

16 be discussed and ours, strangely enough. Mr. Mathis has

17 already run down that list and I won't belabor it. You will
,

18 find us, I hope,
|

'

trying to convey a sense of the process by

! 19 which we have handled an operating event. That is, I think,

20 first and foremost what we want to leave you with.
j .

| 21 It is not always easy because, as I said, there

22 are a number of parties invclved, and it becomes

|

| 23 increasingly difficult as the NBC evolves for any one group
|

| 24 to speak for the entire staff.
l
l-

| 25 Vince Fanciera is th e next speaker, and I
|

I
!

!
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1 introduce him and commend him to you as your master of

2 ceremonies for today. He vill be, I think, a reasonable

3 guide for you to the activities of the staf f. Vince is a

4 section leader in 2.e Reactors Systems Branch in NRR and has

5 functioned since almost the beginning as a focus for one or

8 another task force or study group ef fort on this problem.

7 Yince.

8 MR. PANCIERA: I thought it would be helpful to

9 the Subcommittee for me to present at this time an overall

10 chronology of staff actions. Hopefully this will give you a

11 perspective of how the staff responded and give you a feel

12 for the time sequence in which this response occurred.

13 MB. RAY: Question. I notice the second item on
8

14 your chronology is the event itself. But you acted before

l 15 that. What triggered this?

16 MR. PANCIERA: I will tell you.

17 .(Slide.)

18 If you will noticec +5e first item is the issuance

19 of the ICE Bu_letin 80-14, and that was on 6-12-80. That

20 was before the Browns Ferry event, by the order of something

21 of 16 days.
.

| 22 This bulletin was issued really because of ICE
:

23 lookina over the lER 's and deciding tha t there may be a

24 problem with the scram instrumentation, the float levels.
f

| 25 So this was prior to the Browns r crry event.
!
l

!
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1 ICE looked at events at Brunswick. At Brunswick
'

2 there were indications of crushed floa ts, a t the Brunswick

3 plant. There was also indications at Hatch 1 of bent stems

4 on these floats. So the bulletin was issued in response tc

5 those concerns.

8 And the reason I put this on this chronology of

T staff actions is that during dh e developmen t of the generic

8 safety evaluation report we did consider those events and we

9 were concerned with it to the extent tha t the SER deals

to quite heavily in that area. So I just wanted to present

11 that as'a --

12 MR. RAY: If I'm anticipating you, stop me. But

13 when you got into the Browns Ferry 3 event did you find any

'' 14 such maladjustments as the Bru'nswick and Hatch incidents?

15 MR. PANCIERA: No, there were none. But of

18 course, the Brcuns Ferry 3 event occurred on June 28th. A

17 preliminary notification of the event was issued on 6-30.

18 In response to that event the NRC put tocether a team that

*

19 worked with the local region, Region II, and went down to

20 Browns Ferry on 7-12 -- I mean 7-2 and 7-3.

21 It was composed of representatives frca NRR, IEE,

22 and AEOD. Then we got into a series of ICE issuing a series

23 of bulletins. This was done in conjunction with NRR.

24 The first bulletin wa s issued on 7-3. That was

25 80-17. 80-17 required tests and procedural verification at

.
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1 each plant, and we will go into that in a little more detail

2 later. But it basically set the stage, the event occurred,
'

3 what do you do about it. And there was both manual and

4 automatic scram tests required.

5 A great deal of data was taken, and this helped us

6 later on in developing -- trying to put together what had

7 happened,and also helped us in the development of the SER,

8 which I will get into la ter.

9 Supplement 1 to the 80-17 was issued on 7-18.

10 This came about because of concerns with the as-built

11 condition of the plant. We found a number of instances

12 where we thought the plant was built to a certain

13 specification or design and then we found out there were

N 14 discrepancies in what we perceived the design to be.

15 So Supplement 1 required basically testing and

16 verification of the as-built condition of the plant.

17 On 7-21. -- this was almost.three weeks after the

18 event occurred -- NRH established a multi-discipline team to

19 look at the event and develop long-range ' solution s to the

20 problem. This team was composed of members of the Division

21 of licensing, the Division of System Integration. We pulled

22 in people who had particular expertise, like in' human

23 factors.

24 ICE participated very heavily in this team. The

25 tess -- in order to get a better handle on the conditions

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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' 1 that existed at all the plants, the team went out and held

2 regional meetings at three regions. Curing these meetings,

3 we sat down with each Eicensee and discussed his as-built
4 condition of the plant, discussed the results of the tests

5 that were done in compliance with 80-17.

& This was another cornerstone at the regional

7 meetings that helped us form the basis for the generic SER.

8 Tha t's why I bring this up here.

9 Supplement 2 was issued on 7-22, and then shortly
i

10 after Supplement 2 was issued -- and we will discuss each
~

11 one of these supplements later ir much more detail -- the

12 AECD report was issued, which was ancther document that

13 helped form the basis for the generic SEE. And Stu Hubin
.

14 vill discuss that in quite a. bit of detail.

15 On 9-6 ve met with General Electric and General

16 Electric presented an analysis and recommendations of what

17 .they thought ought to be done to correct the problems noted

| 18 at Browns Ferry. During that meeting a plan of action was
|

| 19 conceived where we would basically work with an owners

20 subgroup a BW3 owners subgroup, to develop criteria for the

21 long fix.

!
! 22 And tha t subgroup then wa s formed very shortly
i

af ter the GE meeting. And as a result, on 9-19 ve had our23

24 first staff-owners subgroup meeting, and at that time ther

25 had developed at least tentative draft criteris which we

|
:

!

|

!
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''
1 reviewed. We had a number of comments that we made on those

2 criteria, and as a result the owners group went back and did

3 extensive reviewing of-their own information, of the A''D

4 report, of some of the guidance we had given them, and . 7
_

5 came back with a set of. criteria which met our requirements

8 better.

7 MB. WARDt 'Vince, one question. Did the GE

8 analysis on August 6th discuss the degraded air supply

9 problem?

10 MR. PANCIERA: No, it did not. The GE analysis

11 basically recommended' -- and forgive me for getting ahead of

12 myself, but recommended certain hardware changes to the

13 system as it exists today fer many of the plants. And we
.

14 -vill get into the de tails , Lut basically they recommended

15 additional instrumentation to assure single failure-proof

16 design.

. 17 They recommended better hydraulic coupling between

18' the scram discharge volume and the volume that contains the

19 instruments. It was that kind of a thing, mostly directed

20 at hardware changes.

21 But thvi degraded air problem really had surfaced

22 -- let's see -- Tad surfaced on 8-18. This was a memo from

23 Carl Michaelson to Harc13 Denton. So the GE analysis did

24 not really cover that.

25 On 10-1 NRC issued a generic letter tc EWS

.
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1 Licensees. This basically said, we understand that the

2 subcommittee has been formed to develop criteria. We are

3 asking you to commit to adherence to that criteria, and we

4 vant a response by the 15th of December.
...

5 The reason 15 December was chosen is that we

6 anticipa ted abcut the first of December we would have the

T generic SER out. So it would give the Licensees a chance to

8 look at it and then commit to the long-term solution to the

9 problem.

10 On 10-8 there was a meeting with the Executive

11 Director for Cperations and the head of the Offices of NRR

12 and AEOD, in which a decision was made at that time that the

13 generic SER to be developed would also include
,

14 plant-specific evaluations, in other words plant-by plant an

15 evaluation of how that plant responded to the bulleti.

16 requirements and was it satisfactory or not. And an

17 appendix to the SER covers each one of the plants and covers

18 the bulletin requirements, the Licensees' response to the
,

!

19 bulletin requirements, and also covers our evaluation of

|

20 their responses.

21 Any questions on this first slide nefore I qC on?
,

,

| 22 MR. LIPINSKI. In the plants in that appendix,

23 Dresden 1 is not in the list. Is there a reason?

, 24 MR. PANCIERA: Yes, because Dresden 1 is not in
|

25 operation.

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 MR. LIPINSKI: It's being cleaned up, but there is

2 no plan for it to return to operation?

3 VOICE: The plan is they will -- since it is an

4 extended outage, they weren't implemented in the same time

5 frame.

8 MR. PANCIERA: We did not include Dresden 1 and

7 Humboldt Bay, basically.

8 3R. lIPINSKI: Okay, thank you.

9 (Slide.)

10 MR. PANCIERA: On 10-15, as I mentioned, the

11 second staff-owners group meeting wa : held, in which we

12 basically had reached agreement with the owners on the

13 criteria, with the exception of two general areas.

i
14 - One area was the question of diverse -

.

15 instrumentation, <hether tc provide diversity for scram

16 instrumentation. The second area there was some

17 disagreement on was the dependence of proper venting on

18 scram discharge volume draine.ge.

19 Basically, the owners went back, looked at that,

20 held their ground on diverse instrumentation, but did agree

|

21 with the staff on incorpora ting in the criteria requirements

! 22 that the drainage of the scram discharge volume should be

23 independen t of its venting. In other words, you should have

24 the hydraulic coupling between the 1 cram discharge volume

25 and the instrumented volume such that you did not depend on

;
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1 venting of the headers. We will get into that a little

*

2 later.

3 On 10-17 we asked the Probacilistic Assessment

4 Staff' to perform an additjonal fault tree analysis on the

5 BWR scram discharge system. This was basically to get
|

8 someone to look in the long range at what additional design

7 improvements ought tc be mate to future plants. And Jim

8 Pittman this afternoon will discuss the results of that

9 study.

10 On 10-19 the f ull owners group met and reviewed

11 the criteria. And on 11-24 ve received a letter from the

12 own ers group basically endorsing the criteria.

13 On 12-1 the. generic SER was issued. This was

* 14 followed by a Division of Safety Technology evaluation.

15 Let me stop here for a minute and explain, I

16 guess, hcw we are organized to handle this problem within

17 NRR. The SER was issued on 12-1. Harold Denton then took

i 18 the SER, asked the Division of Safety Technology to perform
f

19 a peer review of that document.

20 The Division 'f Safety Technology chose, because

; 21 of the time constraints, to break that up into two parts.

22 The SEE deals with short-term recommendations as well as

23 long-term recommendations.

24 So the Division of Safety Technology completed its

25 evaluation of short-term recommendatiens in the SER on

ALDERSoN REPoR"MG COMPANY,INC,
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1 12-12. That provided the basis for orders that were issued

2 on 1-9 which required the licensees to implement the

3 short-term modifica tions. This was basically modificationse

4 to address the degraded air problem,'ecause we felt we

5 could not wait for the long-term modifications to address

8 the degraded air problem. We felt in our minds it was a

7 serious probles and ought to be addressed earlier than

8 waiting before the long-term modifications were completed.

9 Supplement 4 was issued on 12-17. Let me say

10. simething about this supplement.

11 (Slide.)

12 Let me go back to this slide.

13 On 8-13, as I mentioned, the AECD memo was issued
.- .

14 on degraded air. Shortly a f ter that, on 8-18, :n

15 information bulletin was issued which addressed the degraded

16 air problem. Then Supplement 3 was issued, which further

17 addressed this degraded sir problem.

18 As part of those supplemen ts, one of th e -- the

19 ICE Sulletin required that the Licensee install a continuous

20 monitoring system on the scram discharge volume heade rs that

21 would give an indication to the operator in the control room

22 of any accustlation of water in the scram discharge volume.

23 As a result, on 10-2 -- and I don 't ha ve that on

24 here -- confirmatory orders were issued to all Licensees,

25 with the exception of Monticello , who had already installed

.
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'' 1 this system, that required by 1 December that this 1

2 continuous monitoring system be installed at all plants.

3 There was some relaxation given to Browns Ferry because of

4 material problems. Brotns Ferry had to install this system

5 on 22 December. But this equipment was installed on 12-1.
.

(Slide.)

T And shortly after it was installed, we started to

8 find quite a few problems associated with this equipment.

9 So on 12-1 each Licensee had in place a continuous

10 monitoring system, installed on the scram discharge volume

11 to monitor continuously the level of water in the scram

12 discharge volume.

13 However, there were problems associated with

'

14 - this. I will classify them .aus design and installation

15 problems. So as a result, Supplemen t 4 was issued on 12-17

18 to address the problems noted with the continuous monitoring

17 system.
.

18 In ea rly January we made -- I and some of the
I

! 19 human factors men made a visit to Prowns Ferry to review

20 human factors, and also to get a better handle on how much

i

| 21 time we should allow for the installation of the short-term
!

| 22 mods. It was a trip planned basically te find out how
|

23 Browns Ferry had implemented bulletin requirements to

24 address degraded air.

25 We talked to some of the operators and basically

t

|
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/' 1 found that the operators did not have a very good handle on
4

2 how tc cope with the degraded air problem. So this really

3 basically added more urgency to our desire to get the
.

4 short-term mods installed quickly.

5 On 1-28 and 2-20, there were two submittals. DST

6 evaluated the long-term recommendations that were in the SER

7 and basically agreed with the long-term recommendations.

8 And I will get into some of the -- some of their thoughts

9 later.

10 Right now.we are waiting to issue orders on the

11 long-term modifica t' ions. There is a legal question right*

12 now whether to go the orders route, to require the Licen see s

13 to install long-term modifications, or to go the rulemaking
.

- 14 route and issue a' rule to require the installation of

*

, .
15 long-term modifications. So that's why I don't have a date

16 down here.

17 We. anticipate that the 1cag-term modifications
..

18 will take a period of one to two years to implement. Some

19 of the Licensees have already started to prepere to

20 .mple.nent the long-term modifications, and some of the

21 Licensees who are goin's down for a refueling period are

22 getting ready now to put the long-term mods in.

23 Let me point one more thing out: that the generic

24 SER is also applicable to the operating licenses, and some

25 of the near-term Ol's have committed to implemen t the

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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'' 1 long-tern policy. And later on in the presentation we vill

2 get into what these long-term mods are.

3 But I want to just present to you a perspective of

4 how the staff handled it. There was a lot of coordination

5 among the staff. We worked very closely with ICE in the

6 early stages of the solution to the problem. When we were

T in the bulletin stage, we provided support to ICE for

8 tec.inical requiremects that vent into the bulletins. In the

9 later stages, IEE supported us through its regional offices

10 to set up the regional meetings, to go back to the

'I t ' residents, to gain specific knowledge or ansvers to specific

12 questions where we tried to evaluate the plant-specific

13 items. I think that vCrked quite well.
.

14 I will say in summary that I think the staff
,

*
15 coordinated quite well on this ites. The AECD report came

16 out. NRR used that report extensively to try to develop the

17 long-term solutions.
,

18 Are there any questions?

19 MR. MATHIS. Vince, you mentioned earlier tha t

20 this continuous monitoring system was in place en 12-1. And

21 then you had some problems with it and those were addressed

22 on _12-17. Will we hear more of that later?

23 MR. PANCIERAs Yes, you will hear more about that

24 later. The bulletin that was issued or the supplement to

25 IEE Bulletin 80-17 addressed the concerns the staff had.

,
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''
t When we were developing the SER, we knew that this system

2 was going to be installed on 12-1.

3 We basically really did not have a good handla on,

4 wnat the system design looked at at t' ' t point, and we so

5 stated in the SER. We said we would have to defer really

6 making a judgment on this system until we got it installed

7 and in opera tion.
.

8 At that time or after it was installed, a number

9 of plants had trouble basically wi th the system detecting

'O water right af te r scram.- In other words,a scram would
,

11 occur and'the FIstem would not detect the water accumulation

12 in the SDV. We found out there were transducer problems,

13 there were problems on how the Licensee ran the electric
.-

14 wiring to the unit.

15 I think most of these have been cleaned up. And I

16 think, Bill, you will address this f urther, won 't you?

17 MR. MILLS Yes.

18 MR. MATRIS Let me state a concern as I go

| 19 through this chronology. This is basically six mcnths after

20 the incident, and we have apparently put in place some

| 21 temporary measures that we think will take care of this.
|

22 And two weeks after we put the temporary measures in place

23 we find out we haven't done a very good job. And that

24 bothers me.

25 I would hope we will hear something about that as

.
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1 ve go along.

2 ER. PANCIERA: The temporary seasures that we put

3 in place were much more extensive than the continuous

4 monitoring systez. The temporary measures we put in place

5 were

8 Number one, we, through the bulletin requirements,

7 got assurance there was no water accumulation in the scram

8 discharge volume. There were tests run on a daily basis

9 that would make this determination. We tested the

10 equipment. We made sure there were no vents -- that the

it vents that came up the scram discharge volu=e, that may have

12 contributed to the Browns Ferry -- we made sure those were

13 not plugged.
.

~

14 'd e . w e nt even further and had the Licensees provide

15 a positive vent that would go directly from the outlet side
!

16 of the vent valve on the scran discharge volu=e to the

17 reactor building atmosphera, so we didn't have to depend on

i 18 a lot of piping downstream.
i
1

[ 19 7e also required af te r every scran a f unctional
!

| 20 test of the level instrumentation. We required a relock and

21 verification of the procedures to make sure that the

22 procedures -- that in the event of an ATWS situation or
;

| 23 partial failure to scraz, the licensee had readily available
!

24 the ability to initiate standby liquid level control.
I

25 So I want to present to you the overall scope, and

I

l
.

!
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f' 1 I hope we will do that by the end of the day. This

2 continuous monitoring system ras one small thing. The

3 continuous monitoring system basically substituted for the
f

4 daily checks that were being done to assure there was no

5 water in the scram discharge volume.

6 So I hope I don 't leave you the impression that

7 e ve rything we did proved to be wrong. It was one small

8 thing that we did, that we required -- that required some of

9 the bugs to be taken out of it.

to MR. MA,THIS Well, that's the point that hit se , .

11 Yince. After we look at something for six months, we
*

,

12 haven 't got all the bugs out. That's the point I want to

13 hear some more about.

'"
14 'HR. PANCIERAS Okay.

,

15 MR. JORDAN: This is Ed Jordan.

16 While this is fresh on your mind, I think it would

17 be well .to indicate a little more staff response there. We .

18 had pressed the Licensees pretty hard to install this

19 equipment to detect the presence and collection of water in

20 tha t scram discharge volume.

21 We had looked at prototype installaticn by one

22 vendor and had satisfied ourselves that the principle was

23 good. The installations were against the time deadline that

24 ve had set. And so the testing by the Licensees was not

25 complete. They installed it while the units were operating,
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| I so that it was during subsequent scrams that we found the

2 inability of the system to detect scram water.

3 So that is what inspired the f urther testing. So

4 I think we had a couple of weeks where perhaps we had more

5 confidence in the system than was warranted. But the
~

6 additional testing and modifications that the Licensees made

7 to the units I think has made them a reasonably reliable

8 system.

O MR. RAYS Were these inadequacies widespread,
,

10 prevalent in the, systems, or were they isolated?

11 MR. PANCIERA: I think they were basically

12 isolated incidents.

13 Any other questions?

14 (No. response.)

15 MR. CHECK: I would like to make one comment. I

16 think this is an important point, and I think Ed and Vince

17 have characterized different aspects of the overall staff
.

18 response and industry response which puts it in

i

| 19 perspective.
|
'

20 Let me add a homely, if imperfect, analogy. You

21 learn that you have an overheating problem in your fleet of

| 22 trucks, engine overheating. And you take what steps you
|
'

23 think are necessary to prevent that and to mitigate it if it
|

24 should occur. And those mitiga ting steps might include

25 backino up your temperature indication with another

|
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f^ 1 indication of overheating, an idiot light.

2 I think what we are talking about here is having

3 difficulty with the idiot light.

4 HR. PANCIERAs Okay. Now Bill Mills will give a

5 discussion on the principles of operation in the scram

| 6 discharge system.

7 ER. LIPINSKIs I'm not sure if this should be

8 addressed to Paul Check. There is one thing that's
1

9 bothering me and I don 't know if it's going to appear in the

,
10 agenda as we work through the day.

11 But 12 years ago, when th'e 2TWS issue was first

12 raised, General Electric was the first vendor to be

13 interviewed. At that time they came in and they had a
-15-

.

14 calculated reliability, I think it was 10 Probably.

| 15 Bill figured they would not scram. And tha t was based on

16 the analysis of the front e01, the rods getting in. Ther

17 had not even. considered.that scram discharge volume.

!

| 18 And when the question was raised, what happens
!

19 when the volume"is full, they said the rods will not move.

20 How do you quarantee it's not filled? At that time it was

21 only a single volume, a single float switch. And they said,

22 by administrative controls we guarantee it will not fill.

23 They became conscious of it and tried to make some

| 24 improvements in the system. And I think about in '78, when
i
| 25 ATES was again taken as a rather serious issue and the staff

i

!
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1 issued the NUREG-0462 reports, I think GE came back in again'

- 2 with a series of reliability ca lcula tions.
~

3 Somewhere within the licensing process the staff

4 reviews the systems again to see wh* tner th ey mee t the

5 r eq ui rem ent s. Now, somewhere General Electric had some

8 requireseats in terms of how that system was to be designed

7 and installed.

8 Will ve hear whethor they were responsible for the

9 design and installation, or to provide requirements to an

10 architect-engineer that interprets, designs and installs?

11 MR. PANCIERA: I intend to cover that. If ycu

12 lik e , I could do it right now.

13 MR. LIPINSKIt It's up to the Chairman. Because

- 14 thare is something more fundamental. Here we have a case of

15 where something has gone wrong. It's been analyred. But

16 more fundamentally, why did it happen in the first place?
*

17, EE..MATHIS: ,Well, that's a question that

18 certainly needs to be addressed, Walt. And I will leave it

19 up to Vince to see whether or not it will come later in a

20 scre orderly fashion, or do you want to address it now?

21 MR. PANCIEHA: let me address it when I talk about

22 the regional meetings that we held. I have a slide that

23 shows what we covered.

24 I am prepared to talk about the large degree of

25 variability we found in system design and the large degree
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1 of va'.1 ability in the way these systems were tied to other

2 systems. I also intend to discuss how GE handled their

3 specification requirements, basically, and the other parties

_

who were part of this design team.4

5 There was a subcontractor who subcontracted both

8 to GE on the turnkey contracts, as well as to the

7 architect-engineers or the Licensees themselves on the

8 non-turnkey. And I will try to bring out what I found. And

9 basically, I don't think it is a very pretty picture.

10 MR. IIPINSKIa T. think we could defer it until-

11 that time. Thank you.

'12 MR. MATHIS: Okay. Thank you, Vince.

13

-

14'

15

16

. 17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1 HR. MI1LSt I'm Bill Hills and I'm in the Events

2 Evaluation Section in IE headquarters.

3 (Slide.)

4 I will discuss the contro1 rod drive system, the
_

5 design and basic principles of operation, the sequence of

6 events that occurred at Browns Ferry during the partial

7 scraa , and the iamediate investigations 'tha t were done to

8 determine the cause of that partjal scram.

9' (Slide.)

to This slide shows the main components of the scram
,

,

11 hydraulic ~ system to the normal valve lineup. During power

12 operation, the cont *;ol rods, of course, are withdrawn from

13 the bottom, so they are latched in the area below the core

-
- 14 region.

.

15 The control rod is coupled to the control rod
,

16 drive mechanism. Control rod motion is accomplished by

17 putting . a diff erential pressure across the drive piston.

18 And during normal operation, the scram system is maintained

19 in a state of readiness to capidly insert the control rods

20 if an automatic shutdown is needed.

21 This is done by basically doing two things: One
!

. 22 is by providing a high-pressure source of water to the area
|

23 under the piston; and then also venting the area above the

|

| 24 drive piston. That differential pressure then rapidly
1

25 forces the rod into the core. They are designed to scram

!
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#
1 within approximately three seconds.

.

2 During normal operation, the scram inlet and the
!

( 3 scram outlet valves are closed, so the scram system is not
,

4 havinc an impact on the drive. And during normal o,peration

5 there is basically a zero differential pressure across the

8 drive.

7 Iou have reactor pressure above and below the

8 drive. There is actually an internal port which makes,

9 available reactor pressure to the area under the piston.

to MR. LIPINSKIs What's the full stroke?-

'

11' MR. MAJOR: 12 faet.

12 The scram inlet and outlet valves a re closed , as I

13 said. If you look at this on a principle of operation, if
. , ,

14 you open the scram outlet valve that v~ould vent the area
.

15 above the drive piston. Water would flow out to the scram

16 discharge volume. And during normal operation, scram

.
17 discharge volume is.aaintained empty, so that it can receive

18 vater displaced from'the control rod drive mechanism during

19 the scram.

20 MB. WARD: Bill, going back to the little check

21 valve symbol in the piston, is that just one check valve in

_a the system, or is there an individual one?

23 'R. "AJOR: There is one for each control red

24 d rive . Actually it's internal to that. There's a ball

25 check valve and, whichever pressure is higher, the reactor
,
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1 pressure or the pressure coming from the scram accumulator,

2 will be applied to the bottom of the piston. So I have the

r 3 ball check represented by these two valves.

4 During normal operation, you keep the scram

5 discharge volume empty. And we will go into more detail

6 later. But you leave the vent valves and the drain valve

7 open,so that any wa ter tha t leaks into the system will

8 drain through.

9 You also have level instrumentation which is

to designed to detect the accumulation of water in the

11 instrument valve.

12 On the supply side, you have a scram accumula tor

13 which is maintained charged during normal operation by the
,

14 control rod pump, which'has a discharge pressure of arcund

15 1500 pounds. And of course, reactor pressure is
|

18 approximately 1,000 pounds.

-

- . So. to . get to scram all you really have to do to17;

i
l 18 get the rod to move in ra pidly is open the outlet valve and
|
|

| 19 have a f ree discharge volume, so you vent the upper area of

|
~

( 20 the piston.

21 (Slide.)

22 This is the same drawing. It just shows the

23 valves in a scrassed lineup. The scram inlet and scram

|
24 outlet valves are open. The scram discharge volume vent is

| 25 closed.

I

l

|
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1 So when a scram ' signal is received, the scram

2 outlet valve opens slightly before the scram inlet valve,

3 vents the area off above the piston, applies the high

4 pressure water to the bottom side of the drive piston. The

5 control rod is forced up into the core, water is displaced

6 from the area above the drive piston, then flows into scram

7 discharge volume.

8 Since it's bottled up, it will accumulate there.

9 Normal scram, about three-quarters of a gallon is displaced

to from.the above-piston area, and.the scram discharge volume

11 to re'ceive about 3.3 gallons per drive. So you have

12 basically three times -- more than three times the volume

13 you would need for one scram.
i

14 However, once you get to scram there is seal~

15 leakage that occurs from the seals in the control rod drive

16 mechanism. So reactor water then can come f rom the vessel

17 . through .the. seals and flow into. the system as well, and it

18 does that after the scram is complete, as long as the scram

19 outlet valve is open .

20 So this leakage will flow into the scram discharge

21 volume, fill that, and it will pressurize to reactor
,

|
| 22 pressure. So if the scram is not reset within the first
,

i 23 couple of minutes, the scram discharge volume will fill and
i

24 pressurize.

| 25 Then when the operator resets the scram, which is

,

|

|
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'
1 a manual action, that will close the scram inlet and outlet

2 valves again and open the vent and drain valves so the

3 system can drain and be ready f or the next reacter scram.;

.

4 MB. LIPINSKI How long does it take to get to

5 reactor pressure?

8 MB. MILLS: It's approximately two minutes. The

7 time was determined during testing that was required in the

8 bulletins.

9 MR. LIPINSKIs There are certain scram conditions

10 that are not resettable, as I recall. So consequently the;

11 system dces go to reactor pressure in two sinutes in some

12 conditions.

13 MR. 9 ILLS: I think it's quite typical to have
'

14 tha t. Many of them will be, but not all of them. So the

15 thing will pressurize on a number of scrams.

18 MR. LIPINSKIs The entire scram discharge volume,

17 tha . instrumented _d rain.. tank , they all become part of th

18 primary system boundary, then?

19 MR. MILLS: That's correct.
t

20 ME. LIPINSKIs They don't apply the same criteria

; 21 on those valves because they're in single mode right now,
|

22 correct?

23 MR. MILLS: In the past, the reactor ccalant

24 pressure boundary was really only considered up to the

25 valves, and you don't really have isolation valves here.

.
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1 That will be discussed more later, and tha t's one of the

2 changes in the design criteria that's been put tocether

r 3 since the Browns Ferry 3 ovent.

4 3R. LIPINSKI. Thank you.

5 ER. WARD What's the capacity of the scram

e accumulator in terms of number of scrams?

T MR. MILLS: The scram accesulator will only be

8 good for one scram without recharging. The drive pump has k

9 discharge pressure of a round 1500. It keeps the accumulator

10 charged.

11 There is actually a stop piston in here. The

11 accumulator gets to around 1100 pounds and the piston

13 stops. Then when you get a reactor scram and open the scras
.

14 inlet valvo, that forces the wa ter in even before the scram

15 stroke is completed.

16 The pressure in this accumulator may be below

17 .reactot. pressure if you are at full reactor pressure. So ,

18 then the stroke of the scram can be completed by the reactor

19 water. In f act, when you are a t full power and full

20 pressure, the accumulator is not needed to provide the

i 21 required scram time. The reactor water alone on the botton

22 side of the piston will provide enough high-pressure wa ter

23 to get the control rod in within the required time. So this
.

24 does one scram'without recharging.

25 MH. WARD: Does the nitrogen have to be
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1 recharged?

2 ER. MILLS: No, that's dead. And the pressure

3 increases and decreases depending on the location of the

4 drive piston in there.

5 MR. MATHIS: Bill, one other question. What

6 happens on a power outage to this whole system? Ara ther

7 all alike to where -- that is an electrically driven pump.

8 Wha t about the valves and the scram accumulater and so

9 f ot th?

10 ER. MILLSs The scras valves are powered from the

11 reactor protection system, and they are energized during

12 normal operation. So loss of power to the scras valves will

13 result in them f ailing open and that would cause a scram.

14 You have separate power supplies to the scras valves and to
,

15 the drive water pumps here.

16 MR. MATHIS: " hat about your discharge volume vent

17 . valve ,, f or . example ?
,

1

| 18 MR. MILLS: These also come from the reactor
!

|
19 pro tection system . They are the same as the scrs: valves.

| 20 (Slide.)

21 ME. WARD: Wait. Could you go back to that again?

22 (Slide.)
l

23 MR. WARD: In the normal scram lineup, the vent

|
| 24 valve and the drain valve from the scram volume are closed?
,

25 ER. MILLSs Right.
j

|.

i

,

|
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1 MR. WARDa And you're saying with an electric

2 power instrument failure, those would open?

3 3R. MILLS: These happen to be the opposite ,

4 because during normal operation those are closed and these

5 are open. They operate just the opposite of a scras valve.

8 NR. WARDa Okay. In a power failure they close.

7 MR. MILLS: They all go to the safe position on

8 loss of power.

9 (Slide.)

10 Th a.t will be discussed a little bit more later,

11 whan we get into the air system and how those valves are

12 controlled.

13 As I said , one of the things you need te get a
i. *

14 successful scran -- this slide here shows a little bit more
'

15 of the detail on how the scran discharge volume is set up at

18 Browns Ferry. The rods on the east side of the core no into

~17. the west scraa. discharge . volume- volume. The rods en the

| 18 - west side of the core go into the west scram discharge

19 volume. So they actually have it divided into these two

i

|
20 sections, with a cocmon instrument volume and then level

!

21 switches to detect a buildup of water, the rod block, and

22 then the scraa switches.

! 23 And during normal operation these are Open and the
!
!

,

24 drain is open, so any leakage in there can flow through.
l

25 The power is used to hold these valves open and they would

|

|
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1 cibse on a loss of level.

2 MB. LIPINSKI With that drain open, there is a

( 3 possibility of liquid coming in the reverse direction to

4 fill up the instrument volume?

5 MR. MILLSs Yes, there is that possibility.

6 However, if it does back up, you should have these switches.

7 (Slide.)

8 At Brewns Ferry, on June 28th they were in the

9 process of shutting the reactor down for routine

to . maintenance. They had decreased. pcwer to appecximately 35-
.,

11 percent, and this is the control rod pattern that they had.

12 48 represents full up. Zere represents control rods full

13 in.
"

,

14 As you can see, they had a lot of rods out. They

15 had primarily reduced power by reducing the recirculs tion [

16 flow. They had inserted just a few of the control rods all

17 th e .. w a y . .So approximately.35 percent power.,

18 The operator was going to do a manual scram to
.

19 shut the plant down to do maintenance on the feedvater

20 system. He depressed both manual scram buttons and moved it
.

21 into manual shutdown. What he expected tc see was the

22 entire core -- and this entire display is up in front of

23 him.

24 But he expected .o see a change to all reroes,

25 showing all control rods going full in.

<
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1 (Slide.)

2 MR. 5ATHIS: Bill, before you go any further,

3 refresh my memory. How are these rods held in position when

4 they are partially in?

5 MR. NILLS: I can discuss that. It gets a little

6 bit detailed. I think Sty may be planning to go into more

7 detail into that later.
.

8 3R. MATHIS: Okay.

9 NR. MILLS: They have a latching mechanism which

10 prevents them -f rom com'ing. up. It-really doesn't interfere

11 with the scram on the way in. As long as S tu is getting

12 into that, I will leave it tc him.

13 MR. MATHIS: All right. Thank you.

14 (Slide.)'

15 33. MILLS: So when the operator hit the manual

16 scram buttons, rather than seeing all the rods oc in, this

i
- 17 is what.he actually saw.. The rods on the west side of-the.

!

! 18 core went full in. The rods on the east side did not.

| 19 Power level vent down to about two percent, so from an
|

| 20 operational standpoint the power level was insignificant.
t ,

21 He did not have any problem th e re .

22 He knew he had to get the control rods back in.
l

| 23 So he then started resetting the scram, and he subsequently
!

l 24 induced three more scrams snd the control rods moved a
|

25 little bit further in on each of the three subsequent

|
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I scrans. So thay were fully in after the third subsequent

2 scraa.

( 3 (Slide.)

4 Here's the sequence cf events listed here.

5 MR. LIPINSKIs What is that "W"?

6 MR. MILLS: Tha t's for the row right in the

7 aiddle, and the ones with the "W" go to the west scram

8 discharge volume. Those are west, and these gc to the east

9 volume.

10 . . (Slide.)

11 Here is a very.brief list of the sequence of

12 events.

13 MR. WARDS I'm sorry. Could we go back? !
,

14 noticed I guess one of the west rods isn't all the way in.

15 (Slide.)

16 MR. MILLS 4 Right.

17 MR. WARD.. What's the explanation for vttat?,

18 MR. MILLS: That can happen if the cratrol rod
!

| 19 d 1ve basically has some leaky seals in it, that the rod
!

20 comes all the way in and, rather than being buffered

21 properly, it will go all the wa y in and then bump and ccme

| 22 back out and settle out one notch, rather than staying at
|
|

| 23 position zero, which is fell in.

24 Fa there is p , indication that there was any

25 problem with the west side of the core as a whole. That's a

i
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1 specific problem that can happen to one drive, depending on

2 the state of the se*ls and how much leakage they have. I

3 don 't know, maybt itu was going to discuss it.

4 MR. RUBIN : I just wanted to mention that that

5 particular , i:.omenon is no.t particularly an uncomm on

~ 6 occurrence in a BWR scram. There is a fair amount of

7 experience at reactor scrams where you will see a couple or

8 three rods settled out at the 02 position. And I think NRR

9 is looking inte that question of the significance cf

- 10 stopping at the 02 position. But it is not an uncommon

11 occurrence.

12 NR. WARD: Is there a specification on that, a

13 limit on the number of rods?

14 3R.. RUBIN: I'm not sure exactly of the scope that

15 NRR has envisioned. But I would suspect there would be no

16 problem with shutdown with several rods still being in that

17 position. In other -voeds,' eff ectively you- have got.

18 virtually all of your shutdown reactivity at that peint.
.

19 M R . '4 A R D : " Jell, that's another question.

20 (Slide.)

21 MR. mills Okay, back on the sequence. You can
.

22 see it was around 14 minutes f rom the time the operator

23 first depressed the scram button to th a time he had them all

24 in. And during that 14 minutes the operator had to reset

25 the reactor sec3m manually. That's a manual function.
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1 And then when he did tha t the scras inlet and

2 outlet valves closed. That we saw in the earlier drawing.

/ 3 And the scran discha :ge volume vents remained open. Se then

4 a certain amount drained between those resets.

5 So then when he did the subsequent scrams there

6 was room again in the scrim discharge volume to receive more

T water, and the rods moved in further on each scram.

8 (S2.$4e.)

9 Then support people were immediately called in to

10 the site to investigate and determine the cause of the

11 partial scram. And they checked quite a few items early

12 that day and later on in the day to find out why the partial

13 scram occurred.
. -

14 They went down and checked the valve alignment on
|

15 the control rod drive system and the hydraulic modules,

16 looking for any valves being misaligned tha t might have

17- caused the problem, and found nothing. -

|

| 18 They suspected they had water in the east scram
1 -

' 19 discharge volume because the rods were out on that side.
:

| 20 That side fed the east volume. So thsy looked at the vent

21 valve on the east scram di .harge volume and basically found
I

!

| 22 no problems with its operability.
!

23 They surveyed the drain lines that connect the

; 24 east scram discharge volume to the instrument volume,

25 thinking there might be some blockage in that line and tha t

!
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I would show up in a radiation survey, and they fcund nothing

2 there.

3 They also surveyed the drain sumps, where the

4 drain from the scram discharge instrument volume goes,

5 looking f or sny foreign objects or debris that si ht have

8 been an indication of blockage. They didn't find anything

7 there.

8 like I said, there was no problem with the reactor

9 power and the reactor coolant samples showed okay.

10 They did. a callibration check of the level

11 switches on the instrument volume. Iney did find two

12 problems there. The 3-gallon and the 25-gallon switch did

13 not actuate when they did this callibration check. They did,

.

14 actuate, however, during the event itself when the water

15 flowed in there. And these switches were found to be stuck,

18 and they were flushed out and they have got a certain amount

17 of whate was: described as " fine silt-tTpe" of material that -
.

18 - came out, that caused the switches to be stuck.

19 That's different from the probler that was talked

20 about earlier in the Hatch and Brunswick events, because in

21 those events they actually had damage to the float or the

22 float stem. This wasn't that kind of problem.

23 Also, these switches are not used to provide the

|

24 scram function. One is alarm and the other is a rod block.

25 They also did visual mechanical inspections M the

i
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1 vent valves and they did some evaluations electrically,

2 which I will discuss in just a minute, to see if there were

/ 3 any electrical malfunctions.

4 _ Slide.)(

S Their electrical evaluation considered tha t the

j 6 operators in the control room saw blue lights, which are on

T this matrix that I showed you that had the control rod

8 positions. Those lights indicate that the scram inlet and

9 outlet valves are open. So the operating people saw that at

10 the time .of the scraz, so they knew the scram valves had

11- worked properly. So the electrical portion had really been

12 completed.

13 So that really eliminated a lot of questions on
(

14 the_ electrical part,so they suspected a hydraulic problem,

15 a s well f rom that indication.

16 M B . '4 AR D : Does that light -- is tha t from a

- 17 switch on the-valve or does that indicate a signal through

18 the vsive?

19 MR. MILLS: From a limit switch on the valve.

20 There's actually one on the inlet and outlet valve, and they

21 both have to be open in order to have the blue light.

22 They did some other electrical inspections,

23 looking for jumpers that might have been inadvertently

24 installed to put power in the reactor protection system that

25 might have caused the problem.

ALDER $oN REPORTING CoWPANY,INC,
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1 They looked at the separation of various groups

2 electrically and did some testing on the de-energizing of

3 the pilot valves to find out if there were any electrical<

4 problems , and concluded there were none. And there was no

5 identified electrical malfunction that could have possibly

"- caused the rods to stay out on the east side.

7 HR. LIPINSKI: On that subject of jumpers, is

8 there a mechanisu where a jumper could have been installed

i9 and caused it? The reason I'm asking, it very dell could be

10 that someone is trying to cover his tracks and say have'

11 removed something without the knowledge of people who were

12 doing the follovup.

13 MR. MILLS. The person would have to install
:.

14 . jumpers- in a f use cabinet that was out in the reactor
,

15 building, and I think he would have to install a large

16 number of jumpers. No one jumper would do it.

s - 58.-LIPINSKIs Okay. So it would be for as many17

18 rods as f ailed, it would take that number of jumpers.

19 (Slide.)

20 MR. HILLS: If you look here, this is the way the

21 rods are dispersed electrically through the core. There*s

'22 four different electrical groups. So electrical rcoblems

23 rould have given you a problem on this kind of dispersion.

24 And that was one of the first things that one of

25 the guys called in and went dcen to check, because he

ALDERSoN REPORTING CcWPANY,INC,
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1 happened to be Ln electrical type, very familiar with that

2 systas. And he ran down quickly and opened t;e covers on

f 3 the fuse panels and specifically looked for junpers or any

4 signs of anybody who had tampered with that system, and

5 found nothing.

6 MR. LIPINSKI Even if it had been tampered with

7 electrically. you could no t have produced the phenomenon by

8 electrical tammering.

9 NR. MILLS: That's right.

10 - MR. PITINANs. Also, Bill, your blue lights would -

11 not have come on on your scram panel if there had been

12 jumpers installed.

13 .yR. MILLSt It may be a process o f elimination,
, _

14'but there is a lot of things that show the problem was not

15 electrical. But the feasibility of the scram discharge

16 volume being full is pointed out because all the rods on

17 this side do go to tAe east scram discharge volume.

18 And the radiation survey they did was of this

19 line, looking for blockage in here and checking the vent and

20 drain valves to try to find some problems.

21 (Slide.)

22 So as a result of those investigations, ther

23 concluded that the problem was not caused by an electrical

24 malfunction, it was not the misposition of valves in the

25 control rod drive system , a nd it was retention of water in
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1 the east scran discharge volume.

2 But in all their inspections, they could find no

3 definite cause for that retention of water. They couldn't

4 find any blockage in the drain lines. And what was

5 concluded by the staff immediately following that event was

6 that generic action had to be taken on other plants and what

7 we needed to do was verify that we saintain the scras

8 discharge volume fully operable and that we verify and

9 periodically check to make sure that the scram discharge

10 volume is empty; and that, based.oc everything we have seen

11 'from the Browns Ferry event, th e scram system would verk

12 properly as long as the scram discharge volume was

13 maintained operable and full empty.
,. -

14 And that was the basic philosophy that led to the

15 issuance of Lulletins that came cut shortly after the Browns

16 Ferry event.

IT 'NR. LIPINSKIs Even though the scram discharge.

! 18 volume was full, there is still a line connected to the

1

19 instrumented volume. New when you start pressuriring that

|

|
20 volume, you would drive water out of it into the other

21 volume, unless the line were plugged, and then you would not
,

1

22 be stla to move the liquid.

23 Now what would be the flow rate through that

24 connecting line as you start pressurizing that volume? I

25 assume it's got to be much less than the ra te a t which it is

!
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1 coming in in order to cause the problem with the rods not

2 scramming.

3 (Slide.)
'

4 ER. MILLS: This is a two-inch line here.

5 MR. LIPINSKI: 60 feet long?

8 MR. MILLS: 150 feet. So the flow rate would be

7 zuch less than the flow rate coming into the instrument

8 volume, into the scram discharge volume during the scram.

9 And Stu Rubin is going to talk ne xt , from ASCD

to office about what they did, and I'think he may get into some

11 of those draining ra tes tha t are possible through the

12 two-inch line.

-

13 MR. RUBIN: One point there is that I think the
r

14 operators observed'that the 50-gallon switches actuated at

15 about -- I'm not sure, 18 or 19 seconds, indicating that the

16 volume had filled to that point. And well before that point

77 the rod action had ended. -

18 So I tnink you canno.t really talk about water

19 gettinc across the instrument line to the other discharge

20 volume. But it filled much quicker than no rmal.

21 MR. WARD: Bill, what's the drain from the

22 instrument volume? Where does that go ?
,

23 MR. MILLS: The drain from the instrument volume

24 ends up in the rad waste system. They have a drain tank

25 typically that the instrument volume drains into, as well as

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 a lot of other equipment in the reactor building. It's a

2 common drain system that collects water from varicus

3 equipment drains throughout the building.

4 5R. WARD: What is the design philosophy for

5 having these scram volume headers in the first place? I

6 sean, why doesn't the water just blow down to the drain

7 collection systems?

8 MB. 5 ILLS: You need to minimize the loss of
.

9 reacter coolant following a reactor scram. So you do n ad a

10. system that contains -- if it has limited volume, that will

11 contain it and be isolated.

12 MR. WARD: This is instead of depending on valves

13 tha t close off or something like this? That's the idea of
.

.

14- this?

|
15 MR. MILLS: You really use a ccmbination of

!

16 limited volume plus a valve to do the complete isolation.

17 As long as you have limited volume, you would have in some-

18 sense a controlled leakage through the vent and drain valves

19 if the valves did not closs.

20 Rut if you discharge from the reactor coolant

21 system directly into the rad waste drain system, you would

22 have a large flow of water going directly into a drain.
|

|
23 That would be a loss of reactor coolant water, plus it would

i

.of the drives, because they have| 24 also result in overheating

|

|
25 a large flow rate through them and you would be pulling
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1 reactor water through.

2 3R. PITTEANs I think the answer to the question

'

3 is, this becomes the primary pressure boundary, this

4 inse.ru.ient volume. And if we did not have the valves in

5 there ead we just dumped it back in, it would be a small

6 LOC A within the containment , or if it went outside, like

7 into the rad waste tank, it would be a small LOCA cutside

8 containment.

9 53. MATHIS& Well, the rad waste tank comes to --

10 you 've got approximately what, 1,000 pounds pressure drop?

11 You'll have a flash and water hammer.

12 33. MILLSs It definitely needs to be contained in

13 a rafety-grade. volume.
~ ( . .. .

14 MR. NATHISs This is a good opportunity, I think ,
*

( 15 to take a break. Why don't we take ten minutes and we will

16 reconvene at 10415.

17 (Becess.) -

18

19

' 2a

21,

1

l

! U

23

24

25

|
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1 MB. MATHISt We will reconvene the mee ting.

2 I'm sorry the coffee is mosing a little slow. But

/ 3 I imagine in another few minutes it v1.'.1 be ready. So if

4 rou want to individually get up and go out and get a cup,

5 I'm sure no one will mind.
'

6 Mr. Hubin , do you wan t to proceed?

7 (Slide.)

8 MR. HUBIN: George Lannick is going to be passing

9 out a copy of the slides I will be showing you.

10 Mr.name-iJ Stuart Rubin. I'm a reactor systems

11 engineer with the Office of Evalua tion f or O' erationalp

12 Data.

13 .Today I'd like to talk with you about some of our
.

.

14 investigations and case study reviews prompted by the Browns
~

15 Ferry 3 event. This morning I will be talking about our

16 reviews of the Browns Ferry event and the scram system.

17 ' That will'. be followed immed tately- by a presentation on the

18 potential f or adverse air system-screm system interactions.

19 After lunch I hope to talk to you about AEOC's assessment of

20 the interim measures taken at Browns Ferry shortly after the

21 event so as to avoid a similar type scram system failure.

22 And at the end of the day, I will briefly discuss some

|
23 preliminary results of additional BWB scram system studies

|

| 24 being perf ormed by AEOD.
|

25 (Slide.)

|

!
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1 Within a few days af ter the Browns Ferry event,
,

2 AEOD technical representatives went down to the site as part

3 of an NRC team to begin to gather information about the

4 event, the scram system design, and the recults of some

5 system tests and inspections that were perfor:ed by TVA

6 personnel at the site.

7 With this initial contact, AEOD initiated its own

8 independent investigation of the Browns Ferry event, its

9 cause and lessons learned, so as to provide recommended

10 corrective actions. This morning I will be providing some

11 of the key results of that work.

12 I will start by providing once again, in spite of

13 the fact that Bill Mills did such a great job, a review of

14 the BWR scram system design cha racteristics, so you can

15 better understand the things I will be talking about

16 subsequently.

17 .That will be followed by parts of our analysis of

18 the cause of the event, as well as discussion of the Browns

19 Ferry scram discharge volune, including its hydraulic

20 cha racte ris tics . Then I will describe our findings,

21 recommendations and conclusions.

22 (Slide.)

23 In order to better understand AEOD's evaluation,

24 let me review with you again some of the key elements of the

25 BWE scram system design, operation and operating
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1 chara cteristics .

2 (Slide.)
'

3 These are so rt of cartoons that are somewhat

4 different and I think may be helpful to really pin down hov

5 the thing works. I will try to make the system come alive.

6 The darkened area is the part of the drive that

7 will move upward during scram or any other rod motion, while

8 ossentially all other parts of the drive stay where they are

9 shown during periods of no rod motion. These are spring

II) loaded into grooves on- the darkened index tube. The index -.

11 tube and attached control blade is rapidly inserted by

12 applying a net differential pressure across the drive piston

13 at the bottom of the index tube.
F '

14 Normally during periods of no rod motion, no net

15 differential pressure exists across the drive pisten, except

16 for that associated with the small amount of cooline water

17 - which passes up across the piston seals. The fluid above;

|

| 18 tha piston, shown dotted, hydraulically communicates and is

19 piped to the so-calleld scram discharge volume through the

20 scram outlet valve. It's normally above the piston area and
,

21 maintains above reactor pressure.

| 22 The below-piston area also communicates with the

23 reactor pressure via an internal to the drive path past the

24 check valve.

25 No rmally we have at least 550 psi required to,

!
i

f

|

|
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1 insert the rod.

2 (Slide.)

'' 3 What we see here is the rod moving in. The rod is

4 scras-inserted, and this is accomplished, as shown here, by

5 rapidly reopening the scram outlet valve, which exposes the

6 above-piston area fluid to atmospheric conditions associated

7 with the empty scram discharge volume tomk.

8 As shown in the figure, the dotted above-fluid

9 p is to n a r'er. -- above-piston fluid -- now exposed to

10 atmospherie conditions, is exhausted through the scram

11 outlet valve which is opened into the scram discharge volume

12 tank, while the below-piston area, still exposed to reactor

13 pressure,causes the index tube and control blade to be
,

'

14~ driven n'pward into the core.

15 During this motion, the above-pisten fluid is

16 displaced and discharged into and collected by the scran

-
- 17 discha rge - volume. - During this. time, the 18u other drives-

18 are doing the same thing, discharging their above-piston

19 fluid into the SDY.

20 3R. LIPINSK!. There is no break in that drawing,

| 21 but f roa the bottom of the vessel all the way to the bcttom

22 of the drawing, that's over 12 feet long, is it not?

23 MR. BUBIN: 12 feet we are talking about, that's

24 correct, from this point basically to this point. And.there

25 are apprcrizately 23 little notches, that are hard to see on

.
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1 here, each one of which is approximately six inches long,

2 which gives yqu the 12-foot length.

I 3 That index tube is essentially 12 feet long.

4 MR. LIPINSKI: If you're below the reactor and saw

5 the bottom of the reactor to where the mechanisms terminate,

6 they are at least 12 feet long?

7 MR. RUBIN: Oh, yes, this distance is at least 12

8 feet long.
.

9 MR. WARD: How did the water get into that' axial

to . path where it's flowing downward there? I guess it's.not
.

11 clear to me.

12 MR. RUBIN: It's not clearly shown on this

13 drawing, but there.are some flow paths. This little section.,

..

14 here also represents above piston fluid area, and there are

15 little flow holes in this inner tube which allow that

16 displaced 'above-piston fluid to go into this annular area

' ' 17 and be pushed" down into the SDV system..

18 Similarly, not shown at all on this figure, are

19 some paths that allow this outer annular fluid to be
.

20 exhausted out into the scram discharge volume.

21 MR. BUCK: Are these pretty much just field

22 drawings here?

23 3R. RUBIN: I wouldn't go that far. The length is

24 considerably compressed.

25 (Slide.)
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1 This final figure shows the darkened drive piston

2 just having attained its full insertion, which takes about

'

3 three seconds or so. During this motion, about

4 three-quarters of a gallon of above-piston dotted fluid is

5 displaced and exhausted into the sty system. For 185

6 drives, this would be about 135 gallons discharged into the

7 tank.

8 However, the total volume of the tank is about 600

9 gallons,or about 3.3 gallons per drive. So the tank does

10- not fill'during this period of tod action.

11 However with the scram valves left open the tank

12 does subsequently fill wi thin a minute or so due to the

13 leakage past the various seals in the drive to the
,

,

14 over-piston area, and-subsequently into the SDV tank. The

15 leakage is typically two to three gallons per minute for

16 each drive. .

17 - Th~e reason the tank is made so large is that the
,

! 18 dotted exhaust fluid pressure won't significantly build up
1

19 in the tank during scram insertion, which could slow down a

i

| 23 rod motion. If you leave the scram valves open af ter a

| 21 scram, the tank will eventually fill and you will not have a

l
22 chance for another scran.

23 You may have noticod, I did not talk about the

24 scram inlet valve, although it's shown. The reason it's

( 25 there is for reactor conditions where the reactor is at
|

|
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1 atmospheric or very low pressure. Again, it's to provide a

2 high-pressure source of water under those circumstances. It

' 3 really is not necessary at high reactor pressure.

4 (Slide.)

5 That gives you a J11chtly different perspective of

6 what Bill was saying.

T How do typical scram valves work? Each scram'

8 outlet valve is air-operated and air pressure on the

9 operator keeps the scran valves closed as shown. The

10 pressure must be at least 45 psi air pressure. If it falls

11 below this slightly , it will start to crack open, allowing

12 water to flow past the scram outlet valve into the SUV.

13
!

'
Air pressure to the operator of the scram valves

14' is normally supplied through two normally open scram

15 solenoid pilot valves in series , as shown here. The pilot

16 valves are held open, allowing air to pass through them to

17 the operator, keeping -- the pilot valves are held open,*

18 allowing air to pass through-them to the operator, to keep

~

19 the respective solenoid valves energired.

| 20 If either one of the solenoids is de-energired and

- 21 closed, he air flow path is such that the remaining

22 energired solenoid valve will continue to provide air to the

23 operator. Both solenoid valves must be de-energired to

| 24 prevent air pressure f rom the scram valve air creratcr to
!

25 opan the scram valve.

|
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1 Thus, with the scraa outlet valve kept closed by

2 the air pressure provided 5y the two energired and open

3 solenoid valves, no water gets into the SDV and all the CRD'

4
_

index tubes stay where they are. This is the unscrammed

5 state.

6 By the way, these two pilot scraa solenoid valves

7 also control opening of the scram inlet valve in the same

8 manner. The scraa solenoid valves are energized and opened

9 by the reactor protection system. Half an RPS energires one

'to solenoid va1ve, while RPS-B energizes' the other solenoid

11 valve.

12 Both solenoid pilot valves are va ned and
.

13 removed. Venting these pilct valves, which in turn is shown

14 on this next' filure, opens the scram valve. A reactor scram

15 occurs.

16 (Elide.)
.

- 17- (Slide.) -

18 A little more about the systes design operation

19 and I will get into our analysis.

20 I hope these cartoons are helpful.

. 21 The SDY system at Browns Ferry is sketched in the

22 next figure. During the scraa , wa ter exhausted f rom the

23 drives is collected in either of two headers in the east and

24 the west SDY header. The east CRD exhausts to the east

25 header, while the west side CRD exhailst is routed to the
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1 west header.

2 Each SDV header involves about 300 gallons of

3 available volume. During normal power operation, these

4 headers or tanks are maintained empty of any water which
_,

5 micht try to accumulate in them by leaking of the scram
,

8 outlet valves by a continuous draining process.

T Water which might otherwise accumulate is allowed

8 to drain out by venting the high points of each header
,

2 '. rough a vont line with open vent valves, while draining

. 10 -the low points. of each header to a small 50-gallon

1' instrument tank.. The tank in turn is continuously drained

1:t with a bottos drain line incorporating an open drain valve.

13 The instrumented tank contains , float-type level switches at
.

"

14 the 3, 25c,and 50 gallon elevations to monitor for water

15 acc umula tion .

16 The 50-gallon elevation instruments in the tank

17' .a re . tied; in.to- the reactor protection system, so that if-

18 vater were to accumulate to this level in the instrument

19 volume, an automatic scram would be initiated, presumably

20 bef ore water accumulated in the SDV headers. That is, the

2; scram would be initiated before water collected in the SDV

22 headers which might prevent a scram.

23 Tne vent valves and drain valves are operated with

24 air pressure applied to the valve operators, keepino them

25 open. These air-operated vent and drain valves are piloted

.
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1 open and closed by solenoid air pilot valves analogous to

2 the scram outlet valves.

3 The solenoid valves are also energized open by the

4 RPS.

5 (Slide.)

6 An BPS trip de-energizes the solenoids, which

7 results in venting of the air operator, which will result in

8 closure of these valves at the same time the scram valves

9 are opened. BY closing these vent and drain valves, the SDV

10 system is sealed :af ter a . scram, thereby containing and

11 limiting the exhausted water from the reactor out of the

12 CHD's.

13 Whenever an RPS is reset after a scram --

, . -

14 (Slide.) *

.

15 - going back from the SDV system viewpcint, the

16 scram valves are reclo sed. The vent and drain valves are

-17. reopened' and this . returns the f ull configuration to the.

18 unscrammed state and allows water which has accumulated

19 during the scram to begin draining out of the system.

| 20 (Slide.)

21 As mentioned by M r. Mills, there are several
i

( 22 possible causes that were investigated by TVA. They could

i 23 be characterized as electrical, mechanical, hydraulic and

24 purely hydraulic, thtt is, related to the scram hydraulics.

|
25 Although all these are discussed in cur report, I will only

|
|

!

|
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1 discuss the last, which was concluded to be the cause of the

2 event.

' 3 As mentioned ea rlie r, the CRD scram exhausts at

i Browns Ferry are partitioned into the east and west

5 headers. The east are located on the east side of the core,

6 and those which exhaust on the west are located on the

7 300-gallon west header.

8 (Slide.)

9 Looking at the next slide, we can see the most

10 notable- observation of~ the control rod pattern -- this is

11 probably obvious, but let's try to be analytical. The most

12 noticeable observation was that all the drives connected to

.
13 the west header inserted f ull-in, while all the drives

,

14 exhausting to the east header inserted an average of only 20

15 positions.

16 This control rod pattern provides strong evidence

17- that the cause of the f ailure was hydraulic ,- that is,

18 something was preventing the CBD's from exhausting

19 properiv.

20 Did all the east scram header valves open ? Yes,

21 they had, as discussed by the blue lights coming on in the

22 control room showing open positions for these valves.

23 There is also a manual isolation valve. So is it

24 possible they were lef t partially closed? No, each of them

25 was verified to be open by TVA immediately after the event.

I ALDERSoN REPORT'NG COMPANY. INC,
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1 'd h a t about 'some kind of blockages in exhaust

2 paths? This was ruled out by individual acras-testing of

3 rods, which eliminated that as a possibility.

4 The only pcssible mechaniss, we believe, is that

5 either there was inadequate free volune in the east SDV

6 header or excessive exhaust back pressure on the drives

7 caused by excessive under-to-over-piston bypas: flow from

8 the multiple control rod drive ceal failures. The latter

9 was also ruled out by testing at 3rowns Ferry and the drive

. - .10- rods were shown. to be okay. . -

11 Thus we can conclude that the observed rod motion

12 can best be preliminarily explained on the basis of at least

13 a partial full scran discharge volume immediately 2 : fore the '

t
*

14 . first scran.

15 (Slide.)

16 let's try to quantify this and substantiate it.

17 .Let's first try to see - if the observed rod ac tion f or the*

18 second and third scrans is reasonably consistent with the

19 amount of free volume which we believe was :ade available

20 by the SDV draining process just before these two scrass.

. 21 Draining, you may recall, was accomplished when the operator

22 reset th e H PS .

23 By showing these two to be consistent, we can

24 infer back basically how much actual free volume das

25 available in the 300-callon east SDV header for the first

ALOEASCN REPORTING cow 8 ANY. LNC.
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1 scran. Well, what do we know? looking at the total notches

2 inserted on the east side of the core after the second and

3 third scrams, we see 956 total positions inserted during the

4 second scras, or about 4.3 positions per drive during the

5 third scram.

6 What kind of free volumes on the east header would

7 give us this average rod motion ?

8 (Slide.)

9 To answer that, we can look at a simple sketch

10 which.tries to explain some-test performance at San Onofre

11 by GF. In these tests, the scram exhaust volume shown in
.

Il the figure was limited to 3.3 gallons, which would be the

13 share of one of the 93 drives exhausting into an e=pty
i

14 300-gallon east header , down in volume increments to values

15 like 7.5 gallons and zero callens.

16 For each of these scram test simulators, the

17 number of rods inserted was noted. From these tests it.is

18 possible to construct an almost straight-line relationship

19 between the exhaust volume available and the positions which

20 would be inserted.

21 These tests were also run for different simulated

22 control rod drive leak rates. The notion observed at Browns

23 Ferry -- f om the average motion observed at Browns Ferry,

24~ as shown on the previous slide, it can be concluded that

25 about .18 callons per drive of the.' normal 3.3 was available

ALCEA$oN REPORTING CoWPANY LNC.
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1 for the second scram, while only .07 gallona per drive of

2 the 3.3 was available for the third scram.

3 For 93 drives, this would work out to be about 17

4 gallons out of the 300 for the second scram, and only about

5 7 gallons for the third scram.

8 If one considers CRD leak rate effects, these

T numbers would increase by perhaps 20 percent. lhere's

8 hardly any free volume available in the east SDV headers for

9 the scrams.

. 10 How-does.this compare wi th the amount of volume

11 that we think was made available f ron the drainr?

11 (Slide.)

13 Backing up, from the event prin to ut recorder we
.

14 can tell that the operator drained the SDV system for 93

15 seconds prior to the second scram initiation and for 53

16 seconds prior to the third scram initiation. Also, from

17 drain rates for the east header 17 sed on drain tests .which I

18 will talk about later at Browns Ferry, we kcow the east

19 header drains at about 12 gallons per minute.

20 Thus, what is shown -- with the known drain rate

21 and the shown drain times, we could conclude that about 10

22 gallons would have been made available for the second scras

23 and about 10 gallons for the third scram.

24 Comparing the observed rod motion and what would

25 have to be a vailable with what we think was made available,

ALDERScN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
.
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1 they are reasonably consistent. Thus one can conclude that

2 the east SDV was draining normally between scrams one and

3 two and between scrams two and three, and that the average

4 rod motions for insertions during th e second and third

5 scrams was the amount which one would expect for the amount

6 of volume made available by the drain.

7 MR. WARDS On the fourth scram, did the rods go

8 all the way in?

9 MR. HUBIN They went all the way in. And I think

10 if you would calculate how much volume drained out, given
.

11 the amount of time that the operator was draining, there was.

12 more than was necessary to get the amount of positions that

13- were lef t to be inserted.

14 MR. WARD So it is a pretty good correlation,

. 15 then.

16 MR. RUBIN: Yes, I think so.

17 -Using the same approach and logic, one could infer

18 from the 20 positions average east side control rod drive

19 insertion that during the first scram only .35 -- and ac-in,

20 one would be looking at this figure --

21 (Slide.)

22 Using the same approach and logic, one would infer
!

23 that, from the 20 positions average east-side control rod

'

24 d rive insertion, that during the first scram only .35

25 gallons of free volume per drive was available in the east

!
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1 SDV header on the first scram. Only 33 gallons out of 300

2 was available for the first scram. The east header was

3 virtually full of water prior to that scram.

4 There's one final bit of evidence about that, and

5 that is the time it took to initiate the high level switches

6 in the scram instrument volume. It took about 19 seconds to

T raise the level up to that 50 gallon elevation on Browns

8 Ferry on that day. Normally it took 42 to 54 seconds, based

9 on previous data. So one can conclude from the 19 seconds

10 ela psed time that- the east SDV was alacst already full of

11 water at the time of the first manual scram.

12 (S11de.1

13 Ar.1 nence, from some analytical viewpoint we could
*

.

14. conclude that the-cause,of the east side rod motion is best

15 explained on the basis of an almost full east SDV "heade r

16 prior to the first scram.

| 17 . .( Slid e. ) -

|

18 Well, how is that possible, for water to

19 accumulate in the SDV header and not trip the scram

20 instrument volume level switches? To help answer this

21 question , let 's look a t a more precise SDV system layout an

22 consider its hydraulic characteristics.

|
'

23 (Slide.)

24 As shown in this SDV system isometric sketch, the

| 25 300-gallon east and 300-gallon west SDV volume headers are

!
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1 actually composed of cross-connected six-inch diameter

2 pipes, and the long pipes are a total of six inches over the

3 length. The high end of each header is vented through a

4 cross-connected one-inch vent line through a normally open

5 one-inch vent valve.
s

6 The vent valve line is routed down to and sealed
i

| 7 into a four-inch drain line of the clean rad waste drain
,

8 system. The low end of the east and west headers are

9 drained by two-inch drain lines into a 50-gallon instrument

to tank which is physically located close to the west header.'

11 These drain lines have a total drop of about c.t e

12 foot, seven inches, over the length between the headers and!

13 . the point where the line connects with the instrument volume

'14 tank. The- drain line from the SDV header drops this one-

15 foot, seven inches, over a distance of approximately 150

16 feet, or half the length of a football field. The west

17 -header drain line is about 20. feet long, howr.ver.- --

| 18 -The instrument volume tank into which these drain

19 lines feed has the four float-type level switches to

20 initiate scram. The switches are located at a height of
.

i 21 eight feet from the bottom of the tank. Two of the

22 switches, . for control room alarm and control rod withdrawal,

23 are located at low levels..

24 The instrument tank in turn is drained at the

25 bottom by one two-inch drain line through a normally open

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 drain valve, into the same reactor building clean rad vaste

2 drain system line.

3 Now that's what it looks like. 'de still don ' t

4 know what caused water to accumulate in the east SDV header

5 with no automatic scram. Suffice it to say that people

6 looked for a lot of causes and nothing conclusive about the

7 specif2c cause was found.

8 , Bather, I would like to talk about the hydraulic

-

9 characteristics of this system and its vulnerabilities.

10 (Slid e .") _

11 33. LIPINSKIs Before fou take that up, the height

12 is shown as eight inches. That's eight feet. And what is

13 the diameter of the tank?
- .

14 YH..BUBINs Excuse me? The instrument tank is a

15 12 inch in diameter tank, which is somewhat longer,

16 approximately eigh t feet-plus long.

17 - .ER. IIPINSKIt- .Okay , - thank you .

18 3R. BUBINa Ivo types of drain tests were

19 perforned at Browns Ferry immediately af ter the event, one

20 in which the SDY dra.5.n system vent and drain valves were

21 opened, simulatir. normal free drainage of the system, shile

22 the other test involved draining with the headar vent valves

23 closed, thereby simulating a blocked path.

24 For the normal drainage test -- and I have shown a

25 figure lookinc into the system made of glass -- the entire

ALCER$oN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 system was first filled with room temperature water with the

2 vent valves open, as shown in the figure. At time zero the

3 instrument volume was opened and both headers allcwed to
~

4 drain simultaneously.

5 (Slide.)

6 Still looking into the glass system, after nine

7 and a half minates the west header was empty and the

8 50 gallon auto-scram level cleared. 45 seconds later --

9 (Slide.)

*

10 the 25-gallon level switch cleared.--

11 (Slide.)

12. Then after 11 minutes, 20 seconds, the 3 gallon

13 level switch cleared.
.

14 Finally, af ter 25' minutes had ela psed, the east

15 header finally emptied. I don't have a slide showing that.

16 Eased on the times involved -- and the idea is tha t this

17 tanit is-dropping.down a lot faster than that is emptying --

18 based on the times and the volumes involved, we can conclude

! 19 that the drain rate of the west header is about 35 gpm and

! 20 the other one is only about 11.6 opm, while the average
!

21 drain rate of the instrument volume, based on the rate of

22 clearine of the instrument switches, is about 24.5 opm.

23 But this drain rate is with the east SDV header
|

24 still draining into the instrument volume at an averaos of

25 11.6 gom. That is, at Browns Ferry the instrument volume

i

I
I
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1 drains 24 5 gym f aster than the east header drains.

2 Okay. I don't have any more slides on the test.

3 But with regard to the block ven'c simulation test, the drain

4 rates were in the range of .6 to about 3 gallons per minute
,

5 out of the headers when one considered no f ree venting of

8 the system, which is to say if you have blocked vents water

7 will tend to hold up.

8 (Slide.)

9 MR. BUCKS What did you say the drain rate was on

10. the west ven t?-

11 MR. RUBIN: It's in the neighborhood cf 35 gallons

12 per minute.

13 dR. WARD: What was the time to the first level

14 sensor clearing? ' Yo u sai- it, but I don 't remember.

!

15 MR. RUBIN: Aft,e nine and a half minutes from
,

!

l 16 time zero, the west header was empty and the 50-gallon

j 17 auto-scram switch-c1crared.- So basically all the water had

18 drained out of the west header at nine and a half minutes,
.

19 and it was at that point, the level was dropping pretty fast

20 in the instrument, and it wasn't doing much in the east

21 header.

22 (Slide.)

23 Well, what does this review of the SCV system

24 basically and its characteristics tell us about the problems

25 with the system? Already I have given you one, which is

!
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1 that we believe that the water was the cause of the Browns

2 Ferry event.

J The findings with regard to our studies is that

4 one can conclude f rom the drain tests that the Browns Ferry

5 scram instrument volume high-level scram function did not
.

8 and still does not provide protection against accumulation

T .of water in the east scram discharge volume header, even f or

8 normal venting and draining of that header. And that can be
,

|

| 9 seen from the drain test.

10 . With: the relative drain characteristics of the

11 header and the instrument volume, we can see that if we we r e-

! 12 to leak into the SDV, the east SDV, faster than the 11.6,

13 vater,would start to accumulate and fail the east header.
, ,

.

14 And at the same time, the water draining out of the east

15 header at 11.6 gpm vill never accumulate in the it.strument

16 volume, since that has got a big hole in it- It drains at

- 17 3 6 gym. -

| 18 This process with time would result in water

19 filling the east header without an automatic scram ever
|

| 20 occurring.
,

21 MR. WARD: You wouldn't get an automatic scram,

22 but you would get an indica tion.

23 3R. RUBIN: That's no t clear, either, because of

|24 if one looks closely at the hydraulics invcived, you can

| 25 explain it on a hydraulic head turn, okay. The instrument
|

|

,
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1 high volume is a high cylindrical tank and the 50-gallon

2 switch is loca ted eight f eet above the volume of the tank.

3 Therefore you have to build up a head of eigh t feet in the

4 tank before you're going to get those level switches to

5 actuate.

6 Now, if the drain line from the instrument volume

T to the clean rad wastes is relatively short, which it is at

8 Brovnt; Ferry, the an eight-foot driving head would result in

9 a failly rapid drain rate, which we saw.

,
10 0in the other hand ,. the SDV header is a horizontal

11 pipe, essentially, with a very small slope. And even when

12 filled, the maximum head of water that can be develcped

13 above the SDV drain ic approxinately two and a half fee t.
! -

'

-14 Thus,-with the relatively short drain line between the SDV

15 and the instrument volume, the flow rate in this line for

16 even the west SDV would be suspect.

17 . .
. In.other words, just looking at the heads and the

18 resistance to flow, one could probably conclude that ycu:

!

!

19 don't have protection on the west side, either.
|

20 HR. BUCKS Is that two and a half feet from --

21 ER. BUBIN: To answer your question, because of
|-

22 the elevation of the alarms in the rod withdrawal blocks,'

t

23 I'm not sure what the height is. But it wasn't clear to us

.24 that you would' develop the proper head, based on comparing

25 it with the head of t:te scran discharge volume to instrument

ALDERSoN REPCRTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 volume height.

2 MB. BUCK: You said the head was two and a half

3 feet. From where to where, can you show me that, please?

4 ( Slid e. . )
_ _ _ _

5 MR. RUBIN: Basically, the two and a half feet

6 would be the distance from th e v a y top of the inner

7 diameter of' the high point of the header to the point in the

8 tank where the drain line f rom that header intem *s this.

9 So you're really talking about at this point a and a half

10 feet of driving head.

11 At the same time, you have to develop about eight

12 feet of driving head in the instrument volume to get those

13 things. It's just not in the cards that you're going to be

14 able to hydraulically get those instruments to trip,.with
,

15 water coming into the SDV system greater than the drain

16 rate.

17 - - The only way- the system works is if you were to

18 plug this line right here, and then water will start backing

19 up this way. T'his system works fine for a plug right here.

20 But under normal, unplugged vents and drains in this system,

21 the basic h ydraulics a re such that you will never get those

22 switches to actuate.

23 VOICE: The specification calls for a slope of one

24 eighth of an inch per foot, and we find tha t most of the

25 plants met that most of the plants met that eighth of an

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,|NC,
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1 inch and nothing much more than that. That's why there's

2 not very much elevation between the high point and the lov

3 point.,

4 MB. BUCK: Is that also true on the ve {t ba nk asg

5 well?

6 YOICE: Yes.

T NR. RUBIN: So this resistance is the same as' this

8 resistance, and you've got a two and a half foot driving

9 head here and you've s till got to develop an eight foot head

to there to get the suitches to-act ate.

11 So if one makes the assumption these are the same

12 resistances, you won't get protection on this side, either,

13 for water fill.'.ng the vest header.
s -

14 MR. WARDS But the water 'has to be coming in from

15 the drives or something.

$d MR. RUBIN: Wel1, presumably through scras valves,

17 the, scram outlet valves leaking, or any other sources of.,

|
18 vater in the system, including there are some flush lines in

|
19 the system.

| 20 In other words, when one looks at sources of water
|

21 going into the SDV tanks, the instruments d on 't help. If

22 one considers water backing up in some way, the instruments

23 are fine. Those are, ! believe, kind of the less likely

24 things to worry about.

25 There are kind of disappointing hyd raulics in tha t
!

!
,
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1 system. Okay.

2 (Slide.)

3 The third item as far as our findings, based on

4 the drain rate characteristics of the system, in which for

5 instance , like Browns Ferry, which has one SDV tank which

! 6 normally drains significantly slower than the instrument

7 volume, it's pcssible to completely disable the protection

8 provided by the high level scram for both the east and wes:

9 headers by postulating a blockage in the faster-draining SEV

14 tank. -
. .

11 There is perhaps some hope, is what I'm saying,

12 that if both of them are filling and draining, then the

13 . combined drain rates vill be f aster than the instrument
.

- 14 volume is draining, so.you wi1' Jet a buildup of water in
I
~

15 the instrument volume.

16 But if you plug the faster-draining one and get

| 17 very little contribution f rca it, then the combined draining

18 rates won't be enough to fill up the instrument volume.

19 Okay, what other things can we conclude? With the

20 current scram discharge volume design, a blockage in the SUV

21 vent or drain path can cause water to accumulate and at the

22 same time disable the protection f unction. That's kind of

|
23 also disappointing.

!

24 The only case where that is not true is if one

25 were to again postulate a blockage here, in which that would

|

|

l
-

'
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. 1 result in wa'.er accumulating up this way, and you wouldn't

2 have disa., led these instrum ents by preventing water from

3 accumulating in the tank before they filled up this tank.

4 (Slide.)

5 But if one puts a blockage here, you fill up the

| 8 tank, then you have also blinded these instruments. So you

7 cause the problem and you disable the equipment that is
.

8 supposed to protect you against the problem from ever

9 happening in the first place, with these kinds of drains and

10 vent lines.-

11 Okay, the current scram -- excuse me, let me go

12 back to my findings.

13 (Slide.)
.

14' Am I talking fast enough?

15 The current scram discharge volume, item 5 here,

16 instrument volume results in the automatic high-level scram

17 - saf ety ,f unction being- dependent on the non-safety-related-
,

-

!
!

18 reactor building clean rad waste drain system. For the

19 scram instrument volume, the high-level scram switches to
"

i

| 20 actuate, you have got to accumulate water in the instrument

| 21 volume.
|

22 For water to accumulate there, if you have any

[ 23 chance of accumulating water, you've got to have a good
|

24 venting of the system. Venting in turn is controlled by

25 what's downstream of that vent line, which is the clean rad

!
;

!
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1 waste drain system.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13
.

*

14 '

15

16

17

| 18
|

| 19

20

21

i 22
|

I U

i 24

25,

|

|
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1 Improper venting from the SDV can sharply and

2 totally prevent water from draining into the SDV from this

3 test. So one could conclude that the operability, you might

4 say, of the level instruments, the safety instruments,

5 depends on good venting of the clean rad waste drain system,

6 which is a non-safety system.

7 Okay. What about the sources of water and holdup

8 mechanisms? If one looks at the system, you could probably

9 come up with a dozen ways to hold up water in there and a

10 . f ew wa ys _you. can get. wa ter. in there.

11 Possibly sources of water are from the previous

12 scram, multiple scram outlet valve leakage, injection from

13 SDV flush lines. I didn't show .t on any figures, but there
> .

14 are small lines on these headers which allow them to be

15 flushed to clean them out of high radia tion . And that's a
|
!

16 potantial water source.'

.The- mechanisms to hold the water up there could be17 - ..| . .-

!

18 a blockage in the vent piping, coupled with a dip in the

19 drain piping; a plugged SUV into SIV drain liness or a

20 closed vent valve; the vacuuming effects or siphoning

21 effects of the vent line coming down to the floor, and so

22 on.

23 So the point is, I don't know exactly which cne it

,

24 was that caused Browns Ferry, but there are enough of them
|

| 25 there to be of concern .

|
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1 MR. MATHISs Stuart. Lafore you go on, when was

2 the previous scram ?

3 MR. RUBIN: I: was several weeks prior, I

4 believe. I don 't know exac tly the date. I don't think it

5 was -- it was also in early June, was it not? Bill, do you

6 know?

7 MR. MILLS: We have all that information. I think

8 it was about a month.

9 MR. MATHIS: That long, and you can hypothesize

10 that.,there. is enough leakage somewhere that.you assume -

11 things were cleaned up from the previous scram and had

12 apparently worked all right, and there's been something

13 drastically changed in that interval of time? That gives me
.. ,

,

'

14 ~ some problems, that we don 't know or have any idea of what

*

15 it may be.

16 YH. RUBIN: Well, rather than losing sleep over

. - 17. the specific root. cause of the event --

18 MR. MATHIS: The root cause is the thing I get

19 concerned about.

20 MR. MICHAELSON: If you like, I can give you some

21 speculation. There are a number of ways it could ha ve

22 gotten there.

23 Perhaps a good speculation is the presence of hot

24 water in the CRD system. It drains hot water from a number

25 of components in the building. That hot wa ter, of co'2rse,

.
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1 is flashing a little bit. We'll call it th e va ro t .

2 The vapor now enters up into these relatively

/ 3 cooler headers and slowly but surely condenses, acd it keeps

4 on condensing. What happens then is that the condensate

5 runs down these very small slope lines, and it is also

6 rusting away the carbon steel in an ideal rust

7 environment.

8 So it 's f orming sludge and building up a little

9 das somewhere. It doesn't take much of a dam, of course, to

10. hold back a couple of feet-of water. In this case, if

11 you're forming a vacuum behind the wr.ter, a nd of course

12 you're tending to pull a little va'uun by the condensation

13 p ro cess.

O
~

14 - So it's very easy, with a small blockage, so that-

15 you don't get any backflow of air from the instrument volune

16 to support that column of water.

17- But.there-are a. lot of other ways. But that's one~.

18 vay in which you could insidiously fill the-system over a

19 period of about a month and get what you're looking fer.

20 There are a lot of other ways, but this looks good, because

|
21 ve don't find the high leakage rates we would otherwise look

22 for. We don 't find any other good sources.

23 The previous scram clearly would not be the source

24 over this period of time. So indeed, there is a very

25 effective blockage somewhere. But a slight low point is all

it ~ takes to make the condensation model work.

/
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1 HR. MATHISs But I consider your analysis, when

2 you talk about small amounts of flashing and so forth -- I

3 would think that would take care of any small amount of rust

4 blockage or something of that nature. I mean, I just have
_,

5 trouble with it.

6 MR. MICHAELSON: It's not coming in very quickly,

7 so it makes it easier to build up dams. Even a low point in

8 the pipe vill form a vapor sealage on the discharge side,

9 and as long as you're getting vapor in through the vent line

10 then you can accumulat.e the water. And if you're pulling

11 even a very slight vacuum, you can support that water

12 column. Two and a half f eet of water is not very much

13 va.cuum.
U

- 14 HR. NATHISa It doesn't take much flashing to-move. ,

15 things.

16 MR. EICHAElSON: But keep in mind, it's not

17. occurring in the line;.it's occurring.in the drain system
i
' 18 and the steam is coming up the drain system into the headers

19 and condensing there. And there is no violent or rapid flow

20 of water down the drain line. It's just kind of trickling

21 down there.

| 22 MR. LIPINSKI: Were these cut in the middle,

|
| 23 though, and examined in both directions?

24 3R. MICHAElSCN They were after the event. But

| 25 as soon as you scram, you're going to blow all this up.
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1 Obviously, you can ' t hold -- well, it wasn't 1,000 pounds,

2 but it must be approaching that, because the tank appeared '
f

~

3 to be almost full to begin with to make any of these models

4 work. So the pressure across the plug had to be very
1

-

5 large.

8 MR. LIPINSKIa What das found when the lines were
1

7 cut?

8 HR. 5ICHAElSON: They pulled out plenty of sludge

9 and sc forth. But ycu've got to keep in mind, this is

10 connected.to an open system. So every time the system backs

11 up, you're going to find a lot of sludge anyhow.

12 3R. LIPINSKI The lines were not clean. They

13 were dirty.
(

14 NR. P.ICHAElSONs Oh, yes, very definitely. This

15 is carbon steel and it rusts, and of course that's a very

16 important question here, too.

.17 It's.just speculation.

18 MB. RUBIN: We and AEOD beat our heads for several

19 days trying to convince each other of what each other ' felt

20 the cause was, and after a while we concluded that that

21 really wasn't the important question. It was simply to

22 build a case that the system has too many vulnerabilities,

23 too many possible things that can go wrong, so we should

24 change the system irrespective of finding the specific one.

25 Okay. The next one is the Browns Ferry 3 event
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I 1 and some other previous operating experiences led us to

2 believe that the float type water level monitoring
.

3r instruments had a significant degree of unreliability. For
,

4 example, following plant shutdown, as Bill mentioned, the

5 three gallon and 25 gallon switches were found to be

8 inoperable at the F:me time.

7 Af ter the instruments were flushed of residue, the

8 switches operated okay. Additionally , inspections a t

9 Brunswick Unit 1 following a reactor scram on November 14,

10 1979, revealed in inoperable. alarm in rod block levels

11 switches due to bent rods.

12 Also, Bill mentioned other inspections a t Hatch 1

13 on June 13th, 1979, that found two high level scram switches
( .-

- 14 inoperable due. to bent float binding against the inside of

| 15 the float chamber.

16 These experiences led us to conclude that there

.17 was a. significant . degree of unreliability of float-type

18 level switches resulting from various common causes.
|

19 Next we found that, with the current BWR reactor

20 protection system logic, the presence of certain automatic

21 scram conditions precludes SDV draining, that is, the scram

22 reset, to permit reset. So if we had an MSIV clocure , that

i 23 would have initiated the Browns Ferry event. That trip

24 condition is not readily bypassed -- cannot be bypassed and

25 shut down for refueling modes, which is the modes you have

|
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1 to be in to reset the scram.

2 ,So you would not have had a second shot to rescram

r 3 f or certain trip conditions. And there are perhaps a half a

4 dozen of these, important ones, i: the BWR RPS logic.

5 Sort of along with that, the next item is that if

8 a scram condition exists which cannot be bypassed in

7 shutdown or refueling mode, then the failure to close either

8 one of the SDV vent or drain line valves can result in an

9 unisolatable blowdown of reactor coolant outside primary

to containment.-

~

11 As you recall, during reactor scram these valves

12 are supposed to close to limit and contain the water

13 exhausted fros th e reactor. If one of them fails to close,
,

14- it's just going to be discharged into the clean rad waste

15 system, which is outside primary con tainmen t in th e reactor

16 building.

.17 The caly hopa you .would. ha ve of isolating the .

!
' 18 system from blowdown is reclosing the scram valve switches

19 upstream of that open valve. Eut you can't do that in all,

|

|
' 20 cases, because you cannot reset RPS for about half a dczen

21 trip conditions. So there is a worry there about a valve

|
22 sticking open.

23 Anc finally, we reviewed the emergency operating

24 instructions or procedures up at Browns Ferry when we

25 visited there, and we didn 't really see anything in the way

|
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1 of emergency procedures or operator'quidance following a

2 partial or complete scram failure. This is completely

< 3 consistent with the bullatin requirements that said that

4 you*re coing to have to develop such procedures and provide

5 t raining .

| 6 I would not call this peer review, even though ICE

7 and AEOD vere saying the same thing. It was basically, we

8 vere working over hero and really weren't conscious of

9 exactly everything they were working on. It was basically

10 truly independent. belief that there should be emergency

11 procedures for scram failure events, sort of like the

12 presidential commission and Rogovin Commission and all the

13 other ones saying the same thing. That just shows that
( *

L everyone is consistent and it 's not really peer review.

15 (Slide.)

16 I say that because there has been some question

17 about what motives AEOD had when it put that finding in its

.6 report after the bulletin had already said it was going to

19 be required or there was a deficiency there.

20 Recommendations. Now that we have reen there are

21 certain vulnerabilities, you might say, in the SDV system,

22 which is clearly important to scran capability, what shall

23 we do ? Well, the first thing we thought was that the

24 operability of the scram instruments should be independent

25 of any vent'.no or draining type phenomenon. That is to say,
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''
1 we believe that to the acceptable configura tion -- it would

2 be to place the instrument volume tank right up under the

r 3 SDV tank , which would permit spillage, you might say, of

4 water from the SDV into the instrument volume and y.u

5 wouldn't be depending on any venting or draining through

6 small lines to get that accumulatioa into the tank where the

7 instruments are.

8 We also recommended that there be two tanks, one

9 on each header, to allow for that kind of arrangement. It

10 turns out.that that recommendation is consistent with what

11 ' had been installed on the later BWR plants, the most recent

il plants.

'

13 There was a change in the design philosophy cr
,

_.(,
14 requirements among the last several plants. So I believe-

15 plants like Hatch 2 and Brunswick already have that, are

16 o pe ra tin g with th a t . But most of the older plants, in f act
.

| 17, most of the.. operating.BWR's, have the Browns Ferry type

18 arrangement.

19 MB. CATTON: Is there any reason not to discharge

20 directly to the suppression pool?

21 MR. HUBIN I think bill explained tha t pretty

22 well. There is a need basically to contain and limit the
1

23 amount of water exhausted during a scram for at least a

24 couple of reasons.

25 One is that you want to be able to limit the
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1 amount of water that goes past the drive seals. If you just

2 would continue to allow water to go past those seals, you

3 could have seal damage, and after each scram you would have

4 to spend two months rebuilding your seals. So you want to

5 provide a pretty reliable limited volume that you will get

6 discharged into during a scram.

7 Also, from the point of view of a LOCA, you might

8 say a system with a couple of valves that have to close,

9 provides reactor coolant pressure boundary protection, and

to therefore would limit the water discharged during a scram.

11 If you had relief into the suppression pool, there might be
;

12 additional concerns in these areas.

13 Another problem is that the reactor water is not
, ,

14- all that clean and you do not want to unnecessarily

15 discharge primary water into the suppression pool, which you

16 are trying to keep pretty clean because people have to work

. .17 .in, there during. outages and so f orth. So you want to limit

18 the amount of reactor water that would normally get in there

19 f rom normal radiation dose purposes during maintenance and

20 so forth.

21 Okay, where are we? Okay. With regard -- so that

22 gives us the configuration that we thought we had to have to

23 get rid of these vent and drain vulnerabilities.

24 The next thing that we thought, based on the

J

25 recent operating experience where : couple of float-type

.
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1 switches were inoperable at the same ti m e , we thought it

2 would be wise to provide diverse type level sensing

3 instruments for this uniquely important function, which is

4 to protect against the loss of scras capability. And we

5 suqqested a few concepts, and that was basically that.

6 The third iten here was, because of the concern

7 that if one of the valves were to not close during a scras

8 you could get into problems with an unisolatable blowdown

9 outside primary containment if during a scras you could not

10 close the scras outlet valves as an alternative to stop the

11 blowdown. And tha t process itself has a lot of questions as

12 to whether or not that would be successful, which goes

, , , 13 beyond the RPS logic, and I will get into that at the end of
t-

'

14 the day.

15 So to protect against single active failures,

16 given reactor blowdown outside primary containment, we

17- thought redundant' vent-and drain isolation valves would be

18 appropriate.

19 Emergency procedures. "e reco== ended that

20 emergency procedures be set in place at Browns Ferry and

| 21 other plants totally consistent wi th the ICE bulletin -

!
22 requirements.

23 And finally, we thought th a t consideration for

'mproving the drain reliability of this new system that wei24

25 were suggesting be set in place to reduce the number of
i

,

!
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' 1 challenges to the high level scram switches. In other

2 words, even with the tanks underneath the headers, tt to

3 make the systes drain fairly reliably so you never get water
4

4 accumulated in those tanks in the first place and reduce the

S number of challenges in the instruments.

6 5R. LIPINSKI How far does four go? Does that

T cover an ATWS? Number four up there, does that cover an

8 ATWS or just partial failures?

9 3R. RUBIN: I think most of the staff 's review as

1(L far as the equipment deficiencies, as far as ATWS goes,

11 really relate to ATWS as caused in the SDV system. There

12 are a lot of other ATWS possibilities.

13 3R. LIPINSKI: But four, because I can interpret
.

.c ,

14 that to -- if I take fout in total, where both have failed

15 to scram, that's an ATWS, okay?

16 MR. RUBIN: I thought you were talking about five,

17 I'a. sorry. . 0h , ce rtainly .

18 MR. LIPINSKIs So they are effectively having to

19 consider ATVS at this point?

20 MB. RUBIN: Bill is planning to talk about that i n- -

21 a fair amount of detail later on today, about exactly what

22 the procedures are now and why they are the way they are.

23 So that we feel that we are in good shape as far as

24 procedures go.

25 MR. LIPINSKIs Back in April, you became aware of
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1 it, because Dr. Catton and I toured the simulators and they

2 gave a demonstration of an AIWS with two operators at the

3 panels. We walked up to the BWR and asked for the same

4 thing, and they said you can't have it.

5 MR. RUBIN: Well, I think operating experience

6 r;.cht show that to be the case. One could argue whether er

7 not B rowns Ferry was an ATES. We had "without scram," but

8 i*a not sure we had it without transient. So it didn't

9 happen yet.
.

10- But you're right. We found, after going through
.

11 aar procedures, we think that Browns Ferry was enough of an

12 ATWS- at least on the second part, to say let's get the

13 procedures out there; knowing that the long-tern
, , .

It modifications would take some time, at least get some busan

15 factors improvements in the picture.

16 (Slide.)

17 As. f ar .as. conclusions of this part of my-*

|

| 18 presentation, basically we concluded that the cause of the
!

19 Browns Ferry event was water in the SDV system, which the

20 whole world is saying now. The current scram capability

21 protection system we believe is unacceptable, that is the

22 configuuation of the SDV system, its drainage

23 characteristics, and its vulnerability to drain impediments,

24 makes the current SDV system arrangement failure

25 unacceptable, unreliable, nonfunctional, you might say.
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1 The other point was that an unisolatable blowdown

2 potentially exists outside containment if you fail a single

3 valve and you cannot reset the RPS. And we concluded tha t,

4 there would have to be some modifications to the system to

S reduce the ATWS riri.

6 That completes my 15-minute talk, review of the

7 Browns Ferry event and the scraa system. If there are no

8 questions, I am now scheduled to move ight into another

9 ' subject, which will be rela tively brief .

,
10 58. EATHISt One quest' ion. You mentioned that the

11 never GE plants had changed their design. Was there any

12 feedback to the older plants as a result of that change?

13 There must have been a substantial reason for tha change.
t- , .

,

'14 Somebody must have been suspicious or something, that there

15 was a potential problem there.

16 MR. RUBIN : That's an area that AEOD did not

17 pursue. -That's not to say tha t it's not wo rth pursuing . I.

18 think, though, that Vince Panciera did look into those

19 questions.

20 NR. PANCIERAs We tried to pursue that same logic

21 with GE. We were never able to pin down exactly why GE

22 changed front the single IV design to the two IV design.

23 The only thing we got is general statements that these were

24 -- the never design appears on B runswick, on Hatch, and on

25 Duane Arnold, and on the newer plants that are in the
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1 current licensing process. All other plants have the single

de'ign.2 IV s

3 NH. LIPINSKIa I think if you check historically

4 with ATWS, running for 12 years, each time the conversation

5 came up with GE they became more sensitive, because this is"

6 the Achilles heel foe their ATWS problem.

7 NR. PANCIEBAs Yes, sir.

8 NR. RUBINs That certai..ly might be something that

9 ACES consultants might look into.

10 Okay. Following our case study review of the

11 Browns Ferry event, AEOD continued to investigate potential

12 problem area and vulnerability of the BWB scram system. Our

13 finding in LER's on a loss of air event at Browns Ferry sort

(
'

14 of made a lightbulb over our heads to illuminate.

15 What I will be talking about bacically to explain

16 this issue is the requirements f or control rod scras

17, insertion. With degraded air on the scran outlet valves,

18 control rod motion which one would expect with degraded air,

19 with the same time with the SDV header in-lekage to the

20 cracked-cpen scram valves would be dcing to the StV system, *

.

l 21 reflecting upon the SDV system drain rates, and then push
!
|

| 22 through what the eventual hydraulic condition of the scran
i

r 23 system would be after some time, comparing that with what

24 other things might be going on in the plant in the way of
i

25 disturbances crea ted by the degraded air situation.
,

!
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1 We will see that there is a lack of assurance that

2 automatic protection will be timely, and so there is

3 reliance on opera tor action to avoid possible evolving

4 ATWS. We will touch upon some operating experience and give

5 some conclusions.

i 6 (Slide.)

7 Okay, let me back up a bunch of slides.

8 (Slide.)

9 It might be helpful to look at this slide. To

10. begin with, you may recall earlier I said that to achieve

11 control rod insertion a minimum of about 550 psi must be

12 applied across the index tube drive piston to cause a

13 scram. As differential pressure decreases from this volume,
, ,

14 a greater percentage of the_under-piston fluid will simply
~

15 act as piston seal bypass flow, with a lessening percentage

16 actually going into moving the piston.

17 The drive-in blade, including the effect of the.

16 restraining collet fingers, do create some resistance to rod

19 m'otion, mechanical resistance to rod motion. So that with

| 20 dec rea sing the differential pressure we approach the

|
| 21 situation of under piston cooling flow, in which all flow
|

22 bypasses the drive piston with no rod motion at all.

23 So if the differential pressure is large enough,

24 we will get fluid flow, but very little if any rod motion.

| 25 (Slide.)

;

i

|
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1 Now, consider the effects of degraded air on the

2 scr am outlet valves. Here's a picture which tries to

3 integrate it. If the control air pressure were to drop in

4 the system to somewhat below the normal 40 to 45 psi opening

5 pressure of the scram outlet valves, shown here in the

6 single drives, the scram outlet valver. will begin to crack

7 open, acting as throttling valves.

8 A large diff erential pressure will exist across

9 the valve, with small differential pressure drCps due to

10 limited fluid flow upstream of the valve. Across the drive
11 piston, we get into a seal cooling situation, a flow past

12 the CED seals to the drive motion.

13 However, in this case the flow past the seals is
{ ''

14 going into the SDV headers. According t'o GE, from one to

15 two gallons per minute could occur without significant rod

16 motion for this cracked-open scram outlet case. The actual.

17, amount of leakage would depend on the condition of the . -

18 seals.
~

19 Thus the cumulative leak rate of 93"of these
20 things on either drain could be in excess of the drain rate

i
i 21 of those headers. So water would start to accumulate in the
!
'

22 headers as a result of this degraded air situation .

23 At the same time, as shown on the figure, the

24 rapid drain rate of the instrument volume -- because of
!

25 that, the water level will build up there slowly, if at

!

.

'
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1 all. If left unattended, say within a minute or two

2 depending on the degraded air situation, one would find that

3 the CRD's would perhaps have moved slightly, if at all, up

4 into the core.
.

5 The SDV headers would be becoming full and no

6 automatic scram would occur, since the water level did not
.

7 rise high enough in the instrument volume. We would be

8 approaching a "can't-scram" situation.

9 At the same time, the degraded air control supply

to would also be . adversely- aff ecting regulating valves, for

11 example in the power conversion system, for example the

12 feedwater system. Thus a plant transient such as water

13 level drop in the reactor could also be initiated,
_

t *

s

14 ' eventually leading to a need to scram.

15 Considered all together, unacted-upon, the plart

16 within a few minutes could be evolving by itself toward an

17- ATWS because of .the- degraded. air condition. Automatic

|
18 protective action could very well come too late because of

I 19 the drain characteristics of the SDV system.

20 Well, what do we do? Obviously, timely and
|

21 appropriate operator action in as little as two minutes

22 would be required as a result of this issue. The adequacy

23 of the human f actor for this event was closely examined.

24 With regard to -- that basically is the scenario.
J

| 25 With regard to previous operating experience, there have
,

|
.
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1 been numerous degraded or lost air events in operating

2 BWB's. All of them obviously were successfully terminated,

3 in some cases by the operator manually scra maing the reactor

4 and others by some automatic trip of a reactor.

5 Although little good data was available for most

6 of these events, oae of our analyses of Browns Ferry 1 on

7 November 24th, 1976, indicated tha t the SDV was partially

8 full when the automatic scram occurred. We believe that a

9 slightly different air pressure history may provide a

10 different result, however.
,

11 The conclusion, therefore As a result of this

12 study, AEOD concluded that the degraded air scenario had

13 important safety issues involved and thus should be
,

14 immediately addressed and resolved by both the NRC staff and

15 the BWH Licenrees. And we issued a memo on this subject.

16 Vince told you when.

17 HR. WARD:/ Could you go back and explain the two
|

| 18 lower level switches there?
!

19 MR. RUBIN: This is kind of like a perhaps

20 situation. Water level has risen to the point where we have

! 21 activated the SDV system, not field switch and the rod clock

22 monitor switch just for the sake of argument, and have not

23 gotten to the protective switches. So that 's all I'm trying

24 to show there.

25 MR. WARD 4 But I guess this situation could exist
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1 with the level below those two.

2 53. EUBINs There is no analysis to say that's

3 exactly where the water level is, but simply based on the

4 drain characteristics of the SOY system, where this thing
.

5 has a big hole in it and a very narrow, constricted flow

6 path, we wouldn 't expect th a t water level vould rise u; in

T the instrument volume very quickly and in a timely var to

a initiate a scras before water accumulated in the headers,
'

i

9 which have to be free to accept wa te r discharged .

10 ER. LIPINSKI&. From what you said earlier, it'

11 would not rise. You would drain faster fron the instrument

12 volume.

13 53. HUBIN Of course, here we have the
,

'

14 contribution of.two'at the same time, and there is the

15 question of the contribution of two h ea de.rs drainitig in to

16 that header when compared to the drain rate of the

17 instrument volume._

18 It's not clear what the level rise buildup would

19 be. Cne would have to perfern this kind of test on the

20 systen to see if you got those switches to actuate befere

21 rou accumulated too nuch water in the systen. Those kinds
L

22 of tests were not run at Browns Ferry.

23 The tests were run, the systems were filled, and

24 the plugs pulled to see what would happen. There's another

25 test you could run, just pouring water in here and watching
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1 it fill and then see how water zight accumulate dcwn here.

2 Tha t's a different hydraulic model.

3 53. LIPINSKIa But you had identified a common

4 mode failure tha? '_ead s to an ATWS, and there may be a time

5 window to eventually get to the PBS. But in the mean tine

6 you're vulnerable.

7 3R. RUBIN. Yes. The switches may actuate too
.

8 late. In other words, you say have filled to the point

9 where the rods won't go in because there isn't enough

to available-free volume by the time the level rose in the
.

11 instrument volume to actuate the screm.

12 32. CATTON: Have the hydraulic calculations been

13 made?
t% -

.

(''
14 ~3R. RUBIN: Well, there was a lot of hand-waving

15 arguments. Basically, I don't think I ever saw any

16 hydraulic calculations.

-17 - The thrust of the - GE arocrents .was tha t the manual

18 scras has always been timely, the operators know what

|

| 19 the y 're doing , they are trained to provide that manual

20 protection should the less of degraded air occur, and so why

21 worry about it.
!

| 22 53. CATTON: So no calculations are made. I find

: 23 that really very upsetting, for such a single hydraulic
|

24 systes, tha t no calculations were made. As a =atter of
,

|

25 fact, I find it hard to believev.'

!

!
>
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1 M5. MICHAELSON: let me consent on that. I am

2 inclined to agree with you, all righ t, except that these are

3 not maybe as rimple a calculation as you might envision.

4 For one thi ng , what's the condition of the piping interior?

5 We know it's extremely dirty and whatever. So what type of

8 coefficients are you going to use?

7 It's very plant-specific, you know, particular

8 arrangements. So the test data was probably the best,

9 although it was not a true simulation of this particular

-10 kind of a possibiliti ..

11 'But it doesn't take much looking to realize that

12 for a certain combination of circumstances the condition

13 indeed would. result. in a full discharge volume before you,

14 got the-automati'c'scran. -

15 MR. CATTON: But those are straight runs of pipe.

16 That's a tank. Given the head , you can make the

17 calculation . ~ You - can even ask yourself, what kind of

18 crudding-up of that line do I have to have.
|

19 MR. MICHAELSON: I thought you were trying te do

,

20 the dynamic calculation. For a while it's an open channel
i

21 flow. It just doesn 't seen like a vorthwhile exercise, if

22 you want to do it precisely, when you have enough test data

, 23 to show how these things really work.
!

24 And then you get into the question: What's the

25 condition of the sever system tha t i;'s going into, the

I

i
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1 drain system, since it's closed at both end s ? Is it full of
t

2 water at the time, for instance? Is the four-inch drain

3 that you're channeling into full?

4 And that affects all those answers, because it is

5 not a self-vented systes necessarily. It's venting into the

8 same pipe you're draining into. And if tha t pipe is full,

7 it creates an entirely dynamic condition.

8 M2. CA!!ON: I would sue my plumber if he did

9 th a t.

10 SR. KICHAELSON: Eight,-you would not let that-

11 happen. But tha t 's wha t this is.
'

12 53. LIPINSK! I see a direct correlation between

13 this and,T!! ,2. The system is not behaving like it should.. , _

.

14 because the rods a ren't moving, and I'll bet these operators

15 stocd around a nd sc ra t ched their heads, but fortunately got

18 their rods down before any dazage took place.

17 -
~

-NR.-HUBIIs Well,'if you just look at the systen

18 and don't know zuch about hydraulics, you say, well, water

19 flows downhill and water should accunulate at the botto

20 before it gets to the top. So you have to get into sose
I
|

| 21 hydraulic thoucht process.

22 32. LIPINSKI: The thought I'm trying to make is

23 the hydraulic process is --
|

24 ?.E. HUBIN: Exactly, there are fundasental

25 deficiencies in the system, and they are seriens.
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1 Add by the way, the recommendation that we made on

2 our initial report, which is now being pursued and being

3 implemented through NRR, as well as based on our own
i

4 independent. assessment, will change the system in a way-

; 5 which puts the instrument tanks directly under those two
|

6 volume headers, and so you don't have that drain rate

7 problem civing you the problem I just described.

8 Water will be accumulating quickly in the

9 instrument volume tank, even with degraded air, and you

10 should get activation of the scraa switches before water

11 accumulater in the SDV header tanks.

12 3R. MICHAELSGNs There is one more complication

13 before he gets into it too far.

14 (Laughter.)

i 15 'MR. MICHAELSON: You have to look at the bia

16 picture. 'All the drain lines go down to a seal tank in the

17 basement. There is an. unknown state of all these drain -

!

! 18 lines, is what I as trying to emphasize, and we're venting

|'
19 into the same line that we're draining into.

20 It's very difficult to predict on a given date,

21 depending on what else is in the system at the same time , a s

22 to what the drain rate would be out of your instrument

23 tank. However, we can predict a little bit better how fast

24 it's going into the discharge volume. So it isn't quite

25 that simple a problem.
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1 If it were an open atmosphere and draining into a'

2 sink, it would be extremely simple .

3 MR. CATTON: It's my understanding tha t the

4 testing of this system, the functional testing before

5 acceptance by TVA, did not include any hydraulic testing.

6 Tha t's my understanding, that they test the circuits and see

T the level switches work, but they really don 't test the

8 system as designed.

9 Have there been any changes as a result of that,

10 that you do ,a complete test?

11- .53. BUBIN: Well, I think Vince can answer that,

12 and I will let him.

13 MR. PANCIERA4 Ycur understanding is correct.

(-
14 There was no preoperational test done on this system.

.

'15 33. CATTON Other than the electrical?

16 MR. RUBIN: That's not precisely accurate. There

17 was some da ta tha t we found at Browns Ferry which basically

during pre-op testing they had some scrams and they18 --

19 opened the vent and drain valves during HPS, and somebody

29 made a note of the time it took to clear the high level

21 switches. That was simply to confirm that the thing

22 drained, there were no pluas in the system.

23 MR. MICHAE1SGN let's not lose sight of the fact

24 that all you have to do is be sure you 've cot an empty

25 pipe. Sc what kind of test would you propose to make sure
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I 1 you have an empty pipe?

2 MR. CATTON: Well, if you 've got an

( 3 electrical-hydraulic instrument -- and it was my

4 understanding that the electrical part, but not the

5 hydraulic, was tested .

6 HR. MICHAELSON: I'm not sure I agree with th a t .

7 We filled the tank and watched the instruments, I think, but

8 I 'm not quite positive on that. However, keep in mind the

9 cafety function in simply to be sure you've got an empty

10 tan k. . So what kind of test do you wart to do,. you know, to

11 show that.the empty tank would work?

12 Well, we scrammed and we scrammed a lot of times,

13 and the empty tank works. But if it isn't empty, then we've
(.; 4-

14 got a real probles.. lut I don't know of any preoperational*

,

15 testing in that respect inless you had had the f oresigh t to

16 realire all of this. Th . 'f course, clearly there are

17 tests..you.could do.
,

18 MR.-CATTON We can. cos '.inue the debate or the

19 Chairman will cut us off.

20 MR. MATHIS: I'm going to cut you off, because Ed

21 Jordan vants to say something.

22 NR. JORDAN: There was inadequate preop testing of

23 tha t system under all of the possible combinations of

j 24 conditions. There were preoperational tests done of this

25 facility, as well as the other GE facilities. But no cne

!

{
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'
1 had the foresight to test it under the various conditions

2 that it could encounter in operation, and I think that is an
.

3 overall deficiency.

4 We really don't test all those combinations. And

5 this design sort of evolved from plant to plant. There are
*

6 significant differences that Vince and Bill can describe in

7 detail, that were not individually tested as the evolution
~

S went.

9 MR. NATHIS: Ed, in that connection, I just got

to some notes here, and I. can' t tell you where I accumulated
,

11 these, but I put this under the heading of quality assurance

62 on construction. And in one case a valve was installed

13 backwards, and this apparently had gone on for quite a while
d

14 before it was detected.-

,

15 Solenoid coils and relays were not properly

16 installed. This is something that should be picked up, I

17 would think. At least electrical ATP's that ha ve been run,

18 as Ivan indicated, apparently have not been that thorough,

19 either.

20 MR. JORDANS Some if those problems apparently

21 occurred subsequently in plant life, as opposed to initial

22 installation, during subsequent maintenance. And it

23 continues to point up the problem of not only preop testing,
'

24 but testing after maintenance in a comprehensive way.

25 Those deficiencies were found as a result of'
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1 tes ting tha t the utilities did based on the lessons learned
w

2 from this particular event. So those were out of the

3 bulletin responses.'

4 MR. WARD: No one seems to pay much attention to

5 those bottom two level sensors. All the analyses are always

6 run when it fills up. There's probably some simple

7 explanation for that. Could you give it?

8 MR. BUBIN4 Well, they are no t tied into the

9 reactor protection system. So you don't have assered
'

10 actions or preventive seasures. You rely on the operator to

11 do sosething.

12 It's simply to tell the operator that --as far as

13 .the instrument volume not drained. alarm, it simply tells the

14 operator that' water is statting to accumulate in the systes

15 and he should perhaps investiga te why tha t is so.

16 The next one up , at the 25-gallon level, is a rod

17 block inhibiter. If the guy is pulling rods out of the core

18 during a startup, should that switch activate, he vill be

19 prevented from pulling any more rods. So there is a

20 hard-wired circuit in ,tha t one.
'

21 MR. WARDS Does he get an indication of that in

22 the control roca?

23 MR. RUBIN: Oh, yes. There are annunciators that

24 tell him these things are happening.

25 But as far as technical specification requirements
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1 on the operability of those particular instruments, there

2 are none. They can be inoperable -- I don't believe that

'3 there are required surveillances on those particular

4 instruments. Is that not correct, Bill?

5 MR. MILLS: Previously, there were no requirements

6 on those switches. But we saw on Vince's first slide the

7 bulletin that went out before the Becwns Ferry event, which

8 required they do surveillance on those two switches.

9 So the requirements are there in the bulletin, in

10 sam ple tech s pecs , when the bulletin was sent out later. I

11 don't know the status on the tech spec itself, but tha

12 requirements are there in the bulletin. And the tech specs

13 are being imp 1,emented that would also pick that up.,

14 MR. 3ARD: Did I understand him, in the June 1980

15 incident those switches were inoperable?

16 MR. MILLS: They operated during the incident.

17 But after~the event was over, when they did the
.

18 callibration, then they did not operate. There was no

19 indication that their inoperability contributed to it.

20 MR. WARD: Thank you.

|

21 MR. PITTMAN: I think there is another implication

22 we can imply from those switches. The fact they are

23 sinquiar and non-redundant, they were by design not intended

24 to be pa rt of the safety system.

25 MB. EUBIN: It's simply there to provide a-
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I warning, of whatever reliability we can imaginw, for a

2 system that had not been surveilled and operability
e

3 checked. That's about it a t this poin t.-

4 MB. BUCK: There really isn't any way you could

5 tell what the level is. It is just between what levels the

6 water would exist, given that the switches were working

7 properly.

8 MR. BUBINs Tha t 's righ t. It's a go-no go. It's

9 simply activated or not activated condition.

10 MR. BUCKS Was any consideration given to a gauge
~

11 type of mechanism for detection?

12 MR. RUBIN: Is this in the sense of our

13 recommendations?
.

14 MB. BUCK 4 Tes.

15 dR. RUBIN: We have never looked at a need to kncv

i 16 the precise height of water. I think it's more important

.17. that you have an instrument tha t takes action when it
;

|
| 18 reaches a height that everyone agrees upon is a height that

| 19 you don't want to go any higher. So you don't need to know

20 the exact height. So a switch without a ga uge is, I think,
1
1

21 adequate.

| 22 58. BUCKS Unless you want to know a rate.
1

23 MR. RUBIN: What I mean is, if you are talking

24 about a protection system -- if you talk about rate, you're

25 talking about the operator 1 coking at it, and then you get

|
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1 into the human factors aspects of protection. And I don't

2 think you want to be occupying the tine of the operator

3 looking at rates necessarily in a protective function.

4 MB. CATTON: Possibly it's better for ir to be a

5 surprise?

6 MR. BUCKS That's what I was thinking.

7 MR. JORDANS The problem is the instrument volume

8 was icoking at the wrong water, anyway. You're really

.9 concerned about the water in the discharge volume, and there

10 was no sensure of that water. So you were diverted by

11 looking at those level switches and they were meaningless.

12 MB. CATTON: But that 's because it was a bad

13 design.
, . .

.

14 MR. JORDANS That's correct.

15 MB. RUBIN 4 At Three Mile Island the level in the

16 pressurirer being an untrue, quote, unquote, indicator of

17 water over the core. - - -

18 MR. MATHISs Anything more, Stuart?
|

( 19 13. RUBIN 4 No, that's it for now.
i
l

20 NR. MATHIS: I'm going to suggest a slight change

- 21 in schedule. I understand that we have somebody coming down

22 at 100 o' clock from the ATWS calculation.
|

23 MR. PANCIERAs Yes, one of the people vill be here.

24 MR. MATHISa Well , Vince , would it be all righ t

25 then if we break for lunch now and take up the 7TVS
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'

I calculations at 1:00 o' clock? And then we will go back and

2 pick up the schedule as you have it laid out?-

3 MR. PANCIEBAt That would be fine. We put the'

4 ATWS calculation in at 1400 because of convenience.
,

5 MR. MATHIS: I don't want to, disrupt that. If it

6 isn't going to disrupt any of your other activities, we will;

7 adjourn and reconvene at 1 00.

8 (Whereupon, at 11:55 a.m., the meeting was

9 recessed, to reconvene at 1:00 p.m. the same day.)

i 10

I

11,

12

'

13,

14

i
15

16

-- 17 . .

' -18

19

20

21

i 22

23

24

25

.
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1 AFTERNCON SESSION

2 (1s00 p.m.)

< 3 MR. MATHISs The meeting will resume.

4 We start out now on the ATWS calculations. Mr.

5 Graves.

6 (Slide.)

7 HR. GRAVESs I as here in place of Dr. Spies. My

8 name is Charles Graves, and the subject of my presentation

9 is PWR plant transient analysis conducted at Brookhaven

to National Laboratory.

11 In recent years the NRC, in conjunction with

12 technical assistance from Brookhaven, has developed a

13 reasonable capability of analyzing the consequences of a
(s .

~

14 full'ATWS. 'This' capability-has been used before in
.

15 calculations for selected ATWS events in BWR's. These

16 calculations were only fo r a BW9-4 type plant.

The calculations have.been used to improve the -17- -

| -

| 18 staff's understanding of consequences of ATWS events and tC
l

i 19 formulate the staff position with respect to AIWS which is
!

20 now under consideration.
.

21 As a result of Three Mile Island, there has been a
i

22 recent staff interest in the development of proper

23 procedures to give appropriate guidance to an operator in

24 the case of various transient events, including ATWS.
!

25 Finally, we had the recent Browns Ferry 3, where there was a

i

!
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1 partial scran. We had not analyzed such an event before,

2 and as a result asked Brookhaven to conduct some

3 calculations of the consequencies.

4 I would like now to summarire the Brookhaven

5 program and discuss briefly some of the consequences of an

8 ATWS event that they analyzed, and talk about some of the

7 other transient studies which will be conducted in the

8 future at Brookhaven.

9 (Slide.)

10 The first slide is concerned with the program

11 scope at Brookhaven, and this scope is for the program to be

12 conducted in fiscal '81 and fiscal '82.

13
,

First of all, they were given the job of modeling
,

14 a BWR-4 partial ATWS event, such as occurred at Brevns

15 Ferry. This was done for the case of inadvertent V.S I7

16 closure events.

17 The second'part of the program scope is for then

18 to prepare input tapes, and tha t 's wha t I mean generic

19 mo'dels, of typical 3W2-3, 5 and 6 plants for ATWS and other

20 transient consequences. As I mentioned before, at the

21 present time they have done this for the BWR-4, which would

22 be for the Peach Bottom plant. They will have to expand

23 this to include the other models.

24 Finally, under the contract with Brookhaven they

25 will be performing aedit analyses of s series of loss of
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1 feedwater events. These are events which the staff asked

2 General Electric to analyze. The results of the GE
*

3 calculations are reported in NEDO-24708.

4 (Slide.)

- 5 MR. KERR: Excuse me. I'm not sure I understcod

6 rour comment concerning the meaning of " generic plant

7 models." You said something about thr t meant preparing

8 input tapes. .That to me means a tape that has data, that

9 sets cut boundary conditions. But that isn 't what you

'

10 meant? -

11 MR. GRAVESa No. What I meant, for example, is

12 the dimensions, flow path resistances, characteristics, and

13 things of that nature. In other words, rig .. t ncv, for
,

14' example, they have this set up for Peach Bottom and

15 analyzing the Peach Bottom even t.

16 MR. KERRs Who developed the plan t model they are

17 using?-

18 MR. GRAVES: I do not believe Brookhaven developed

19 it. I believe it was done at Idaho. I'm not sure of the

20 answer to that question, but I can find out for you.

21 MR. KERR I would be interested to know who

22 developed the model and wha t it is, or a report that you can

23 refer me to. There probably is a report to which you could

24 refer me.

25 MR. GRAVES: Yes, sir, there is a report. But I
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1 don 't know the originator of it.

2 MR. KERR: Thank you.

3 MR. GRAVES The main idea is to ex' tend the<

4 capability to other plants.

5 MR. CATTON:* What code are they using at

6 Brookhaven?

7 MR. GRAVESs Right now they're using RE1AP 32,

8 which was developed at Brookhaven, I believe around 1976, at

9 the sta f f request. And I believe the fit . use of it was

to for ATWS calculations. There are other codes that we'll be

11 talking about later, however. That is a their own line code.

12 MR. CATTON: It 's also -- the sta te of the art has

13 gone.quite a bit beyond tha t..

14 MR. GRAYES: That's right.

15 MR. KERRa Are these calculations being done as,

!

16 best estimate or conservative, or can you comment on where

17 in the spectrum of things?
,

t

I

i 18 MR. GRAVES: I think they are more like best
.

59 estimate, to my knowledge. There are conservatisms in the

20 choice of, for example, on the hest exchangers, considering
7

|
21 104 percent of rated power as an initial condition. But

22 these are --

23 MR. KERRa I guess what I really should have asked

24 is whether the aim is to get a best estimate result or a

25
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1 conserva tive result.

2 NR. GRAVES: I think I would consider it best

3 estimate, and guidance for procedures and understanding

4 processes.

5 5H. KERR: Well, is Brookhaven being asked to

6 develop best estimate results?

7 MR. GRAVES: Can you answer that question on best

8 estimates?

9 VOICEz They are primarily best estima te.

10 NR. GRAVES: I think there is a mixture, however,-

11 in terms of things like heat exchangers, th e maximum

12 temperature, the temperature of the service water inlet, the

13 temperatu e of.the condensate, the suppression pool, for
,

,

14 e xa mpe .

15 3R. KERRs At this point I'm not interested in the

16 details. I probably wouldn 't understand all of them.

'

17 You are telling Prookhaven what to use?*

18 NR. GRAYES: We haven 't come to that point in the
"

19 contract. The work on the generic plants will not be until

20 1 ster in the year, and I just joined the project, so I

21 cannot say.

22 53. KERR: Sc in a sense it's yet to be decided?

23 MR. GRAVES: That would be in 1982.

24 MR. KERR: A re the results of this to be used as

25 quidance to operators?
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'
1 MR. GRAVES: My reaction on Browns Ferry 3 and the

2 ones they did with RElAP 3B is I think those calculations

/ 3 are very useful in understanding the event. In other words,

4 they're talking abo.c time for operator actions.

5 MR. KERR I'm not making my question clea r. Do

6 rou anticipate that the people who operatr plants will do

7 other calculations which they will use for instruction of

8 operators, and these won 't be used for that?

9 MR. GRAVES: I's sure there are plants there wo uld

10 he calculations by GE, as in the past.

11 MR. KERR These calculations are going to be done

12 as an effort on the part of the NBC staff to establish

13 independent capability?
(.,. . .

14 MR. GRAVESs' Yes, and also to be able to run

15 problems, to try to understand the sequence of events, not;

'

16 just limiting conditions, but to understand what is

4 17- h appening and' when .'- -

!

18 MR. KERRt If that's the case, are you coing to

19 make an effort to compare your results to those of GE?
,

f

20 MR. GRAVES: I'm going to talk about the

21 comparison in just a minute.

22 MR . KERR : Does that mean that you probably also

l 23 are going to use the same input data?

| 24 MR. GRAVES: In terms of the calculations we have

25 run in the past -- and I am going to mention this -- we used
,

,

|
!

l
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1 a mixture of GE data plus Brookhaven data.

2 MR. KERR Okay. I will vait, then.

' 3 MR. GRAVESs If you would, please.

4 Now, as f ar as this slide is concerned, it's a
__

5 discussion of program objectives and it is a repeat of some

6 things we were discussing. We would like to have the
'

7 capability to audit vendor / licensee analyses. We would like

8 to Brookhaven to be in a position to generate some

9 calculations of plants other than 3ER-4's. We would like to

10 develop'a better understanding of the processes, and this-

11 would help in the guidelines.

12 We would like ,to make independent audit and

, ,
13 as.sessments. of the safety . features.

14- -(Slide.),

15 I will try to answer some of your questions, Dr.

16 Kerr, about the input data as we go along the best I can.

' - - 17 M R .1KER E : Sure.~-

18 MR. GRAVES 4 Now with respect to Browns Ferry 3,

19 it was a partial scram event. They were at the peint, where

20 the scram was initiated, with about 30 percent power. And

21 in the first scram only about 76 rods went in.

22 I have people to back me up if I make a mistake,

23 so I feel perfectly comfortable here.

24 As a result of the Browns Ferry 3 partial scram

25 e ve n t , the staff asked General Electric to consider -- to
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1 run calculations on the consequences of this type of an

2 event, not from the initial conditions for Browns Ferry but

/ 3 from initial conditions of rated power, 104 percent. The

4 main steam isolation -- I'm sorry, I better get the slide
_

5 up.

6 We asked GE to run the calculations simulating the

7 Browns Ferr7 partial scram configuration, and we a' Iso a sked

8 them to run calculations simulating the case of one-half of

9 the rods fully in and one-half of the rods fully out after

10 an-MSIY closure. Roughly , the conditions are that the
.

11 partial scram event tha t simulates Browns Ferry, if it had

12 initiated at 100 percent power, would have resulted in a

13, semi-equilibrium power of 10 percent as you go,into the,

i

14 even't, wereas a half and , half scram configuration would have -

| 15 given you a power of about 20 percent.

16 MR LIPINSKI4 Is tha t without th e recirculation

| 17 pump trip?

18 NR. GRAVESa I'll define the events as we go

19 along. The event was MSIV closure, inadvertent, a scran fro

20 the HSIV closure, which was partial scram.
i

!

21 The pressure goes up, and it assumes that the ATWS

22 pump trip occurred at a pressura of about 1165 psia. So we

23 have reached a condition early in the event where we have a

24 scram, an RPT a few seconds after the scram, and then the

25 main feedvater is still on for a short time af ter tha t. And

:
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1 when you are boiling off the plant with the MSIV's closed.

2 You are cha rging off steam to the suppression pool and the

3 vessel inventory ts decreasing.

4 As a result of decreasing inventory, then, you

5 would have reactor core isolation cooling system comino on

6 at a low level system, level two, and high pressure coolant

7 injection going on. This would raise the inventory and you

8 would go through a cyclic process, which I could show

9 later.

10 We had asked GE to analyze the consequences of

11 this event. The consequences of real interest are not

12 reactor coolant pressure. Th e reactor coolant pressure

13 doesn't get very high. It's well below 110 percent design
,

- 14 pressure of 1375.

15 The consequences of the event would primarily be
:

16 the load to the suppression pool, and the question of

- 17 whether the suppression pool temperature increases to the

18 point where you would have dynamic loads resulting from the

19 steam discharged f rom the safety relief valves which goes to

20 the pool, to go from those pumps, that would occur at a high

21 enough pool temperature to have excessive dynamic leads.

|
22 So the problem of interest was not the peak

|

l 23 pressure of the reactor, but pool heatup, did the pool hea t

i

24 up high enough to give you unacceptable consequences.

I
25 HR. CATTON: How good is the model of the pool on

!

|-

|
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1 t hings like stratification and circula tion?

2 38. GBAVES: As far as our calculatiens and GE's

3 calculations and as far as I'm concerned, it's an extremely'

,

4 simple model. What we are calcula ting is the increase in

5 the average pool temperature.

6 NR. CATTONt So you could be quite a bit of f,

7 then?

8 MR. GBAVESt I think I have a reasonable idea of

9 wha t has been found so far. There are two types of pipes

10 discharging to the suppression pool. One is called a ram's

~

11 head. I 'm talking about the saf ety relief valves. One is

i 12 called a ram's head, which comes from a vertical pipe into

13 two elbows. And the second is the quencher, which, if the
. ,.

14 elbows go to the surface'of the water, if you add a

15 perforated pipe, you would have a quencher.

16 Now, the pool temperature limit as f ar as

17 excessive dynamic forces associated with these relief valve

18 discharge piping, is for a Mark I containment and would be a

19 maximum local pool temperature of 160 degrees Fahrenheit

20 with the ram's head. If you put the quenchers on -- by the

21 way, the 160 is the acceptable value as f ar as the staff is

| 22 concerned in that it's a local maximum.

23 If you have quenchers, the acceptable local peak

24 pool temperature would be 200 degrees Fahrenheit. That's

25 the staff-accepted value, although GE says there is data tc

|

|

|

f
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1 indicate you could go up to the boil'ing point.
2 HR. CATTON: I tnink GE is probably right.

3 MR. GRAVES: I think the interest here was how

4 long it would take to get up to 160 or 200.

5 VOICES Wouldn't the pressure pulse have been more

6 severe if the turbine trip --

7 MR. GRAVES: Turbine trip without bypass is very

8 similar to MSIV closure. For a RWR-a, as I recall, the peak

9 reactor pressure following a turbine trip without bypass is

10- about 15 pounds psi less than that f or closure. On the

11 other hand, the pool temperature l's slightly higher for the

12 pool temperature without bypass.

,
13 VOICEa I don't understand what's going on.

, 14 HR. GRAVES: The turbine stop valves would close
|

| 15 very rapidly. 3SIV's are closing closer to containment,
!

16 closer to the vessel.

17 The point is that the generic calculations that

18 were made -- and I think I have a table in my briefcase for

19 it -- ?WR-4's, for GF's report -- the consequences are'

20 f airly close in terms of pressure and peak pool

21 temperatures.

22 MR. CATTON: GE has two codes, one called READY

23 and the other called ODIN. One's good and one is bad as far

24 as rapid pressure is concerned and they use the bad one in

25 their A1WS calculations, and they maintain things are so
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1 slow it doesn 't ma tter.

2 MR. GRAVES: I would like to divide this type of

I 3 problem into two pieces. We are talking about times of 10,

4 20, 30 minutes. But there is a point -- and I a pprecia te

5 what you 're asking.

6 In doing a calculation like that, they did use

7 READY, by the way, for an extended period of time. They
,

8 went up to over a half hour to an hour. That's

9 long-running.

'

10 But one interest in the'early part of the event is

11 how much energy was generated, because that's going to heat

12 up the pool. That's a small correction because you're going

13 to be discharging to the pool f or a fairly long period of
(- - <
'

'

14 time before this standby liquid control system shuts off the

15 plant and you are on decay heat.

16 MR. KERR: Excuse ne. What is a long period of

17 . tim e? 10 minutes,-30. minutes?

18 -MR. GRAVES: If you had an MSIY closure, a turbine

19 trip without bypass, the key parts of the calculation would

20 go into typical Chapter 15 calculation in the first 60

| 21 seconds. By that time your reactor pressure has peaked in

22 five or ten seconds, there are neutron fluxes in a few

23 sec;nds.

24 %nd as you go through this, if you went through a

25 scram, for example, everything of interest would be pretty

.
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1 auch over as far as, say, minimum critical power ratio or

2 maximum reactor pressure, would be ovar with.

3 However, I think it has been demonstrated so f ar

4 to my mind that the question of peak pressures is not the

5 problem. It is the question of loads to the pool. And nov

6 we are talking about something where, for the Browns Ferry 3

7 calculations, we asked then to run a calculation and said,

8 do not put on the poison system until 10 minutes, or until

9 30 minutes, and what happens.

10 Now, in that time the reactor has been perking

11 along at 10 percent power, and any uncertainties in the

12 first 15 seconds have no meaning.

13 3R. KERE: You're answering a much more
,

.

14 sophisticated question than I asked, but I accept it.

| 15 MR. GRAVES. We a sked GE~ to run the calculations.
|

| 16 Then we went to Brookhaven and said, you run the

17 calcula tion s . GE' a t that point in time was in much better
|

18 shape to run this calculation than we were, because we are

( 19 talking about not a full ATWS, but a partial AI'4S.
|
| 20 MR. KERR2 In effect, then, this part of the

21 calculation is finding out the energy output to the pool?

22 MR. GRAVES: Also, you are interested, of course,

l

1 23 in . _ a inv'entories and things lik e tha t, but primarily for
!
I

l 24 these calculations it was heat load to the pool, maximum

25 pool temperature.

!
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1 MR. CATTON: I'm not sure whether you run a code

2 to do that.

3 MR. KERR: That was going to be my next question.

4 MR. GRAVE 3: I don 't have the slide to explain

5 that, but I can exp' ain it in words.l

| 6 MR. KERRs I can think of one reason. It locks

7 more accurate if it's spit out by a computer than if you do

8 it with a pencil and a piece of paper. One cannot neglect

9 that.

10 MR. CATTON: That's certainly true.

11 (Slide.)

12 MR. GRAVES: All right. In terms of the

13 Brookhaven calculations, that was run on RELAP 33. They
.

14 used the Peach Botton data they had because they had already

15 set this up f or comparisons between Prookhaven and CCEN

16 calculations that you raised the question on, Dr. Catton.

17 The reactivity feedbacks were best on previous

18 calculations which they used with-Peach Bottom data.

19 3R. KEREs Excuse me. I understood fron what you

20 said earlier that the model is one which predicted that the

| 21 reactor would be sitting there at about 10 or 20 percent

22 power, almost st ea d y -s ta te .

23 33. GRAVES: After the first few minutes, the

it's not24 three minutes, it's sort of steady-sta te --

25 steady-state. You go through some cycles.

.
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1 If after the ATWS had occurred, if you could

2 imagine a situation where you controlled the feedwater to

3 match the power, 'then you would have like a steady-state.

4 You'd be discharging to the pool and adding makeup water.

5 HR. KERRt Why do I have difficulty in imagining

8 that situation?;

7 ER. GRAVES. We will ha ve the feedwa ter of f ,

8 however, because that will go off, depending on whether it's

9 electric motor drive or steam turbine drive, in the first

10 minute after the event.

11 With an 5SIV closure, you have lost steam supply

12 to the turbine-driven main feedvater pumps. Fo r a short
.

. 11 time, those control systems.will force the feedwater to go

14 through some gyrations because of the fact that you're going

15 through a case where there is a mismatch between steam flow

18 and feedwater flow. So that will affect th e control.
,

17
' The second thing is vessel level will affect the

|

| 18 controls. So you find a gyration in feedwater flow. But it
1

19 ends in about a minute. After that, you have to have makeup

20 water.
:

[ 21 Now we go to makeup water. Where does it come

22 from? Were it high-pressure and discharging from the safety

23 relief valves at 1100 pounds -- the only thing we have

24 available is high pressure injection and reacter coolant

25 system.
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1 Now, what will happen then and wha t makes this not

2 a steady-state calculation es f a r as the system is concerned

' 3 is, as soon as the vessel level drops, you've lost the

4 feedwater, and when that drops HPCI and RCI go on. For th e

5 Browns Ferry event, they had more than enough capacity to

8 b ring the water level up again and it will go to a trip and

7 those systems will cut off.

8 So now its stopped flow in the vessel, and the

9 water boils off, the level drops off, and eventually th ey
'

K) will start up again- So you go through a cyclic process>

11 with HPCI and RCI. That in itself is a transient, although

12 if you look at the power that is associated with this it's

13 fairli flat.
.

14 In other words, in terms of power there are some

| 15 viggles that are caused by the relief valves goinc on and

16 off and caused by the fact that when HPCI and RCI gc on or

17 off the vessel level changes and this affects recirculation

18 flow tnrough the core and affects subcooling of the core
1

| 19 inlet, which affects voids. Io there are some things which

20 --
-

.

21 M3. KERR: Professor Catton could almost assign

! 22 this problem to his freshmen by giving them the kilowatts
!

! 23 out of the reactor and the pool volume.

24 ME, GRAVES: There are a few other things that are

25 happening.

!

|

|

|
|
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1 Shortly after the event, there is no boron going

2 in. You have a void fraction v*ich has changed from the

3 original steady-state value of 40 percent, because the pumps

4 tripped and the power has changed. We have cose dcwn to 10

5 percent powe r, le t's say, for Browns Ferry. Your Doppler

6 has had some reactivity. The void collapse has had some

7 reactivity.

8 There is a very slig"t effect of the coolant

9 ' temperature. But I say, if you forget about HPCI-ECI coming
~

to on and off, and. ther.e is no boron coming on, that 's lik e a

11 steady-state problem and I would tend to agree with you.

12 However, it becomes not steady-state when you

13 consider that you have to shut the plant down, and in doing
, ,

_

.

14 that you have to put boron in. As boron comes in, you'd

|
15 think that would shut the power down, but it dcesn't.

16 3ecause what happens is, the powe- starts to go down. Eut

* 17 when the power starts to go down, the voids collapse and
_

_

18 that compensates for the negative reactivity.

19 So it tends to remain in a relatively steady
,

|

20 state. This is a rare event in my nind. Normally in

21 transients which you will see in Chapter 15, the major

22 change in reactivity you'll find is about a dollar, a dollar

23 and a half. The voids collapse with the pressuriration, you

! 24 get about a dollar and a half insertion.

25 Here we're going to an event where all the
| -

L
1
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(
1 reactivity components are changing over the complete range.

2 Void f ra ction , oric;.na lly 40 percent; when the plant is

''
3 turned off, you go on' decay heat at about two or one percen t

4 power. Your float of power ratio in the core is larger than

5 it is at design point. You end up with about five percent

8 or three percent voids.

7 That means you are getting the entire worth of all

a che voids. Depending upon who calculates this, this could

9 be 15 dollars or 6 dollars. There is some uncertainty there.

10 .MR. MATHIS:- Well, all through this you say Browns

11 Ferry 3 partial scram. Are you still, through the entire

12 transient, half in, half out?

13 .MR. GRAVES: Yes, the control rod were unchanged.
.

14 MR. LIPINSKIa What happened when you dropped the

15 rods in in one-half of the core and you 're producing power

18 in the other half ?

17 MR. GRAVES:- Core stability was not investigated.

18 It's an interesting point.

19 MR. LIPINSKIs '4 hen GE first proposed recire pump

!

TG trip and they coasted tha t pump down, they said core

21 stability was not a problem. Evidently they went back and

22 thought about and said next time that it might be, and ther

23 were still looking at it.

24 3R. GRAVEST The calculations I'm describing have

:

25 nothing to do with core stsbility. It 's a lopsided core,

a

|
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1 and you 've got a very unusual situation with decay heat in

2 one-half and fission power roughly equivalent to ATWS on the .

' 3 other side.

4 It's a good point you're raising, but what I'm

5 saying to you is that in the calculation that was not

| 6 investigated.

T MB. KERE: Are you going to tell us in roughly how

8 many minutes the pool heats up so that you have a problem?

9 MR. CHAVES: Yes, I'm coming to that. Let me see

- 10 if there's anything lef t on this slide to discuss.
. .

11 Oh, yes, I want to point out where we were in

11 terms of what Brookhaven did and what GE did. Erookhaven

.
13 u. se d the basic Peach Bottom data they had used when they

t-
-

.

14 were checking out the CDEN code on Peach Botton tests. The

15 reactivity feedback models were used to check with Peach

16 Sottom.

IT They added for Browns Ferry HPCI, RCI, and
|

*

18 automatic initiation in RE1AP 3. So you will see, when we

i
-

19 get to the point, if you are interested in seeing the'

| 20 history of the event, you will see HPCI going on and off.

!
21 The RHH characteristics were obtained from the

|
!

| 22 FSAR. They did not have enough information to run the
i

!

I 23 problem. One of the praLiens is, what is the worth of a

24 partial scram, such as Browns Ferry.

|
| 25 We had the RAMONA code, but RAMO 3A wasn't ready.
!

I

l

i

|

l-
!
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1 It has a three-dimensional capability, but it was not

2. available at the time. And er we compromi' sed. We took what

3 GE got in terms of reacto* power. Remember, BELAB is --'

4 what is the. scram worth that you put in the point kinetics

5 reactivity question.

6 GE used their 3-D simulator and READY to make an

7 analysis. Essentially what they did is make - you're

8 talking about going through a partial scram. Imagine you

9 put in the feedvater just to make th e power. It's like an

10 iterative effect, to-keep the situation at steady state.
,

11 But when the pumps tripped in actual circulation in the

12 core, the scram configuration simulated 3-D.

13 The simulator is not a systems code. It has to be

14 supplied parameters for the coolant and for the flow rate.

| 15 Now, that would have to come from natural circulation

|
16 calculations.

i 17 So what this means is you try to iterate between
i

'

|
18 3-D steady-steady simulator, which needs coolant conditions,

19 and a READY code, which c mld supply you the conditions, but

20 not the power. So you juggle it until you come to
|

21 steady-state in agreement with the systems code and the 3 ~'

| 22 physics calculation, and f rom this you get a power,

i

| 23 The power that was obtained for Browns Ferry was

24 10 percent. For rods half in and half out it was 20 percent.

| 25 YR. CATTON: Could we go back to the two-phased
i

I
!

|
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1 ability for a moment? It seems to me you're going to blow

2 all the water out of one side, on the high power side, and

3 the voids are going to completely collapse.<

4 I'm not in the neutron business, but it seems to

5 me that's going to give you one heck of a spike in power.

6 MR. CHAVES: I guess I'm not sure.

'

T MR. CATTON: When you get to two phased flow.

8 stability, one of the characteristics is that you see void,

9 no void, void, no void. When you have no void, don't you

to get a lot of power?

11 MR. GRAVES: Well, I agree, what we are seeing

12 here is half of the core, roughly, which has deca y heat. We

13 are talking about one or two percent power there.
~e ,

14 MR..CATTON: But when the voids collapse on the

! 15 side of the rods, what's your power going to be?

! 16 MR. GRAVES: The power would go up.

17 MB. CATTON: '.'h e n . yo r. ' r e goin g to blow all the
,

|
'

. . .

'

18 water out.

19 MR. KERR: Ivan, I don't see why you have to have
;

i

20 an unstable situation.

21 MR. CATTON: Any time you have parallel flow and

22 one has more push than another, you get into instabilities.

23 MR. GRAVES: This mient be equivalent to a large

24 reactor with a large bypass. In other words, half a core is

25 still a big reactor. And on the other side, instead of 10

|

I

l
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;9rcent bypass, I've get a lot of bypass..

2 MR. CATTON: With RELAP 3, it's easy to do it

'3 right. I don't know why you don't do it.

4 MR. GRAVES: RELAP 3 has the --
_ _ . .

5 ER. CATTON: So you've already checked this out?

6 ME. GRAVES: No, I haven't.

7 MR. CATTON: It' sounds like an antequated version

8 of RELAP.
'

.

9 HR. GRAVIS: But in f act, the core was divided.

10 We felt this might be an improvement over the GE point

11 kinetics. One-half had decay heat and the other half had

12 fission.

13 MR. CATTON: You did this hydraulically, too?

14 MR. GRAVES: Yes.
-;

15 ER. CATTCN And nothing happened?

16 MR. GRAVES: Nothing that I saw.

17 But you're raising a good point, Ivan. I like the

18 questions. I'm not arguing with them. I'm sayino we did

19 not look at it. But I think I'could 1cok back at RELAP 3

20 printouts and try to find out.

21 But I think it's not very good for this problem.

22 Possibly R AMON A vill de it.

23 MR. CATTON: It seems to me it's almost a major

24 code development program.

25 MR. GRAVES: Well, unfortunately for me, core
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1 instability such = s you 're asking about is not the

2 responsibility of the branch I'm in. So I don't get

3 involved in the details of that and I'm not the person to

4 answer the questions you're raising. I think it's a good
.

S question to ask, but I think you will have to ask the

8 appropriate pernon, and I'm not tha t one . I cannot supply

7 you with information. I wish I could.

8 NR. WARDa Charles, I'm not quite clear as to

9 whe ther the calcula tions ha ve been compared with what there

10 was observed of the transient a t Browns Ferry.

11 HR. GRAVEST No, they are not comparable. In

12 other words, these calculations are for a plant which was

13 initially at full power.

14 MR. WARD: Are there any plans to do that?

15 MR. GRAVES: There have been calculations -- no, I

16 am not aware of any calculations that have been made to

17 directly check Browns Ferry. It's possible GE has, but we

. 18 did not. That was, in a sense, a minor problem. They ended
|

19 up like one percent power, wasn't that right, Bill? It was

| 20 a small thing and I don 't know what one could get out of the

21 calculation.

22 MR. WARD: The point is, would that give you some

'23 confidence in the code , in the modeling you have done?

24 MR. GRAVES: I see what you mean. The major point

25 one might get out of that, I think, might be to say, okay,

|

I
|
|
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1 the 3-D simulator said the power should be such and such and

2 they got something else. This is the only thing I could

3 say.

4 But I am not aware of any calculations which

5 simulated Browns Ferry with one percent power after the

|

8 first initial scram. I think there might be an interest'

T conceivably in the physics side, but on the systems side the

8 things are just not there to compare.
,

9 Now, Brookhaven then used the average power

10 obtained by GE using their 3-D code. Brookhaven took the

11 feedwater transient that GE gave, because they did not have

12 the details of the control rods and the feedwater that was

13 put into the Brookha ven calculations. And Brookhaven used

14 the worth ~of the boron added to the system.

15 GE had r.un a number of calculations and hmd

18 specified that 350 parts per million of boron in the reactor

17 coolant system would bring the system suberitical. That was

18 from the full ATWS, and it's the same as the half-ATWS,

19 because it's half a core and you would need the same amount

20 of boran to shut down half a core, what was left at Brevns

.

21 Ferry.

I
l- 22 ER. KERR: These are calculations that have

23 already been done.

I 24 3R. GRAVES: By GE.
|-

25 53. KERR : And Brookhaven?

|
|

I
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1 NR. GRAVES: That is what I'm trying to

2 distinguish. At the time these calculations were made for

3 Browns Ferry, we did not -- I'm sorry, I've got to watch

4 myself. You're raising a good point.

5 On the previous ATES calcula tions, we can full

6 ATWS calculations on the source of the boronworth.

7 VOICES It was a full ATWS.

8 MR. GRAVEST Then it was Brookhaven calculations.

9 VOICE 4 Boronworth was double that was used in

10 your calculation.

11 'M R . GRAVES 4 I wasn 't involved in those

i 12 calculations. For these calculations, they used the GE

13 boronworth and put it in RElAP 3.

14 MR . KERR s The calculations you describe are

15 calculations .that have been done. Why did you do them?

16 What were you look,ing for? You did them apparently because

17 either you didn't trust GF's calculations or something.

i 18 MR. GRAVES: Well, I guess I'll put it this way.

19 Af ter B rowns Ferry occurred, General Electric was af ter the

20 calculations and we tried to run ours us best we could.

21 NR. KERRs But from what you're telling me -- and

22 I realize I'm hearing what is probably an oversimplification

23 -- auch of what you used was GE calculation anyway. Sc I am

'24 puzzled that --

25 MR. GRAVES: The GE calculations used were the 3-D

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 partial scram.

2 HR. KERR: That's pretty key.

3 MR. GRAVES: The feedwater transient effect I

4 think is minor. The boron reactivity effect is important.

5 MR . KERR So what I'm really wondering, sort of,
I

'

8 is what you checked. Maybe wha t you checked is, given ten

7 megawatts output, how long does it take to heat the pool.

8 MR. GRAVESs We didn't quite stop there. We are

9 planning to do more work. This was done last year.

10 MR. KERRs I'm not trying to be critical. What

11 I'm worried abcut is that I may be missing some fine point.

12 HR. GRAVES One of the reasons for this slide was

13 to apprise you that not all the calculations were in that

14 complete shape when Brookha ven ran the calculations right

15 after Browns Ferry. People didn't not think of half-scram

16 or of partial scram. It was full ATWS, and they were not

17 set up for this.

18 The vendor in cases like this --

19 MR. KERR: I must sound as if I'm trying to be

20 critical and I'm not.

21 5R. GRAVES: I realize that, Dr. Kerr. What I'm

22 trying to say is, after the event occurred there was extreme

23 interest in partial scrams. There w as the question of

24 asking GE to say what the consequences might be, and we like

25 to have our own backup calculations as much as we could. We
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1 could not get a complete set of them , prima rily , I would say

2 of these items, primarily because of the 3-D effects of this

3 partial scram configuration.

4 So on that basis, rather than do nothing, we

5 decided tha t we would try this, knowing that we could later

6 try to run RAMCNA in a 3-D calculation and see the partial

7 scram, but not in the future.

8

9,

10

11

12

13
.

14

15

16

|

( 17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

i '5.

i
,

I
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1 I as saying, here is a comparison of the MSIV

2 closure event using 3rcuns Ferry 3 partial scram,

3 suppression pool temperature -- it 's a partial scram and we

4 have suppression pool temperature versus time. This is one

5 of those situations where I told you you go thrcugh rather

8 wild gyrations in reactor power and pressure and so on in

T the first minute, and then after that it tends to settle out

8 roughly to a constant p'over, because, as I say, the first

9 thing is you are just losing inventory in the vessel, no

10 makeup water supply, but you still have natural

11 circulation.

12 And it tends to come to approximately constant

13 power. And then as you go on in time you come to varicus

14 changes.

.

15 As I said, we asked GE to assume that the standby
:

16 liquid control system was put on in ten minutes, and

! 17 3rockhaven did the same thing. So at 600 seconds, around

18 here, we're starting to add boron.

19 In these places in between here, where you see

20 gyrations, part of this is due to the fact that HFCI and RCI

21 are going on and off, and this affects reactor power. When

|
22 you add HPCI water, the power goes up.

23 ER. KERRs Is that what causes the plateau ?

!

I 24 MR. GRAVES: In terms of temperature?

25 MR. KERR: If that 's what this is.

|

|
|

|
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1 MR. GRAVES: This is not th e peak pool temperature

2 yet. Brookhaven calculations at the time of Browns Ferry

3 were at 780 seconds.

4 MR. KERR The point I refer to occurs at 420

5 seconds.

6 MR. GRAVES: There's a point where the power is
|
| 7 fairly low. HPCI and RCI go off. What happens, as soon as

8 those come on, they put in cold water in the core and you're

9 collapsing voids. When you turn them off, you get no

10 subcooling to the core-inlet and-you get a sharp reduction

11 in power.

11 So you're cycling as you go through here. They

13 calculate it out to about 780 seconds.
.

14 MR. KERR: And that was one cycle ?
,

15 MR. GRAVES: Twc cycles at that tine. HPCI was

16 off and then it was on for 150 seconds, then it was off and

17 turned back on again in this period of time.

18 MR. ABBOTS When this trips on high level, the

.19 operators reset. So you're taking credit f or some operator

20 actions.

21 MR. GRAVES: Unless I missed a point, the major

22 operator actions were that operator action would have had to

23 have been taken here at ten minutes to start the liquid

24 control system. It wo uld have had to take place at ten

25 minutes, to start the RHR heat exchangers.
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1 MR. ABBOT 'J h a t about RCIC? HPCI will reset, but

2 --

3 MR. GRAVES: RCIC does not. That's only 10

4 percent of HPCI. That I agree with you, HPCI is automatic.

5 That supplies 90 percent of the makeup flow. RCIC is about
,

|

| 6 10 percent. But there are other manual actions besides

' 7 that.
.

8 MR. KERR: I didn't understand what you were

9 agreeing with that he said.

10 MR. GRAVES: That is, as I understand it -- and

11 there may be other people here who I'm sure know more than I

12 do about this particular RCIC. But I believe it has to be

13 reset. Eut it's one manual action.
.

14 The other manual action is the standby liquid
.

15 control systen has to be put on.

16 MR. KERR Mr. Abbot points out that the operator

17 has to do something?
,

18 MR. GRAVESs Yes, operator actions are required,

19 and there are about two or three other operator actions.

20 MR. LIPINSKIa The Brookhaven data is higher than

21 the GE analysis, and you have assumed perfect mixing

22 throughout the suppression pool. So from this I conclude

23 that the Brookhaven calculation assumes there is more power

24 getting from the vessel to the pool than GE does.

25 MR. GRAVES: It ioes not include stratification or

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 differences around the periphery of th e pool, because we

2 only have a finite number of places to do that. It does not
,

3 include tha t. That is an average temperature.

4 MR. LIPINSKI: 3rookhaven and GE is the same
'

5 assumptions in doing the calculations?

6 MR. GRAVES: Yes. As far as the pool is

7 concerned, the pool temperature calculation is like an

8 independent calculation. You run it and you get steam

9 coming out. Sc now you go to a pool calculation.
'

10' Essentially you are saying the time rate change in the bulk

11 temperature of the pool is equal to the heat added minus the

12 heat removed.

13 Now, the heat added came from the HELAP 3B. The

' 14 heat removed comes f rom the use, the assumed use Cf both 3HR

15 heat exchangers, with a service water temperature of 85 and

16 a U A that is used in there -- they use a different form.

- 17 They don't use the log mean delta t approach. It's pool
,

I
18 temperature minta service water temperature, inlet

19 temperature. It's an etfective way of using that.

20 That is a generic number which includes the
,

21 volume, and that was used in both sets of calculations.

22 MB. LIPINSKI4 Then why the difference between the

,
23 two sets of calculations? How is that explained?

t

24 MR. GBAVES: I guess I really didn 't go into the

25 details-cf this. The first thing was to get the 10 percent

ALDERSCN REPcRTING COMP ANY. INC.
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1 power from GE. Now I've cot to run a RELAP calculation, and

2 in the point kinetics cf RElAP I've got row total is equal,

~3 reference to the steady sta te operating point equal to the

4 sus of reactivity, row void fraction, row Doppler, row

5 boron, and row control rods.

6 Now, what Brookhaven did not have is -- these are

7 all delta rows -- is the delta row associated with the

8 partial scram configuration. They got that by adjusting the

9 row with RELAP to get 10 percent power in a fictitious
.

10 steady-state situati'on that GF set up for the 3-D

11 sim ula t or.

12 In other words, they took the power as the input

13 variable and juggled the worth of the control rods and came

14 up with 10 percent power after you had the partial scram.

15 The reactor coolant pump tripped the main feedwater in, and

18 they used that GE power number to get the reactivity

17 insertion worth of the control rods.

18 Now, given that and the Brookhaven worth

19 associated with void f raction, Doppler and temperature, you

20 will track power versus time as you go through all these
'

i
|

21 system v,ariations. That doesn't have to equal GE's
|

22 numbers. So they will not match.

23 MR. KERR: The GE power and the Brookhaven power

24 did not match?

25 MR. GRAVES: The matching point was to say, after

ALDERSoN REPoRTINo COMPANY. INC. .
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1 you went through the MSIV closure from full power initially,

2 and imagine you're in a situation where you level out with

3 main feedwater coming in to match boiloff, with steam going

4 to the suppression pool and main f eedwa ter -- a steady-state

5 condition, but partial scram.

6 GE wrote a 3-D simulator, combined it with READY

T to set that up. They got a power.

8 Brookhaven took that power and said --

9 MR. KERR All I want to knew is, did GE calculate

10 consistently larger power'than Brookhaven -- I would judge

11 that to be the case from that curve -- as a function of time

12 -- I'm sorry, GE calculated smaller. They consistently

13 calculated smaller.

14 MR. GRAVES: Up to this point in time, but it's
.

15 fairly close.

16 MR. KERRs Now, had they calculated the same

17 power,would they have calculated using the two methods the

18 same pool temperature? Or was that calculation different

19 also?

20 MR. GRAVES: They did not carry the calculations

21 out past this point and did not reach the maximum pool

22 temperature.

23 MR. KERR I'm talking about pool temperature as a

24 function of time, which is what I thought you were plotting

25 here.
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1 MR. GRAVES: Brookhaven carried it out to this

2 point and stopped. GE vent all the way.

3 MR. KERRt Suppose they had used the same power as

4 a function of time in the two calculational methods. Would

5 they have gotten the same curve?

6 MR. GRAVES 4 They should have.i

7 HR. KERR t So the difference in the curves is

8 because GE calculated a lower power as a function of time.

9 ER. GR' AVES: During the transient, after that

10 first initial 10. percer.t loss. In other words, they would

11 go through power oscillations as HPCI went on and ef f. But

12 the pool volume, the pool initial temperature, the heat

13 e xchange r ca pacity , the service water temperature, are the

14 same for both calculations. So the power history is the

15 , s a m e .

16 Now, GE did run the calculations all the way.

17 There is reasonable agreement.between the two calculations.

18 You migh t sa'y the burden now is, what is the worth of the

19 partial scram. That's a major uncertainty to my mind. That

20 type of calculation will come from RAMONA later.

21 MR. KERR: If you had to estimate the uncertainty

22 in pool temperature, what would you estimate it to be?

23 MR. GRAVES: The estimate on pool tempera ture is

24 too -- that's extremely tough. One uncertainty in the pool

25 temperature is obviously the difference between the bulk and
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I the local maximum. That would be true for a ram's head and

2 --

3 MR. KERRt What I'm trying to get at is how you're

4 going to use this. The staff has set a maximum pool

5 temperature as an acceptable limit. Now you're going to use

8 these calculations, I assume.

7 MR. GRAVES: In the future there will be other

8 calculations. This was just a specific set following Browns

9 Ferry.

10 HR. KERRa You're going to try to find cut whether

11 you 're exceeding the limit. In order to do that, you need.

12 to have some idea of the accuracy or the uncertainty

13 associated with the calculation. Do you tnink it's 2

14 degrees or 20 or 50?

15 MR. GRAVES: I think it would be remiss of me to

16 speculate too much. I would say the point of interest in

17~ one sense is not the avarage, but the maximum, the local

18 maximum in the pool. There is a fairly significant

19 difference between a pool average and a local maximum.

20 MR. KERR : Then why are you doing these

| 21 calculations, if you're not interested in the ' average?

22 MR. GRAVES: You have to start with the average.

23 MR. KERRs If you start with the average and

24 you're going from that to calculate the maximum?

25 MR. GRAVES: Well, in the Mark II containment, I
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1 believe as part of the generic issues program, the

2 individual owners as I understand are supposed to supply

3 information on the differences between average and maximum

4 for their individual plants, because it's not an easy number
_,

5 to come up with.

6 ER. KERRt Does one use a multiplication factor

7 which multiplies by the average to get the maximum?

8 MR. GRAVES: No. The difference between m..ximum

9 and average for the pool I do not believe is expressed that

10 way.- When I have quizzed containment people about this, it

11 has been expressed as a difference between maximum and

12 average in degrees Fahrenheit.

13 It averages from 10 to 40 degrees.

14 HR. KERR If I have a 10-degree error in the

15 average, I will also have a 10-degree error in the max.

18 MR. GRAVES: That's right.

17 MR. KERR. Rather than it being remiss of you to

18 speculate on that, it's very remiss of you not to try to

19 find out what the uncertainty is.

20 HR. GRAVES: I thought you were asking me to

21 speculate at this point in time.

22 MR. KERRs I was asking you to give me an

23 estimate, which to se -- I don't see how the calculaticns

24 have much significance.

25 MR. GRAVES: We a re- talking about an initial pool

.
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1 temperature which was 120 degrees, and we are talking about'

2 limits that might be associated of 160 if it had been a

3 ram's head or 20d degrees if it was a quencher. So I'm

4 talking about 80 degrees.
__

5 A significant part of that 80 degrees could be the

6 local difference between the local and the maximum in the

7 pool itself. The question is, what's the uncertainty in the

8 average, because the average came out of the system

9 calculations. Those other numbers are going to come out of

to experiments-of the pools.

11 MB. CATTON: You're going to have to decide how

12 you define " maximum," because the local maximum is 212.

13 You're condensing steam right at the exit,to the raa's
,

,

14 ' h ea d . So'you must d,efine "maximus" some other way.

15 52. GRAVES: As I understand it, it was the

16 maxinua temperature obtained in the vicinity of the pool of

17 a ram 's head . Again, I think I as responding to situations
,

18 where --

19 3H. CATTCN: If I mention tempera ture abcve the

20- ram's head, I'll get one thing. If I mention it above the

21 ram's head, I'll get another.

22 MR. GBAVES: As I understand it from talking with

. 23 containment people, the difference between what they call a

24 local maximum, however that's determined --

25 MR. KERR: At some point, I presume somebody who
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1 may have to understand containment *as well as pools is going

2 to have to make a -- at this point you're simply reporting

3 to us on very preliminary results which don 't have anything

4 to do with an ultimate decision.

5 MR. GRAVESs That's right. These results I'm,

6 talking about were the calculations which were run last fall

7 in response to the Browns Ferry event. They are not to be

8 used in the f uture .

9 MR. KERR: What did you do with them?~

*R. GRAVES: We were trying to do the best we10 a

11 could to see if GE came up with some numbers. That was the

12 intent f or us, to see what we could come up with as a check,

13 as best we could.

- 14 But to my mind -- *

15 MB. KERR: At the end did you say, we feel pretty

16 go64 because the pool temperatures were okay, or we feel bad

17 because --
.

18 HR. GRAVES: I felt reasonably well, as a matter

19 of fact, because as you go through some of the calculations

20 I came to a better appreciation of what's going on

21 physically, not details of calculations, and I --

22 MR. KERRs Suppose you calculated a maximum

23 temperature of 200 degrees. Would you have felt bad?

24 HR. GRAVES: Not if they had had a quencher.

25 MR. KERR: Suppose you calculated 213. Would you
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1 have been concerned?

2 MR. GRAVES: If containment pressure has gone up

3 and they got 215, I think I would have to defer to a

4 containment person who has investigated dynamic loads of the

5 pool, and I would never come to any conclusion about whether

6 it's good, bad or indifferent. That would not be my

7 responsibility.

8 I would feel uncomfortable with it, however.

9 MR. CATTON: The pool temperature is really not

to known. In 'Zimmer, I recall with instrumented -- it was

11 instrumented to obtain some of this information becausa they -

12 couldn't answer these kinds of questions.

13 MR. GRAVES: I may be wrong, but I believe I'm
,

14 correct tha t the individual plants are asked to demonstrate

15 the difference, in other words measure the difference.

16 MR. CATTON: Deciding where to put the

17 measurements is important, and a lot of, extra .

18 instrumentation is --,

19 MR. GRAVES: There are things like elbows and RHR

20 piping to promote mixing in the pool. And there are

21 quenchers to promote mixing, because it was found that there

22 were fairly large differences between local and average.

23 But it's not my field.

24 MR. MATH T Charles, one question. And maybe I'm

25 jumping shead, but we've get to move on.
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1 All these calculations were used in a different

2 type unit than Browns Ferry.. You've got an ongoing

3 program.

4 MR. GRAVES 4 I': sorry?

5 MR. MATHISS It was used on Peach Bottom and Peach

6 Bottom and Browns Ferry aran't the same units. And Mr.

7 Udall has requested us to give him some kind of idea of the

8 level of confidence in calculations on such things as the

9 Browns Ferry type event from full power and using some

10 different design basis.

11 Now, you've admitted that you're going into some

12 different codes and so forth, and a lot of this work will go

13 on into '82. And I guess what I'm lookinc for is, on down

14 the ~ road when are we going to have some kind of confidence

15 level that says, yeah, we think we know what would happen?

16 MR. GRAVES: There would be two parts, and I guess

17 I'm not-sure.- let me put it this ways A full ATWS to my

18 mind is much worse than a Browns Ferry event. At 3rowns

19 Ferry we did not calculate 3-D effects of a partial scram.

20 If a full ATES had occurred, it would have been much verse.
!
'

21 ff that had occurred Ashok Tadani would have been

22 down here telling you about lots of problems. They don't

23 have standby liquid control system. The ATWS fixes have not

24 been put in . They have things like alternate red

25 insertion. They have things like automatic injection of the
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1 standby liquid control system.

2 They are going to put twice as much boron in, in

3 the jet pumps, possibly, depending on the plant design, or

4 high pressure core spray has to be put in. lots of things

5 involved with ATWS fixes.

6 MR. KEE3s But how does one know these are fixes

7 if one doesn 't know how to calculate the behavior of the

8 core in the system in order to see what effect the pump trip

9 and safety injection have? I mean, I don't understand how

10 one knows how good the fixes are if one doesn ' t know either.

11 !.cw to experimentally determine or calculate. -

12 MR. GRAVESs In the past, it has been a series of

13 ca culations which I did not get involved with and should
-

.

14 not be discussing. But there were calculations at

15 Brookhaven. GE supplied calculations for s1I the BWR's and

18 generic-type calculations of the full ATWS, showing the

17 consequences, the results of the fixes.

18 I have not been involved with ATWS for the full

19 ATVS, which was the real problem in the past. And I'm

20 looking through the audience to find someone whc might be.

21 But I'm not sure that I can find one at this poin t in time.

22 You're asking for confidence in the full ATWS,

23 because that's where the problem is. If the full AIWS had

24 occurred at Browns Ferry. we really would have been in a

25 fix.

.
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1 These calculations indicate that it was low enough

2 that you could still take manual action and get away with it

3 and be all right. But in terms of the uncertainty ---

4 MR. KERRs If you had had a full ATWS at Browns

5 Ferry, the fix you would have been in would have been a

6 pressure problem or a pool temperature problem?

T MR. GRAVES I think in the full ATWS it has

8 always been that the RET -- there has never been a peak

9 pressure problem. And again, I haven't been on ATWS. It

10 has always been such that it was within vessel limits.

11 Out the ACRS, I believe --

12 MR. KERR: I thought you made the statement, if

13 you -had had. a full ATWS. a t Browns Ferry we would have really

14 been in a fix.

15 MR. GRAVES: In terms of suppression pool

16 temperatures.

17 NR. KERRs- So it was suppression pool temperature-
.

18 that you were referring to?

l

19 MR. GRAVES: Yes, because they would have exceeded'

20 the allowable pool temperatures very rapidly. With no boron

21 going in for 10 minutes or 30 minutes, it would have been a

|
22 very sad situation.

23 MR. KERRa About how long would it have taken the

24 pool temperature to be exceeded ?

25 MR. GRAVES: Well, if I visualized an ATWS event,

|

|
|

!

.
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1 in the first minute at constant power, and then enough boron

2 comes in and shuts it off, if you visualize it like straight

3 lines, Browns Ferry was going at 10 percent power. Full

4 ATWS would have been something like 40 or 50 percent power,

5 I believe. 40 percent, I believe that's right.

6 MR. KERR: It levels off a.t 40 percent?

7 NR. GRAVESs Roughly 40 percent. Now, that is

8 four times the cate of.heatup. In this first part of the

? curve, the RHR heat exchangers, two of them seemed to work

10 in these calculations. Two of them handled two percent

11 power. So RHR wouldn't cause any change at all when you had

12 40 percent power and pumping steam to the pool.

13 So,you would have gone up with a factor of four
,

14 increase.
,

"

15 NR. CATTONs That's about 100 seconds.

18 SR. GRAVES: Well, actually, for the Browns Ferry

17 event, let me put it this way. Assuming that we're

18 eventually going to turn it off, if you keep on going at 40

19 percent everything 's gone. I'm assuming that boron came in

20 at a certain point in time. The question is, how long did

21 it take to get it in?

22 Before it came in and shut the power off, you

23 reach 355 parts per million. The power 1: en high, the RRR

24 heat exchangers don 't make any difference. So the energy is

25 equal to the DDT of MCBT.
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1 HR. BENDERS At wha t point does the system come

2 into operation?

3 MR. GRAVES: It's not automatic. So in the

4 calculations it comes in at ten minutes.

5 MR. BENDER: Wha t are the heat removal

( 6 mechanisms?
|

7 HR. GRAVES: There are no heat removal mechanisms

8 of consequence. Essentially what you're doing is pouring

9 steam in and raising the temperature. There are effects

10 like metal in the pool valls, but that was neglected.,

11 So for these type of calculations, ten minutes fCr

12 the poison system, ten minutes for RHR. And th ere were some

13 operator actions besides that that are involved in the event.
1

14' ( S lid e .-)
,

,

15 I have one slide. Do you want me to continue or

16 stop? The only slide I was going to do was have one quick

17 slide that says "RAHONA."

18 There is another code that Prookhaven is working

19 on, that is under support. The work is supported by

| 20 Research. This is a code which hopefully would be -- it has

21 two advantages. Tr.e biggest one for us would be three space

22 dimensions do$ ia here in the core physics. Conceivably,
i

l 23 partial scraas could be handled.

24 Another condition of interest is it should be
i

25 faster-running than the other codes. It-doesn't couple

1

|
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1 energy, somentua, mass, like RELAP. It's more like a READY

2 code. Ue have a pressure node here, a pressure node there,

3 and it 's a much simpler way of calculation.

4 So if they take RA.MONA and make this calculation,

5 as believed by people up there, that vill be quite fast
;

8 colative to the RELAP. So Resear-h is doing the following:

7 They are changing this code to include boron mix 1:.g. They

8 are going to verify that in fact they can run 1-D and get

9 good ansvers by comparing it with 3-D.

~

10 They are going to put in automatic initiation of

11 HPCI, 3CI, and the safety relief valves, and the main steam

12 isolation valves, which are not in the presen t code. There

13 are a number of modifications in the works right nov vith

14 respect to SAHONA. One of the uses would have been to check

15 the partial scram at Browns Ferry.

16 ~MR. CATTON: Why is it that you don't use

17 something like RELAP 5?

18 ER. GRATES: We are certainly considering that

19 very strongly, because --

20 ER. CATTONa It's a lot better than this. Why

21 even spend your money on this?

22 33. GRAVES: RELAP 5 is not available for boilers

23 at the present time. It is going to b4 available this year.

24 MR. CATTON: But the kinds to do with this code,

25 it seems to me --
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1 MR. GRAVES: The changes they are talking about

2 here are fairly minor.

3 MR. CATTON: But controls are a big headache in

4 getting they all put together.

5 MR. GRAVES: The controls I'm talking about arej

6 somewhat simpler. It would be like th e REL *P 3B. That is,

l
7 level 2 and level 3 are assimilated by mass in the vessel.

8 So it's not s large effort at all.

9 But we are definitely going to be working with

10 RELAP 5. The probles at the moment is it does not at this

11 time have the capability to handle boilers. It doesn't have

12 jet pumps in it. It doesn 't ha ve the boron mixing model we

13 would like.

14 There are arrangements being made so that it will

15 have that capability. The Brookhaven people have gone to

16 RELAP 5 school so they will be ready to use it. But they

17 are not going to modify the code. The code modifica tion is

18 going to be done by the people who wrote the code.
;

19 MR. MATHIS Any other questions?

20 MR. WARD: You said RAMONA was going to be able to

21 check the reactivity-worth of the partial scram. Does that

22 sean it's going to be checked against the observations from

23 Browns Ferry?

| 24 MR. GRAVES: I'm not sure. The answer is it's not

25 ready to run yet, and it's a point you're raising and I

!
;

I
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1 think a very valid one. Certain1/ we couldn't get anything

2 out of the system side of it, but there's a possibility of

3 getting something out of the core physics side.

4 MR. KERR: What are you going to do with the

5 results of the calculation of the Browns Ferry event?

6 53. GRAVES: Well, hopefully, when we first

7 started, it would have been lovely if we could have gone the

8 whole way. We tried. But the capability was not there at

9 the time.

10 As f ar as. the Browns Ferry event was concerned,

11 there was a massive staff effort on this. And I guess'I was
.

12 maybe in a discussion today about the scram system, and

13 there were corrective actions taken. I don't know whether a
t-

14 half-scram is sore probable than a full scram. I have no *

15 Idea. But it is certainly of interest, because it happens.

16 MR. MATHIS: Anything else?

17 MR. KERR: I guess you still want to calculate the
.

, -

18 Browns Ferry event?

19 ER. GRAVES: I think we have some calcula tions

20 that were set up. In other words, in our attempt to get our

21 answer for this Browns Ferry event at the time. The RAMONA

22 calculations were set up late. They have been run to try to

23 simulate-the Browns Ferry parti-1 scram event. We got

I reasonable agreement with General Electric on it.24

25 But there's no sense beating a dead horse if it's
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1 not that important. Full ATWS I think is very important.

2 But we will have completed those calculations at Brookhaven

3 and we will be ready to report on the results of the

4 calculations.

5 HR. HATHIS Thank you, Hr. Graves.

6 HR. BENDERS Har I make a comment?
.

7 HR. MATHISs Would you use the microphone,

8 please.

9- HR. BENDER: One of the questions was, was there a

10 difference between Browns Ferry and Peach Bottom. As far as

11 the geometry and the power levels are concerned, there is

12 not too much difference.

13 The difference would be that in the calculations

14 the reactivity coefficients, they are dependent upon

15 ' exposure. At Peach Bottom reactivity coefficients was

16 obtained by a certain type of fuel, and also by the live

17 conditions. They may not be exactly the same as Browns

! 18 Ferry, so this may explain some of the discrepancies. But
! .

19 that was one of my comments.
i

20 The other comment was the use of RElAP 5. I think

21 Dr. Catton. raised that question. Concern was raised here

22 for a partial scram with a 3-D calculation capability, and

; 23 we do not have have 3-D calculation capability. It won't be

| 24 able to calculate the problems you have raised. The code

! 25 will require an extensive nodification to acquire 3-D

i
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1 capability.

2 So these are my comments .

3 MR. M ATHIS : Go n. head, Bill.

4 MR. MILLSa I am Bill Mills, IES staff

5 headquarters.

6 Since we are running quite a bit behind schedule,

7 I am going to go through some of these areas rather quickly,

8 I hope. I plan on discussing the concerns raised within the

9 staff immediately following the Browns Ferry 3 event, the

10 short-term actions. that we took through Bullet 80-17 to

11 provide a basis for continued operation , finding some of the;

12 deficiencies that were uncovered, and then ATWS procedures

13 requirements that were put in the bulletin for the boilers,
f.

14 - and then'a survey that we did which picked up all the

15 operating plants.

16 I will go th rough the first pa rt rather quickly,

17 because I think some of tha t has. been discussed before and
.

. . .

18 will be a little bit redundant in the justification for

19 continued operation, and gat to the ATWS' procedures.

20 (Slide.)

21 The Browns Ferry 3 event immediately raised

22 concerns within the staff on the reliability of the scram

23 system as we have previously perceived it, and our

24 understanding of the as-built condition of the scram

25 discharge volume because of the poor hydraulics and
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1 interties with other systems.

2 So we took short-term actions to provide a basis

3 for centinued operation for the other boiling water plants,

4 and also started long-term actions to provide improved

5 reliability in ATWS-related procedures and modifications.

6 Bulletin 80-17 went out within five day af ter the Browns

7 Ferry event, and the main thrust was to keep the scram

8 discharge volume empty and operable.

9 (Slide.)

10. .And then have pe.a ic wrification that the scram

11 discharge volume was indeed empty, and the plaats were

12 required to do tha t within three days after receipt of the

13 bulletin. And the thrust was the scram discharge volume is

it empty and the plant will scram, based on what we saw at

15 Browns Ferr/.
.

16 Also, the plants were required to do some scran

17 testice to confira that there were no other probleas that

18 existed in the scram system and confirm that we didn't

19 overlook something. And it had to be verified empty after

20 these tests, plus any other scran that occurred , because it

21 fills up with water during the scram.

22 Plants were also required to develop cpera ting

23 procedures to ensure that they could respond to a Browns

24 _Farry type of event.

25 (Slide.)
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1 As a result of the testing that was required by

2 Bulle tin 80-17 and the emphasis on the scram system, there

3 were a number of deficiencies uncovered. The first two we

4 have already discussed, which were uncovered before the

5 Browns Ferry event. The Dresden 3 and the Browns Ferry 1

6 involved situations were the scram dir. charge volume did not

7 work as it should.

8 At ~0resden they had an inoperable vacuum breaker

9 and the water was held up in the scram discharge volume. At

10 Brcens Ferry 1, they were doing single-rod scrans and the

11 water was retained. These deficiences here highlighted the

1? importance of the vent in a correct configuration, and that

13 led to a bulletin supplement that was sent out later.
,

14 There were some other problems picked up along the
. .

15 var, and some cf these were mentioned earlier today. They

16 were indica tive partly of the lack of a good preoperational

17 test of the, scram system.

18 3R. BENDER: Excuse me. Would any of these

19 conditions have resulted in the Browns Ferry event, given

20 the circumstances?

21 MR. MILLS: I would say no. However, if you take

22- these two here, these draining the vent problems, where

23 water was actually being retained in the scram discharge

24 volume, since we don 't know the exact cause of how the water

25 did get into the east side at Browns Farry, these two here
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1 have the potential of saying, if I have a vent problem I

2 could get water in and it may stay in following a scram,
,

3 like Dresden 3.

4 MR. BENDER: How about the loop seal?
__

5 3R. MILLS: No, that was very minor. It would

6 have had no significant effect on the drainage.

T 3H. BENDER 4 I expect you've done this somewhere

8 to'be useful, to have something that said more about the

9 significanca of these deficiencies that were found?

10 N R . - K ER R t. Mr. Chairman, I don't want to miss what

11 Mr. Sender is saying, because I know it 's important. Can

12 you encourage him to use the microphone?

13 MR. BENDER: The point I was making is simply

14 this Most of thes's things probably do,not represent events

15 or circumstances that were like the Browns Ferry event, and

16 it would be useful to have the staff or someone out on the

17 significance of these deficiencies in terms of their

18 relationship to the Browns Ferryr so that when we're

19 answering Mr. Udall's letter we could address all of th e

' 20 points.

21 MR. SILLS: We can do that to quite an extent

22 already, because these items were subseqently put in the

23 bulletins that were sent to the plan ts. And these first two

24 items resulted in immediate modificat ion of the system. So

25 I think through the bulletin requires ents the significance
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1 of these was addressed.

2 MB. BENDERS I don't think you understand the

3 point. Sure, the bulletins will correct them'all. The

4 point is, they were all found. And it would be better to

5 say they existed and here is the significance of their

6 existence. And I think that hasn't come out very clearly

7 yet. But we really ought to have that.

8 MR. JORDANS Are you looking f or a commitment tha t

9 we provide the ACRS with that sort of a description?

10 MR. BENDER: I would expect you to do that, yes.

11 'iar , given tha t set of deficiencies, here is how they might

12 affect a Browns Ferry type of event. And hopefully you can

13 show that none of_them will lead to a Frowns Ferry type of

14 event.
,

15 But if you couldn 't, I wouldn't start being

16 worried about the fact that you corrected those and what

17 other ones exist, because I don't know how many others you
6 . .

, 18 may or may not '.tave found.
!

19 MR. JORDANS I think that's the what-if that

20 carri<= on forever. This was a rather comprehensive set of
1

| 21 tests that we had the utilities go through and examinations,

22 verified by inspectors, and these were the problems found in

23 the systems. Cne can then take those problems and extend

24 them and connect then with other problems and say you would

25 have had another ATWS precursor.

|
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1 If that's what the ACRS wishes, we will provide

2 that. i

3 MR. BENDER: I would like to believe that the

-
4 tests that were done were as extensive as needed. I hope

5 they were. But I don't have a basis for judging it

6 personally, and I'm not sure any of us know how good that

7 test program was.

8 HR. JORDANS I'm trying to give you confidence

9 there that the staff has reviewed it, the resident

to inspectors at the site observed portions of the testina, and

11 the combined NRC sta ff , ICE, NRR , and AEOD, have evaluated

12 the-submittals and come up with a safety evaluation report

13 on a plant by plant basis substantiating continued operation
A .

14 with the-interim. fixes. So that is our basis.

15 MR. BENDERa I hear what you're saying. But I

16 still have to say that I'm not comfortable that I know that

17 the tests prescribed were all that were needed, and I't not
'

18 comfortable that I kne, that the people that observed the

19 tests were adequately qualified to say that the tests showed

20 everything was okay.

21 MR. JORDAN: Well, that puts you in the position

22 of being a judge.

23 MR. MATHIS: I have a little problem with what

24 you 're requesting, and that is you ' re saying it was your

25 what-if list. There are enough for 30 percent, and I don't
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1 know whether we could answer that.

2 3B. BENDER: I have to have more than just that

3 the ICE organization witnessed it. That worries me a lot,

4 to say that ISE witnessed it. I think we need something

5 more substantive than that.

6

; 7

8

9

10.
~

.

11

12

13

f
14

I

15

16

17
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'

18

r

19
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20
|

21
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23

24

25

i
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1 MR. PANCIERAs The appendix deals with the staff 's

2 review of each Licensee's response. We tried to, as best we

3 could, evaluate the Licensee's response and the actions that

4 he had taken as a result of the requirements, and make a

5 judgment as to whether or not that plan: was safe for

6 continued operation.

7 Now, I am really at a loss to figure rii*: how we go

8 further from here.

9 MR. BENDERS Well, let me stat: this way, I

10 quess. _First, I would like to have some independent

11 critique of the test program by somebody that perhaps isn''t

12 totally biased by the fact that he was involved in

13 witnessing the test. It think tha t would be helpful.
t
'

14 ' Secondly,-I would be inclined to the view that I

15 would vant to be sure tha t the people that were witnessing

16 the test program were qualified in some way to know that the

17 test-program was executed properly. And just saying that

it'sthereporhoftheICEorganizationdoesnotconstitutei 18

19 that much assurance f or me, because I don't know who they

20 are.

21 But if you have that information -- and don ' t

22 misunderstand me. I'm not trying to say what ICE did was

23 wrong or right. I'm sraing if we're going to reply to

24 Udall, then we ough t to be replying in the context that,

25 here 's why ICE is qualified to support the results, and here
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1 is how we know that their judosent about the test program

2 was based on well-qualified knowledge. I think that's an

3 obligation which we have to Udall in order to give his an

4 answer that we want to stand behind.
5 MR. JCBDANs Then I guess I misunderstood, because

6 I got the idea you were impugning the quality of the people

7 who were doing the testing.

8 52. BENDER: I was only trying to find a way to

9 substantiate their comments, which is a little bit diff erent

10 than impugning them.

11 MR. JORDANS Then I think I can help you there,
.

12 because the examination of the licensae's activities was
13 against criteria the staff had developed, presented and at

.

14 least transmitted to the inspectors, and they had then
0

15 implemen ted .

16 As far as the qualifications of the inspectors, I

17 - can give you that either in detail or in a general fashion.

18 MR. BENDERS I' personally don't want it now. I

19 think you ought to document it.

20 MR. JORDAN: Then let me express the problem. The
|

| 21 staff has expended an incredible amount of effort in Browns

22 Ferry and follow up activity, a large part of it in

23 documentation. We have briefed the ACES, this makes the

24 fifth time in Subcommittees, on various aspects. And the
i

25 staff is also working on a let of other problems that may

!
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1 have equal or greater consequence.

2 MR. BENDER: Look, if you',re sayinn you don 't want

3 to do it, that's fine. That 's fine with me. But I think

4 rou ought to do it. And if we don't get it, I'm not

5 inclined to support the view you sta ted, that you validated

6 the evaluations in a way which we could say would enable Mr.

y Udall to stop asking such questions.

8 And tha t 's all I'm sa ying, that if you don't want

9 to say it, then we will probably have to find some way to

10 deal with it without tha t valida tion .

11 ~ MR. JORDAN: Maybe the best thing would be for you

12 and I to discuss exactly what you need and we 'll try to

13 provide it.
: (-

14 .,MR. BENDERa Exactness is not something which I

15 find practical to discuss here. I t'hink you want to think

16 about it a little bit and then come back, maybe, and make a

17 proposal, because if I have to do it you won't like what
-

. ..

18 I'll suggest.

19 MR. JORDAN: Okay. '4e ' re pla ying a rock game now,

| 20 and I've done that before. -

|

| 21 MR. 5ATHIS. Okay. Go ahead, Bill.

22 (Slide.)
!

r 23 MR. MILLS: After original Bulletin 80-17 was sent
|

24 out, we wen t out with Supplemen t 1 when we got more

25 information on the as-built configurations for various

|
'

|
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1 plants and more information came in. The supplement

2 required that a continuous monitoring system be installed in

3 the scram discharge volume by September 1st or other actions

4 be taken to state why it couldn't be in by that date, and

5 provide a schedule for when it could be in.

6 And also, it required a design review of the vent

7 system, because reports of that had been highlighted ; and
.

8 other procedural controls on the standby liquid control,

9 plus a verification by the licensee of his as-built synten

10 that he had in his . plant.

11 (Slide.)

11 Supplement 2 was then issued, based on the Cresden

13 3 and the Browns Ferry event th a t we discussed earlier,

14 where.they had water retained in the scran discharge volume,-

15 and that required that a pcsitive vent be provided directly

16 to the atmosphere to eliminate the potential that a vent

17 problem would result in c'etaining water in the scram

18 discharge volume. As a result of this requirement, about 15

19 plants modified their vent system and cut their lines so

20 they were open to the atmosphere.

! 21 (Slide.)

22 58. ABBCT: When that line was cut, one reason was

23 when you reset the scram and open the vent and drain valves,

24 the high pressure wa ter inside the scram discharge volume

25 discharges from the line, a nd the de pressurized spray goes
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1 all over the reactor building. I guess we are back in that

2 sit ua tio n .

'

3 MR. MILLS: To some extent on various plants. It

4 depends on the plants. Some plants install stem pipes so it

5 would b1cv inside that. Cther plants routed it to an area
.

6 that was already contaminated, so it didn 't make too much

7 difference. But that was of concern from a radiological

8 standpoint. It was just a tradeoff.

9 MR. ABBOTS Was that accounted for in the

10 bul"letin?

11 MR. MILLS: Yes, it was. That was mentioned

12 specifically in the bulle, tin, to have them consider the

13 radiological consequences and do what they could. And some
' '

14 plants did more than others.

15 MR. MATHISs Bill, scoot on through these.

16 MR. MILLS: Supplement 3 was issued after the

17 concern raised by AEOD on the loss of air effect, that it,

18 could result in the loss of scram capability. And
i

19 Supplement 3 required the operator to manually scram in the

20 event of loss of air. This subsequently was looked at in

21 more detail because of the very short time available to the

22 operator to do the manual scram.

23 (Slide.)

24 NB. BUCK: How much time is available?

25- MR. MILLS: In the worst case you could postulate,
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1 like one minute, two minutes, in that time frame, that the

2 operator would have to scram the plant if everything went

3 vrong. Otherwise, the scram discharge volume could fill

4 with water.. So you're talking in the order of a minute to
.

5 two minutes.

6 MR. BUCK: And this includes detection time?

7 MR. MILLS: This includes the time from the time

8 the air was lost up to the time that he would have to do

9 something for a' worst-case scenario.

, to I would point out that it's a very lo"w likelihood
11 scenario. For example, the air pressure would have to come

12 down and level out maybe in a range of about three to five
,

13 pounds and stay right there. So it would have to drop down
'

14 and' level off and star right in that small band.

15 MR. BUCK: Well, that would make it more

16 difficult, if it occurs with such low likelihood , that

17 anybody would be. standing there watching and waiting for

18 it. Is there enough precedents there that --

19 3R. MILLS: In the bulletin we did identify what

20 the operator would see in the control room and what he

21 should manually scram the plant on. Ee would have some rods

22 that would drift, plus he would have an alarm. '4 hen his air

23 pressure came down, he would get an annunciator in the

24 con trol room . And the bulletin required as soon as ho got

25 that annunciator he would manually scram the plant.
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1 3R. BUCKa Then he is about ten sinutes, almost,
.

2 from there.

3 53. MILLS Right. And that's what led to a

4 change in tha t position, which will be discussed later.

5 (Slide.)

6 The confirmatory orders. I discussed the

7 continuous monitoring system that was put in as a bulletin

8 requirement, and the response back on that bulletin

9 requirement was not real firm, that plants did not have it

to in by September.1st and did not provide definite schedules

11 for installing continuous monitoring systems. So we did go

12 out with a confirmatory order that required everyone to

13 install it starting December 1st, and that would
v

14 continuously monitor for water in the scram dischacce

15 volume, from whatever source, however it got there.

16 (Slide.)

17 Again, the thrust was to keep the scram discharge

18 volume empty.

|
19 Then, after the scram discharge volume continuous

20 sonitoring system was put into place -- we discussed tha t

21 briefly this morning. It was kind of a hurry-up job, and

22 some of the plants did not do an appropriate installation or

|
23 in-place testing. So Supplement 4 required in-place

24 testing, and that has been completed in all plants. And

i 25 since that has been done there have been no failures and it

i

i
i
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1 has worked a number of times when called on.

2 (Slide.)

3 So our current status of Bulletin 80-17 is that on

4 the original 80-17 and the three supplements, those have

5 been reviewed by IEE and NER and these have been closed out

6 in the December 1st SER. Supplement u, as I said, plants

T have made the continuous monitoring system operable and we

8 are in the process of reviewing their written respcases-

9 right now.

10 We are also doina ongoing review of the scram

11 system for other problems that might be there. Some of the

12 things we're looking f or sight be righ t here. Brunswick

13 recently had an event where both control rod pumps tripped

~

14 at manual pressure and the operator scrammed the plant. But

15 *it does raise some questions as to what might have happened

16 if he hadn't'taken manual action so quickly.

17 Improper location of the alternate red insertion
.. . . .. .

18 solenoid valve.at~ Pilgrim could conceivably result in a

19 reactor scras due to that location of the valve in the air

20 system. That would then result in a loss of reactor coolant

21 through that open vent and drain line.

22 That problem has been corrected a t Pilgrin, and we

23 surveyed other plants and no one else has that problem at

24 this time.- And we are sending out information notices on

25 'these two.
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1 We are reviewing loss of air events. One recently

2 occurred at Monticello and the operator responded properly-

3 in that' eve nt.

4 But one other item on the loss of airs ICE has a

5 position that was recently sent to NER in a memo that W

6 think operating plants should be looked at and perhaps

T backfitted with the requirements of the standard review plan

a regarding loss of air and operational testing on air

9 systems.

to (Slide.)
.

11 One of the items in Bulletin 80-17 was ATWS

12 procedures. We required that some things be added to the

13 procedures, because we found after the Browns Ferry event

14 that Browns- Ferry did not have basically anything in their

15 procedures that addressed that kind of event. We then did a

18 survey of all the plants, including the boilers, and ther

17 were inspected for the acceptability of the procedures.
,,

18 Acceptance criteria' vere tak'en from Bulletin 80-17

19 equirements that were put together following Browns Ferry

20 and involved Ashok Tadani and NRB people who followed ATWS.

21 I will discuss in just a sinute what some of those

22 acceptance criteria were.

23 We found all the plants had acceptable procedures

24 to respond;to an event of the Browns Ferry type and ATWS
_

25 events, to the extent they are identified in today's current
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I position.

2 I will show you -the things that are in a typical

3 BWR ATWS procedure.

4 (Slide.)
. . . .

5 And all the plants have been reviewed to show that

6 they havo these. Following reactor scram and determina tion

'7 that there may be a problem, the operator takes the mode

8 switch out of run and it will put another scram signal into

9 the reactor protection system. So that may move the rods

10 in.
, ,

11 If that doesn 't work, he looks at the control rod

12 display and determines if he has rods out that would

13 indicate an ATWS, five or more adjacent rods below position
r .

- 14 6, or 30 rods anywhere in the core that are not inserted

15 below position 6. So if he has rods out, then he has

16 further actions he has to take.

17 The first one is trip the recirc pumps. Next he
'

18 tries to get the rods in manually, and he can try to do that

19 individually as well as resetting and putting in another

20 scram in the rest ;or protection systta. So he tries te get

21 the rods in that way.

22 If that is unsuccessf ul, h e ver.ts the scram air

23 header. And taking the air of f that header should result in

24 the scram valves opening. Also, if he has water in the

25 scram discharge volume, he can manually open the vent and
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1 the drain valves on the scram discharge volume so that can
4

2 drain, so that won't block the scram.

3 And if at any time he has the control rods not

4 fully inserted and he gets low level _ in the rea-ctor vessel

5 or suppression pool tempe ra ture can ' t be maintained below

6 the : : ram limit, those are the criteria and he has to

7 initiate standby liquid control and reverif y that. He

8 doesn't need supervisory approval to do that once these two
.

9 -- either of these two conditions are met. And the key is

10 readily available to the operator.
.

11 So the main thing is, get the rods in, trip the

12 recire pumps and put on the standby liquid control.

13 And what we saw in the presentation that Chuck
.,

14 Graves just went through is that for a Browns Ferry 3 type

15 event the operator would have ten minutes to do these
,

18 things, also to get the RHR on. So for a Browns Ferry 3

17 . type of even t, the procedures would work and the operator
,

18 would have time to do it.

19 And then some of the more generic questions on

20 procedures and system designs that might be coming down the

21 road -- the procedures would have to be looked at again at

22 that time, but we think these cover the main points an

23 operator can do for the condition of the plant that he's in

24 right now.

25 MR. '4ARD: let me see if I understand this.

Ad)ERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC,+
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1 You're saying any time he gets an automatic scram indication

2 he inserts a manual scram, in essence? Is that the idea?

3 HR. MILLS: Hight.

4 MR. WARD: Then the second step is indication of

5 whether the scram has been effective, is whether he sees the

6 rod drive lights go on. You don't have him look at the fluxj

T or something like that?

8 MR. MILLS: The power was not a direct requirement

9 because even if it was subcritical and you had a large

10 number of rods out, you still ,want to do these things
.

11 because you may go critical again at a later date if you get

12 voids collapsed, temperature comes down, and tha t kind of

13 thing. So even if you have the rods out, there is a
|

14 potential that you. can go critical at some time in the-

,

15 event.

16 So you try to get the rids in and get the recire

17 pumps off. So it's conservative to do it.that way.
~

18 MR. LIPI'NSKIt How are five adjacent rods

19 defined? Can there be five rods in a line?

20 ER. MILLSt Some of the procedures have changed
|

| 21 that to two adjacent rods.. But I think whenever you have a

! 22 situation where you have any rods that are next to each

23 other, there 's going to be some judgment in volved there. We

24 didn't really go any further than that.

[ 25 And the opera to r, rather than sit there and figure

I
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1 out whether he has exactly the right thing, hopefully he
*

2 will -- lik e I say , some have changed it to two. Hopefully-

3 he will see the rods out and de the right thing.

4 MR. LIPINSKI: If I were an operator and you told

5 se five, I can think of a lot of geometric patterns where

6 five things touch each other. And if they're all important,

T then I should concern myself with all of them. But if it's

8 one rod in the middle and four around it, that is something

9 else.

10 MR. MILLS: I agree, and all I can say is that we

11 really did not define any f urther what five adjacent rods

12 were here in the bulletin . I do know generically that GE

13 did provide guidance on what was meant by these. Now,

14 whether all the plants followed the GE guidance or not, I*

15 don't know.

16 MR. WARD: But you're saying a utility that

17 doesn 't know how to interpret tha t either -- they 're saying ,

j 18 if'there'are two adjacent rods, you go to the next step?

|
19 MR. MILLS: A number of them have.

20 MR . W ARD : A number of them have, but not all of

21 them?

22 MR. MILLS: I don't know. I didn 't check that on

23 all of them.

24 MR. MATHIS: I don't think we want to be so
!

25 prescriptive as to say, this is the five-rod configuration
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1 kind of thing. This is the kind of thing you have to leave

2 generic and let the operator use some judgment, in my

3 opinion.

4 MR. BUCKS In 3B you said " insert rods manually,"

5 and then you said individually, and I was thinking, that's

6 about 90-some rods. Or am I off on the magnitude here?

7 MR. MILLS: No, you're right.

8 33. SUCK: And he's just going to have ten minutes

9 to do precisely that. They 're super-agile operators?

10 MR. MILLSt. You can reset the scram and put the

11 scram in. Now, if you wa'nted to do it individually, you

12 have toggle switches on the pa nel that's used for tests.

13 But all you have to do is flip those toggle switenes and the

14 rods would scram individually.

15 Wh e re this would be important is if you did have a

16 lot of water in the scram discharge volume and you only

17 wan ted to put certain rods. in, so you didn ' t put a large

18 amount of water in the scran discharge volume. All you have

19 to do is flip this toggle switch. So you could go through

20 the whole core and flip all those switches very quickly.

21 da. BUCKS I wasn't sure what the whole procedure

22 was, physically.

23 ER. MILLSs The other thing you can do there is,

24 actually , even if there is no scram capability a t 111, you

25 could bypass some of your rod sequence control or rodworth
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1 minimizer and insert the rods with normal drive pressure,

2 and that doesn't require any scrae discharge volume on any

3 part of the system.

4 But that would take more time, because you're

5 talking about a minute per rod to drive those in that way.

6 MR. ABBOI: How would you bypass RSCS?

7 MR. MILLS: You would have to go down locally and

8 push buttons.

9 MR. LIPINSKIa Where are these individual switches

10 located? So you have a human factors problem associating a

11 switch with a particular light?

12 MR. MILLS: Well, the operator knows where those

13 switches are.

14 MR. IIPINSTI: But if I have 30 lights out of 180,

15 I've got to pick out the right 30 I want to throw, unless I

16 throw them all.

17 MR. MILLS: That's true. I think if the person
,

18 were to try to'do them manually and individually, he would

19 have to have a good reason for taking the individual reds

,

20 and just doing them individ ually. You would have to be
|

21 pretty determined that you 've got a particular problem.
_

22 The way you do it typically in a control room, you

23 could have one guy in front and another guy at the panel

, 24 flipping the switches, and you could call off the numbers
|

25 and just give the right identification and you could flip
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1 them that way.

2 33. LIPINSKI: The indicator is in the f ront and

3 the switches are in the back now?

4 53. MILLS: Ihese individual rod scrams come off

5 the test panel.

6 MR. LIPINSKI And that's somewhere in the back?

7 3R. MILLS: Yes.

8 53. LIPINSKI: So it's got to be a two-man

9 o pe ra tio n , a t least.

10 HH. KILLS: Yes, to do it that way, you would. .

11 MR. LIPINSKI: Sounds like it's going to take a

12 while.

13 3R. MILLS: If he had to insert them individually,

14 it would'take longer, certainly, than putting .n just the

15 regular scraa.

16 3R. LIPINSKI: And by the time he gets around to

17 it,- the scram say be no longer possible,. unless he 's got a

'
'

18 drain operation going.

19 MR. !!LLS: But if he does have a drain cperation

20 going, in putting them in one at a time he's not putting

21 auch water in the scram discharge volume. So he may be able

22 to scram at a slow rate and keep up with what's coming out

23 of the scram discharge volume.

24 It would depend on the event. But the operators

25 are not typically coing to spend a lot of time trying to
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1 individually insert th ese rods.

2 I have, for example, a copy of the Browns Ferry

3 procedure here and it specifies: Try the scram and the

4 reset of that a number of times before you go to individual

5 rod insertion. You'd have to have a good reason and some

8 particular thing in mind to do it individually.

7 MR. LIPINSKIa- Again , where you say reset the RPS,

8 there are a number of trips that don't allow you to do

9 this. I've forgotten what they were, but there's a list of

10 four or.five in your report.
-

11 MR. mills That's right. During certain types of

12 events, you would not be able to reset the reactor

13 protection system.

14 This thing here was the various ways there are--

"

15 others, but it lists-a number of various things that he

18 could do. In some cases he would not be able to reset it.

17 In a case like that, he would have to go over and perhaps
.. ,

18 manually open breakers that go directly to the reactor

19 protection system and try to kill the power that way, er

20 send people out there and open manual vents on the air
i
'

21 header if the reactor pro tection system won 't do it, or open

22 the vent and drains in a discharge line, or go out there

23 locally and take control so he could correct whatever the

f 24 problem was.

25 It's really goina to depend on the particular i

i

"

!
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1 event, and I don't think you can really identify everything

2 in a procedure like this and still get the flexibility to
|

3 nahe a decision and do what really has to be done for that

4 particular case.

5 NR. LIPINSKI Rave any procedures been drawn to

6 date?

7 3R. MILLS: Yes, these have all been drawn up.

8 All the toiling water reactors have met these criteria and

9 have all these steps in their procedures.

10 3R. LIPINSKI: Are they drtwn cp in the for= such

11 as an event tree, so that you've got an event and you go

12 downstairs and do so and so, or does he have to stand there

13 and try to figure that one out by himself?
_

14' MR. ' MILLS : They're, listed in the normal procedure

15 format, with various steps that look a whole lot like this

16 one, just how to go through this.

17 51. LIPINSKI: But are the "if" conditions in
.

18 there, such as if certain things prevent him from doing it,

19 then he automatically knows what his option is?

20 MR. MILLS: Ihe ones I have looked at, no, we have

21 not had a lot of "if" things in addition to this. But this

22 thing is set up so the operator could reasonably go through

23 the sequence of events starting out with doing the things

24 that would do the most good quickly, and then getting down

25 to doing things locally that would get the rods in.
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1 MR. LIPINSKI: Well, unless he's thought about it

2 beforehand, where it says, can you reset the RFS, if he

3 hasn't thought about what conditions prevent him from doing
-

4 that, it could take him a while if he's in the wrong

5 condition and he's got to stop and think about it, if it's

6 not on paper for him in advance.
.

7 MR. MILLS: I'm sure in the procedures he's going

8 to try to reset and scram. And he vill have to try it, and

9 if there 's one of the signals in there he is going to have

10 to move down the list and try something else.

11 MR. NATHIS Well, Walt, the ones I have read are

12 based pretty much on that, some kind of an outline, and I

13 think it's one of those things, you cannot expect the guy to

14 have a. detailed procedure for every little potentiality. He

15 doesn ' t have that kind of time.

16 MR. LIPINSKI. Well, on the Westinghouse

17 procedures at Zion, they have those things laid out like a
.

"

18 computer program, wh'ere you hit a branch, if'you had a

19 condition you vent this way, and if you have this condit.*on

20 you vent the other way, and yot worked your way through the
*

r

| 21 branch depending on what the condition are. And somebody
t

22 else had pre-thought that out for the operator and they gave

23 him that logical di: gram so he could work his way through.

24 F.R. DILLS: We also surveyed the pressurized water

25 reactors, and George Schwenck is going to discuss that in a
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1 little bit, in just a minute.

2 This sequence here was applied to the boilers

3 pretty much in this way. Maybe part of it is bccause we had

4 the bulletin and we provided these criteria in here, so

5 these criteria so they put it in in that sequence.--

| 6 There may also be additional aids to the
!

7 operator.

8 ER. KERR: I don't understand. You're referring

9 to that as a set of criteria. It seems to me it's a set of
'

to instructions. .

1'1 'fR. MILLS Yes, it really is a set of
i

12 instructions. They were criteria in the bulletin. It is a

13 see of instructions.
. -

14 In the generically -- General Electric has gone

| 15 through all of these instructions here as well and has
|

| 16 agreed with them and has provided written communication to

17 the . utilities .on implemen ting these instructions.

18 .MR. BUCK 4 I'm still no t clear. What do you mean,
.

19 " criteria in the bulletin"? What was criteria there? I'm

20 not clear on the English.
.

21 MR. MILLS: We actually listed each one of these

22 items in the bulletin and said, in order to meet the

23 bulletin requirements you must have in your procedure each

24 of these items.

25 MR. KERR: So in effect you' wrote a procedure for

|
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1 them.

2 MR. BUCK: Right.

3 MR. 5 ILLS: In essence, we did, right. But it

4 wasn't without generic discussion with GE and people in the

5 staff that have followed ATWS, as well as the Browns Ferry

8 event. I think that, given the situation, the w ay the plant

7 is today, I think it is probably a very good and a;propriate

8 procedure for the BWR.

9 MR. WARD: Bill, what is~1t that turns the blue

10 light on for each rod drive? Physically where is the switch

11' locited?

12 MR. MILLS: The blue lights are turned on when

13 both the scram inlet and cutlet valve have opened, which

14. tells you you have completed --

15 MR. WARD: So it's not an indication of rod

16 position, then?

17 MR. MILLS: No . . The matrix, the core map that we

18 had on the's'11de this t... ing, that showed the numbers f rom

19 rero to 48, those are the actual rod positions. The blue

20 lights --

i

21 MR. WARD ' If I go back to number two there, what
|

22 is the operator looking at for' number two, whether the

23 liola 's on or --

24 MR. MILLS: For this one, for number two, he will

25 actually look at the rod position. And the blue light is
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1 right below the rod position, all in the same matrix. He

2 has the matrix directly in front of him that shows the rod

3 position. Then it shows the blue light, and then it has

4 another light for the accumulator. And also , his lights to

5 --

6 MR. WARD: What I'm driving at, is the red

7 position indication an unambiguous indication of the actual

8 position of the rod in the core?

9 MR. MILLS: Yes, that's a good indication of where

to the --

11 MR. WARD: He can't be wrong? There's nothing

12 indirect about it?

13 MR. MILLS: Caly to the extent of individual
.

14 failures, like if he had a ligh t burned out or a problem

15 with the particular switch cr something that way. But

16 otherwise it's a good indication.

17 MR. MATHISt Bill?

! 18 MR. KERR: I was just going to add, it's a good
!

.

19 indication if it's workinc, it seems to me.

20 HR. MATHIS: Is that it, Bill?

21 MR. MILLS: That's the BWR procedures, and I just

22 had one slide on conclusions.

23 (Slide.)

24 And Vince will discuss this a little hit more

25 la t er . The Bulletins Group provided a necessary and

.
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1 suf ficient basis f or continued opera tion, and it is based on

2 keeping the scram discharge volume empty during power '

3 operation. And it is monitored continuously. So no matter

4 what the source of the .va ter is that gets in there, it will

5 be detected by the con tin uous . monito ring system.

6 And George Schwenk will discuss the PWR

7 procedures.

8 MR. KERR: Mr. Chairman, would you consider a

9 break?

10 MB. MATHIS: All righ t, we'll consider a break.
,

11 Ten minutes -- v a it a minute. He has got a five-minute

12 presentation. We'll take it after that.

13 MR. SCHWENK: I'm George Schwenk of the IE staff,

14 headquarters, and I'm ocing to talk about the results cf a

15 survey that was done by our resident inspectors te determine

16 the adequacy of the licensees' emergency operating

17 procedures to respond to ATWS events.
'

18 (Slide.)

~

19 What I'm going to talk about first is some of the

20 actions that we were looking for Licensees to take following

| 21 a trip. Since there was no bulletin requirement

22 specifically identified for PWB's, some guidance was given

23 in the . survey to the resident inspectors for what they

24 ilhould look for in the procedures that were in existence in

25 BWR 's at the present time.
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1 These were the types of things we were asking

2 residents to look at : the press trip manual button; if rods

3 still don't move, begin immediate emergency boration and

4 attempt to drive rods in. If rods fail to move, have power

5 disconnect switch or breaker to rod holding coils open.

8 Continue efforts to effect shutdown.

7 Those were also similar to the BWR's in having the

8 operator ha ve the complete authority to commence the

9 emergency boration procedure.

10 (Slide.)

11 Now, the inspectors were told to --

12 3R. KERR let me see if I can understand this
.

13 process of making it take more than five minutes. The plant
'

14 operators were told to write emergency procedures, is that

iS what started this?

18 MR. SCHWENK: No.

17 MR. KERR: They.weren't?
-

. . s -

18 MR. SCHWENK: No, sir, not for PWR 's.

19 MR. KERR: But you thought they might have, so you

20 asked the inspectors to see if they di:.?

21 MR. SCHWENKt Yes. The purpose of the survey was

22 to determine the adequacy of the existing procedures of

23 PWR's.

24 MR. KERR:- Well, if they had not been told to

25 write procedures, they might not even have had any, or did

.
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1 somebcdy give them a hint?

2 MR. SCHWENKs No, no hint.

3 3R. FERRs So you expected it, but you didn't find

4 any plants that didn 't have procedures?

5 MR. SCHWENK: I'll get into that in a results.

6 I'll get to the results of the, survey.

7 MR. KENRs I'm trying to understand the basis of

~ 8 things. Somebody showed up one day and said to the PWR

9 operators: Do 'you have procedures for an ATWS?-

10 MR. SCHWENKs. That's correct.

11 MR. KERE: And then you determined. whether ther

12 did or not, and if they were acceptable?

13 MR. SCHWENKs Yes, sir.

14 -MR. KERR And they had no hint before that that
,

15 you expected them to have procedures, or did they?

16 MR. SCHWENK: For the operating plants, no.

17 MR. MATHISs Dr. Kerr, maybe I could simplify

18 ' t h a t . When Browns Ferry 3 occurred, it became very evident

19 that they did not have emergency procedures for an ATWS. So

20 naturally, you go out then and say, well, gee, if Browns

21 Ferry didn't have it,.I wonder who else has. And that

22 started the whole chain of events.

23 MR. KERR: I was not trying to make any judgment

24 at this point.'

25 MR. MATHIS: I'm just trying to explain. TI.* is
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1 the way it started.

2 MR. KERR: Thank you.

3 MR. SCHWENKa Certainiy plant conditions would be
'

4 inspected and looked for in procedures to see whether they

5 covered those actions, and the type of conditions we were

6 looking at were: failure to tri.p when required; failure to

7 complete trip when initiated, autosatically or manually;

8 inability to move or drive control rods; failure to

9 automatically trip when a parameter exceeds the trip value;

10 criteria for use of energency Soration system; reactor trip;

11 and anticipated transient without trip.

12 So the inspectors took these procedures, went

13 through them, and weinhed against the criteria that would be

14 set forth, and then made.a judgment of the adequacy of those
,

15 procedures.

16 (Slide.)

17 MR. KERR: How would an inspector inspect for
.

18 failure to ' trip?

19 MR. SCHWENK Tha t would be the condition, and

20 what he was looking f or f or those conditions were the things

21 I had on the first slide, for something in the procedures

22 which told the operator to depress, manually trip th e plan t ,

23 initiate emergency boration, and so forth, trip the

24 breakers.

25 MR. KERR: So the procedure would say something
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1 likes If I don 't get a trip when I should, then, and the

2 "then's" would be --

3 MR. SCHWENKa Yes, sir. And I will get to it a

4 little bit later. I Xeroxed a few pages out of a

5 procedure. We may talk a little Pit about that.

6 I have tried to group the results of this survey.

7 We got it on an individual plan t basis. But for better

8 understanding, I grouped it in this fashion.

9 20 plants have procedures wich no exceptions to

to the inspection requirements as outlined. Five plants meet

11 the inspection requirements, but did not ha're them labeled

t'4 in one place under specific ATWS procedures. And 20 plants

13 had some minor exceptions to these inspection requirements.
.

14 - MR. KERR4 I thought you told me earlier -- maybe

15 I don 't |tnow what an inspection requirement is. That's not

16 the same as a plant requirement?

17 MS. SCHWENKs No, this was.just guidance given to

18 the inspector from headquarters, what to look for.

19 Some of the exceptions were in the area of

20 clarity, connection between procedures, specific identity of

21 an ATWS, and efforts to effect the shutdown.

22 So that's the results that we have gotten from

23 this procedure.
'

24 MB* LIPINSKI: How do the results compare with the

25 different vendors? Were the 25 associa ted with the vendors
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1 directif, or are they mixad?

2 MB. SCHWENK: They're mixed, except for one

3 exception was that B EW doesn ' t have identified with f , an

4 emergency boration system. So it was difficolt for the

5 inspectors to judge the emergency boration system for that

6 plant.

7 But following that I did my own survey of those

8 BEW inspectors to find out whether they had adequate

9 procedures for boration of the plant, and we found that was

10 the case. But they didn't have a system labeled " emergency .

11 boration."

12 MR. LIPINSKI: Of the 20 plants that have
.

13 emergency procedures, were there three vendors in this group

14 of 207

15 MR. SCHWENK: B&W would not be.

16 MR. LIPINSKI: So we find CE and Westinnhouse.

17 Now who is in the five ? All three of the vendors? A n c, the -

.

18 last 207

19 MR. SCHWENK A mixture of all three.

20 Well, that completes my presentation, if there are

21 no questions.

22 MR. MATHIS: No questions?

23 MR. KERR4 Who wrote the guidance for the

24 inspectors? Who determined what sort of procedures?

25 MR. SCHWENK: Members at IEE headquarters staff.
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1 EM. KERE: A number or a member?

2 MR. SCHWENK: I believe it was a single nember, in

3 consultation with others.

4 MR. KERR: And in the process he consulted with

5 vendors and operating plants and people like that?

8 MR. SCHWENK: Yes, sir. And I myself , in my

7 latest connection with this, which has been in the past few

8 weeks, have been in touch with the various vendors to assure

9 myself that these procedures are adequate.

10 MR. MATHISS Any other questions?

11 (ho response.)

12 MR. MATHISs We will now have our ten-minute

13 break.
I

14 (Recess.)

15

16

17
- . . .

-

18

19

20

21

22
;

23

244

25
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1 MR. MATRIS The meeting will reconvene.

2 M r. Rubin, you' re on.

3 MR. RUBIN: Okay.
.

4 (Slide.)

5 The slides that go with this portion of my

8 presentation are at the back end of the handout I gave you

7 this morning.

8 I would like to now talk to you briefly about

9 AEOD's assessment of the interim protective measures at

to Browns Ferry 3, required by the first ICE bulletins in the

11 '78 series. This addresses the measures which were put in

12 place a few weeks after the event and were intended to

13 provide a basis for assuring continued safe operation of the

14 plant pending long-ters and hardware modifications to the

15 SDV system.

16 Because of the importance of assuring scram

17 capability. and the length of time that temporary equipment

18 and procedures would be in place, AECD decided to initiate a

19 detailed assessment of the intarim measures. It should be

20 pointed out, h o we ve r, that the interim measures which we

21 evaluated at that time have by now been substantially

22 upgraded and strens thened.

23 This part of AEOD 's presen ta tion will briefly

24 describe the interim equipment and its operation , discuss

25 the equipment reliability and the human surveillance aspects
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1 of the man-machine, water acnitoring system, and then ta x

2 about the safety procedures which were used if water was

3 detected in the SDV, characterize the interim man-machine

' safety capabilities and . limitations, and talk a little bit

5 about the issue of degraded air, and then summarize our

6 findings and recommendations.
.

7 (Slide.)

8 The interim me sures at Browns Ferry consisted of

9 both the original, dai substantially discredited, RFS

10. instruments in the system, together with some newly

11 installed detection equipment and associated procedures.

12 The new equipment basically consisted of an ultrasonic water

13 detection system. The transducers were mounted directly to
-

14 the east and west header low points.

15 (Slide.)

16 The detectors were mounted here and here, at low

17 points, as well as several other header locations. These
-s-, ,

| 18 transducers --
!

19 (Slide.)

i

| 20 let me go back to this one.

21 These tranducers were driven by a signal

|

[
22 g ene ra ting and processing device which incorporated both a

23 CRT output display and a continuous strip chart recorder. A

24 technique was used in which sound waves would reflect off an

| 25 air-water surface. Electronic ga ting was used to screen out
!

-

|
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1 impulses from water accumulations of one inch or less in

2 depth.

3 An alarm which was also provided when water depth

4 reached one inch -- all this equipment, transducers, CRT,
__

5 recorders and alarms, were all locally located at that time,

6 right at the SDV header location. No equipment was

7 installed in the control room.

8 With regard to the equipment reliability and

9 surveillance, all transducers were tested prior to use to

10 assure adequate performance. The equipment was callibration

11 and operability checked once per shift by use of a standard

12 pipe containing a known depth of water.

13 The system's local recorder output was observed

14 once every 30 minutss by an auxiliary operator. In the

15 event vater accumulation was observed by the local operator,

16 the control room would be immediately notified by

17 walkie-talkie.,

! 18 At that point, depending on the reported depth of

19 vater, the control room operator would or would net dispatch

20 a more qualified QA inspector to the equipment to verify the

21 reported readings. The control room operator's safety

22 procedures, that is, his actions, in effect at that time,

23 whenever water accumulation was reported in the SDV was as

24 follows:

25 He would dispatch a CA inspector to verif y the
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1 readings which were reported to be less than one and a half

2 inches, and try to correct the problem. If reported

3 readings were greater than one and a half, but less than two

4 inches, a QA inspector was sent to verify the local

5 readings, and if verified an orderly shutdown would be

6 initiated within one hour. If water depth was reported to

7 be greater than two inches, the control room operator would

8 be required to initiate an immediately orderly shutdown

9 without verification.

10 (Slide.)

11 It should be pointed out that since these scheme

12 or system involved human diagnosis and actions, the

13 attendant human f actors contributed significantly to the
(..

-

14 capabilities and limitations of the system. The equipment

15 response time and accuracy were very good. However, the

16 human element contributed to diagnostic unreliabilities and

17 time affecting .the protective and corrective actions of the

|

| 18 operator.

19 ObviCusly, for SDV filling scenarios in w!.tch

20 water wo uld be accumulatino over several hours or many

21 minutes, the time delays of the man-machine system would be

22 considered to be acceptable. However, when water could

23 quickly fill the SDV system in one or two minutes, thes.e

24 human time delays clearly would be critical, if not

25 unacceptable.
.
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1 The degraded air vent, as discussed earlier, is

2 potentially such an event which involves rapid filling of

3 the SEY headers. Also as discussed ea rlier, automa tic

4 detection against the loss of scram capability may not be

5 assured in all cases. Clearly, a situation which involved a
|

| 6 local operator looking at a recorder once every 30 minutes
|

7 would not be adequate where water could accumulate within a

8 couple of minutes.

9 We looked it what other control room indications

10 and alarms would be available to the operator in such an

11 event. There is a single low HCU header alarm in the

12 control room, a local pressure gauge is available at the

13 HCU 's th emselves.

-

14 The procedures in effect at the time of our

15 investigation called for dispatching an auxiliary operator

16 to take the local presure gauge verification readings if the

17 - control room alarm sounded. If air header pressure was

18 verified to be less than 60 psi, the control room operator
!

l 19 would be required to initiate an immediate manual scram.

| 20 AECD believed tha t reliance on this sert of

21 time-consuming scheme f or timely reactor scram in the event

22 of degra3ed air was not accurate. There are, however, other
|

23 likely control room indications available to the operator i. n

24 the event of many, but perhaps not all, degraded air

25 situations. These would include multiple control rod
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1 drifting alarms, as well as multiple control rod drive high

2 temperature alarms.

3 In res'ponse to these control room indications, ICE

4 Bulletin 80-17 required immediate manual scram. However,

5 AECD could not be categorically assured that all degraded

6 air events would result in these indications. That is,

7 depending on the air pressure history decay, scram valve

8 opening characteristics, control rod drive seal leakage

9 characteristics, and the like, these indications may not be

10 present for all cases.
,

11 At the same time, there would likely be'other

12 control room alarms sounding in the control room during this

13 ' period as a result of the adverse effects of degraded air at

14 other plant systens. These could divert the operator from
.

15 the required protective action of immediate scram.

16 Accordingly, we believe that the degraded air

17 event did not have . adequa te interim measures.
,

18- (Slide.)

19 From our review at the time, we arrived at the

20 following principal findings: the then-existing interim

21 system, which involved newly installed ultrasonic water

22 detection equipment special procedures, together with the

23 previously installed but discredited instru- ,t s , did not

24 re s to re the level of scram capability protection thought to

25 'be assured in the original design.

|
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1 Be that as it may, we believed that these

2 temporary arrangements were adequate, however, for sources

3 of wa*.er which would involve slow accumulation in the SDV
4 headers, that is, say, over several hours. For fast-fill

5 scenarios, and in vsrticular for degraded control air

6 situations, the interim measures in place a t the time we

7 looked were considered to be less than adequate.

8 Accordingly, we made the following

9 recommendationsa An immediate and early manual scram should

10 be required based solely on control room HCU pressure

11 indication of low air pressure, without first verifying

12 pressure or waiting to observe indirect indicators, such as

13 rod drift, that the SDV is filling. Do not wait, since

14 other later control room alarms may get operator attention.

15 We all felt that redundant air header pressure

16 instruments should be installed in the control room. Also,,

17 to- aid..the operator. to focus on immediate protective action,
; . .

| 18 a distinctive alarm for degraded air could be provided.
|

19 To improve the operator response time for other

20 unidentified fast-fill conditions, we felt it would be wise

21 to move the UT monitoring condition into the control room.

I 22 Finally, we felt consideration should be given to providing

i 23 an automatic scram off HCU air pressure if others who would

i

|
24 be reviewing these same issues felt tha t the current

t

25 recommended measures were still less than adequate.

|
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1 And tha t 's it. So again, the measures at that

2 time lef t something to be desired. However, perhaps as a

3 result of or because of other activities on the staff,

4 matters have improved.
.

5 And with regard to the degraded air, by new an

6 order has gone out that requires an automatic reactor scraa,

7 if you will, on a degraded air scenario. And UT monitoring ,

8 systems are installed in the control room for other

9 unidentified sources of water that can come in quickly, one

to of which came up just about a week ago.

11 I forget the plant, but one of the RPS channels

12 was out and they were doing some maintenance work on the
'

13 other RPS channel, and ther ended up with one of the four

14 subgroups in the energized channel becoming de-energired.

15 The effect of that was that 25 percent of the rods had their

16 scram valves open and the other 75 percent of the rods did

17 not..
.

18 25 percent of the rods wen t in. And left

19 unattended, the system would have filled up. I'm not sure

30 exactly what -- I think the operator's action in that case

21 was to sdraa the reactor. But that's an example of one of

22 the things that we did not identify when we did our

23 investigation, and we felt it would be rise to install the

24 UT system in the control room for those kinds of thinge that

25 ve had not an tici pa ted .
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1 MR. BUCKS What does the UT system in the control

2 room tell the operator? What precisely does it tell him,

3 the depth of water in the tank?

4 MR. HUBIN4 I believe th e recorders now are

5 required to be in the control room, and the depth

'J measurement is read directly. There is no ambiguity in the

T level. Six -- six hash marks on a scale of six inches. And

8 there are alarms for accumulations up to set depth.
.

9 So there is no need any more, under the most

10 recent ICE bulletin requirements, to have the operator

11 talking with an auxiliary operator on a walkie-talkie and

12 tha time delays involved there and the miscommunications

13 tha t could come up there.

14 ,MR. PANCIEBA: I'd like to say one thing on the

15 entinuous sonitoring system. I would just like to point out

18 that some plants have chosen to go a different route than

I believe it's17 the UT monitor. And there is one plant --

18 Vermont Yankee -- uses a capacity probe. And there is

19 another plant that actually uses float type switches right

20 on the scram discharge box.

|
! 21 So while the majority of plants have gone with a

22 UT monitoring device, there are exceptions to that.

23 MB. RUBIN: Our investigation was not intended to

24 look at all the possibilities. In fact, at that time there

25 was only Browns Ferry to look at. They were amonc the first

'

i
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1 to install a continuous monitoring arrangement, and it turns

2 out that most of the plants have opted for the ultrasonic

3 system, from what I understand.

4 And I think the value of the investiga tion was

5 simply to point out tha limitations of the system, since it

6 is a man-machine system.

7 MR. KEBR: You may have answered this question to
.

8 either the Subcommittee or others, but help me some in .

9 trying to understand how you synchronize with the rest of

10 the NRC staff. You investigated this and made some

11 recommendations and some other parts of the staff also

12 investigated and made some recommendations.

13 Do your recommendations go to somewhere in the

'

14 NRC, to TVA? Were your recommendations and the rest of the

15 staff recommendations distilled somehow to make a single set

16 of recommendations?- How does this work?

17 H R . R U B I N s- On the front end, we do our own
,

18 independent thing. We investigate where we feel there is a

19 need to look into matters, and we utilire the gcod effices

20 of the agency to obtain data from the vendors, from the

21 licensees and so f orth.;

|
22 We then analyze it and if we feel that there are

23 certain deficiencies from what we are looking at, then we

24 develop recomm enda tion s. Some of these recommendations

25 could be in the form of a short-term type recommendation,
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1 something that would be sore appropriate for an ICE

2 function, to i=plement in the day of a bulletin, a

3 procedural type recommendation, say.

4 Some of them may be a longer-term design criteria

5 requirement type, and so those would more appropriately go

6 to NRR, in wrich case we would send th em there. At that

7 point they do not reflect the position of the agency. They

8 simply reflect the recommendations of one office. And at

9 that point they would be considered by the offices that we

10 woul'd send these documents to for review and comment or

11 implementation or to disagree with.

12 hB. MATHIS: Vince, do you want to add to that?

13 ER. PANCIERA: I just want to say, this is what I

14 was going to try.to discuss, is how we took the AECD

15 recommendations, as well as the advice of the 3WR Owners

16 Group and other things and' selded it into the safety

17 e valua tion- report .

18 ER. KERRs Well, who decides when you do a

19 parallel investigation of something that some other part of

20 the NRC staff is 1nvestigating? Is that sort of up to the
,

21 director of your Office? He decides whether something

22 should be --

23 MR. RUBIN: The director has the final decision

24 authority on what we call case study reviews, which involve

25 a significant amount of staff time. And so the office
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1 director would authorize that we perform such a case study.

2 And the Erowns Ferry event investigation was one.

3 So it has his blessings, if not his motivation.

4 HR. JORDAN: Could I make a self-serving comment?

5 The discussion we had earlier with Dr. Bender was the effect

6 of some independent review of this event and the actions

7 that we were taking. I believe the AEOD function is

8 precisely that within the NRC staff, and I would commend

9 tha t as perhaps'a basis for part of the explana tion back to
.

10 Udall.

11 MR. KERR: Would you like me to pass that comment

12 on to Mr. Bender?

13 ER. JORDAN Would you, please.

14 MR . KERS : I would be glad to.

15 TR. MATHIS4 Thank you, Steve.

16 Vince, you're on.

17 I'll make. my. other comment. If you miss the last

18 shuttle, it's your own fault.-

19 (Laughter.)

20 MR. PANCIERA: We 're going to miss it, so I'm not

21 going to worry about it.

22 (Slide.)

23 HR. PANCIERA: During the morning session, I tried

24 to give you a chronology of staff actions that extended over

25 about a six-month period. I would now like to tell you a
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1 little about how we developed the safety evaluation report

2 and the major elements that were considered in the

3 development of the report.

4 The first slide shows what I consider those major

5 elements.

6 ER. KERR : Help me a little bit. Is the purpose

7 of this so that we understand how NBC opera tes?

8 MR. PANCIERA: Yes. This would maybe answer your

9 question as to wha t ha ppened to the AEOD reports that went

to over to NRR, how did we use those reports, how did we f actor

11 them into getting the document that then we could sent to

12 the Licensees and implement.
/

13 ER. IERRs That's probably a question I should

14 have asked, but I really didn't. What I was asking was to

15 whom they reported, whether to the NRC or to whom did they

16 make recommendations.

17 :MR. PANCIERA:. Well, in this case here, the three

| 18 reports that Stu Rubin has discussed earlier were sent by

19 memo to Harold Denton. Harold Denton referred these reports

20 for staff consideration in developing this SER. Does that.

21 answer your question?

- 22 3R. KERR: I would predict that in the act too

23 distant future you're going to need a two out of three

24 cystem, though, because you cow have an unstable system.

25 MR. PANCIERA: Why is it unstable?
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r
1 MR. KERR Well, if the two of you disagree, who

2 decides?

3 NR. PANCIERAs Well, that's what management's role

4 is.. If Stu Rubin and I disagree, then by God it should go

5 up.

6 MR. KERR t Then sanagement is the third channel,

7 then. So you now have the two out of three ?

8 MR. PANCIERA: That's right. And there is one

9 Executive Director for Operation, and there is one

10 Commission, if it ever got that high.

11 The four basic elements that went into the SER

12 development, one I mentioned this morning, are the regional

13 s ee tings . These meetings occurred at the end of July and

14 the beginning of August. The purpose of these meetings was

15 to really understand the system, understand the as-built

16 conditions that existed in the field.

17 And I would like to show a slide that shows what

18 we got out of that meeting.

19 (Slide.h

20 The objective was an in-depth understanding of the

21 as-Duilt conditions in the SDV, the instrumented volume

22 interconnecting piping and vent and drain systems. We

23 actually went to three regions -- Chicago, Atlanta, and King

24 o f Prussia. We sat down and had approximately two-hour

25 discussions with each licensee.

,
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1 We had asked the Licensees to prepare to respond

. 2 to two questions that we generated ahead of time. I think

3 it was a very worthwhile set of meetings. And my strong

4 recommendation would be, if we have a generic problem, a

5 good face-to-face meeting in the regions with the Licensees

6 is a highly desirable exercise.

T The general areas we covered were system

8 configuration , general layout, system design requirements.

9 We were extremely interested in the interties between the

10 SDY and some of the service systems, like the vent and

11 d ra in .

12 And this morning I was asked questions about the

13 NSSS-AE interface. We spent some time discussing that
.

14 aspect. We went over the recent test results required of

15 Bulletin 80-17, the valve open and close tests, the drain

16 test. And then we also discussed with each Licensee

17 emergency procedure, verification. Primarily a t that point

'n time we were more interested in if the operator had toi18

19 usa the standby liquid level control system, did he have the

20 key available to actuate that system and did he have the

21 authority to do it?

22 And so tha t scopes out what we tried to accomplish

23 during the regional meetings.

24 (Slide.)

25 On the next slide I would like to show --

|
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1 MR. KERB: How did you find out if he had the

2 authCrity to do it?

3 MR. PANCIERA: We asked them the specific

4
_ _ _

. question, did ther have the authority. In some cases we

5 found they did; in e ther cases we found they had to check

6 with their boss.

T MR. WARD : Which meant what, typically?

8 MR. PANCIERA: That before the operator could just

9 actuate the standby liquid level control, he would have to

to check with some higher authority.

11 MR. WARD: Yes, but who would that be? The shift

12 supervisor or an off-plant phone call or what?

13 MR. PANCIERA:. I think in one case it was

~

14 o f f -plan t. I think in some cases it was his supervisor.

15 Richt, Bill?

16 MR. % ILLS: It was shift supervisor in the cases I

17 an-familiar with. It might have been off-plant.

18 MR. PANCIERA: I think there was one case where he-

19 had to make a phone call.

20 I would like to discuss the following items: One

.

21 is the SOV-IV hydraulic coupling. There are two basic

22 configura tio ns. I will show one briefly. We discussed it

23 enouch this morning that I don't think I have to go into a

24 lot of detail.

25 (Slide.)
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1 This is the first configuration.

2 The second configuration is the configuration that

3 exists at Duane Arnold, Hatch and Brunswick, and some of the

4 near-ters OL's that are being licensed today. In this case

5 you have an instrumented volume that is attached directly

6 and integrally with the scran discharge volume header. The

7 scram discharge volume header is shown schematically as a

8 block.

9 It cCnsists of a series of four-inch, six-inch, cr

10 eight-inch pipe, in some cases in the f orm of fingers, like

11 this, in some cases in the form of an oblong doughnut, in

12 some cases even having pipes at different elevations. In

13 other words, you would have at this elevation connected to a

14 header and another pipe at this elevation.
_

15 We found an extreme degree of variability as far

16 as the actual configuration. We really did not find any

well, maybe tha t 's an17 plants that really looked --

18 e xa gg era tio n . A few plin'ts looked like other' plants. Most

19 plants looked like they were custom designed, 'if I might use

20 that term.

21 MR. WARD: Were any of them worse than BrCwns

22 Ferry?

23 MR. PANCIERA: No. Let me get into that in just a

24 moment.

25 (Slide.) .
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1 This is the Browns Ferry design. Browns Terry --

2 ve found, as f ar as the scram discharge volume to

3 instrumented volume piping connection or piping run, we

4 found in all plants of this design that this line was a

5 two-inch IV line.

8 However, we did find that the runs of piping

7 varied from plant to plan-t. They went all the way up from

8 over 150 feet down to about 90 feet for the short run -- I

9 mesa for the long run. In the short run, they varied

10 between about 15 f eet to 30 f ee t .

11 We also found that the vent configurations were

12 quite a bit different. In some cases, each scram discharge

13 volume header had a separate vent. In other cases, the

it vents were tied together, so-the dotted'line shows a single
,

15 vent valve.

18 We also found that this vent system, when it left

.17 this .-- beyond this vent valve, tied in, and we found a

18 large degree of variability on how they tied the system into

19 other systems. In one case,.5onticello, the system was a

20 dedicated system. It went directly in its own run of piping
|

| 21 to the reactor building equipment drain tank.
|
'

22 Similarly, for Yonticello, this line went directly

23 to the reactor building equipment drain tank. In other

24 cases, we found a large number of interties. And I think it

25 was mentioned this morning tha t in some cases the vent
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1 piping and the drain piping connected into a drainage*

2 header, which had a large number of other drain connections

0 that eventually found its way down either to the reactor

4 building equipment drain tank or the clean rad waste tank.-

5 So we found a large degree of variability as far

6 as what happens beyond this point, downstream of this point

7 or upstream , whichever wa y you 're looking a t it, and

8 downstreams of the drain line.

9 This system downstream of these valves is'

10 basically designed by the architect-engineer with, in my

. 11 judgment anyway, very little configuration control as far as

12 the NSSS supply goes.

13 MR. lIPINSKI i'his morning you said we were going

14 to get'on this subject in terns of what GE's requirement

15 were and in terms of why all this variability appeared.

16 MR. PANCIERAs I will get into that very shortly.

17 I zhink it's two slides down.

18 '(Slide.)

19 Similarly, on tho ser plants, here again you

20 have the same tie-in or tae same kind of configuration,

21 either separate vent lines or combined vent lines. Here you

22 have a two-inch line connecting the two instrumented

23 volumes, then going as a single line to each drain valve.

24 So that's the kind of configuration.

25 Here again, a large degree of variability in the

.
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1 vent systems and in the drain systems and how they intertie

2 with other systems. This is one of the things early in the

3 investigation, in the development of the SER, that at least

4 convinced some of the people on this multi-disciplined team

5 that was asked to write the SER that we should not depend on

6 the vent system to provide adequate drainage to the IV and
.

7 therefore adequate communication between the scram

8 instrumentation and the hydraulics and the hydraulic fluid

9 in the scram discharge volume.

10 (Slide.)

11 Now let me go back to this slide.

12 We discussed the two basic configurations. We

13 discussed the scram discharge -- the SDV vent system and the

14 SDV d rain system. I would like to now get into the design

15 requirements, and this is what you mentioned.

16 GE had prorided a specification -- let me say

1 17 this. As fear as the scran discharge volume, this system

| 18 was really f, armed out to. Reactor Controls, Incorporated.

19 This was a small outfit, as I understand, based in
|

| 20 California. They did the primary design of the scram

21 discharge volume system as a subcontract to GE on the

22 turnkey contracts, the contracts where GE had retained full

23 responsibility for the design and construction of the

24 plant.
|

25 Later, when the turnkey concept I guess changed

i
1

l

l
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1 and a lot of the balance of plant work was given to an AE,

2 ve also found in those cares the AE, and in some cases the

3 Licensee who was doing his own design work, also farmed this

4 out to Reactor Controls.

5 But GE did supply the vent valve and the drain

6 valve, and they did supply a specification. Now, the

.7 specification , for instance , here SDV volume requiremen t

8 presently would call for 3.34 gallons per rod. In other

9 words, the volume should at least have 3.3 callons per rod.

10 If you have 100 rods, then you have 334 gallons.

11 This is a fairly new requirement now. Prior to

12 that time, it was somewha t less than that. I believe it was

13 about 1.8 gallons per rod. And GE put out what they call an

14 inf ormation letter which changed that to 3.34 That's why

15 you find in some cases where you have a configuration were

16 one pipe, and then at another elevation you have ancther

.17 pipe...

| 18 In other words, the Licensee in order to provide

19 the adequa te volume did take and add on piping to provide

20 that volume.- We found two plants -- Nine Mile Foint and

21 Oyster Creek -- that do not meet this volume requirement

22 richt now., But they will have to meet it when they adopt

23 the criteria that's been developed for the long-term fix.

24 I mentioned the piping slopes. The GE document

25 did call for piping slopes, and this was.one-eighth of an
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1 inch per foot. And we found that in almost every case tha t

2 one-eighth of an inch per foot was adhered to, both in the

3 piping that connects the scram discharge volume to the

4 instrumented volume as well as the vent piping.

5 Dynamic loads. The scram discharge volume

8 basically meets the seismic requirements from this valve --

T (Slide.)

8 -- up to the drain valve.

9 We couldn't find anything where there was any kind

to of foresight as far as designing the system to take the

'

11 kinds of dynamic loads that were seen because of the

12 Brunswick event, where the floats were crushed and some of

13 the drain piping was pulled away f rom the suprort. So

14 tha t's where we stood on that.

15 (Slide.)

18 I mentioned the design interf aces. If you have

,

17 any questions, I will be glad to answer them. But as far as

18 ve could tell''this was a farmed-out system. I felt it did,

19 not get an adequate review, either a t the Licennee level or

20 at the staff level, for that matter. It looks like it was
,

21 put together -- it was a hydraulic nightmare.,

|

! 22 MR. LIPINSKI: Reactor Controls must have done

23 quite a few of these. How many of all the BWR plants did

24 Reactor Controls do?

25 MR. PANCIERA4 They did every one of them. Even

!

I

I
,
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1 in the case of TVA, TVA farmed this work out to Reactor

2 Controls.

3 53. LIPINSKI: And they put all the variations

4 --

5 MR. PANCIERA: Well, variations as far as the

6 header positions. They did follow the minimum requirement,

7 the minimum volume requirement. They did follow the slope

8 requirement that GE had laid out.

9 The actual geometric configuration of the scram

to discharge volume varies quite a bit. I'm not sure that

11 particularly hurts fou as f ar as whether you have two pipes

12 side by side that are eight-inch or if I have three pipes

13 six-inch side by side. I'm not sure that really hurts you
. r

14 that much..

.

15 I think what we found was that where there was a

16 lot of variation that really hurts you was downstream of the

17 vent and drain valves, because -- yes, sir?

18 HR. RAYS Didn't you find that Feactor Controls
|

19 actually issued construction drawings or did they leave to

20 field designers the physical construction details? -
,

i

| 21 MR. PANCIERA: My understanding is they actually

22 issued drawings.

23 MR. PITTMAN: I know at Browns Ferry, where I got

24 the drawings over in m y office, the drawings themselves that

25 Browns Ferry used to construct it actually had Reactor
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1 Controls title blocks on it.

2 MR. PANCIERA: But downstream, it was strictly up

3 to the AE or the Licensee. So there was very little control

4 downstream of those valves.

5 But upstream of those valves, including tne scram

6 discharge volume, it appears that Reactor Controls actually

7 did the design work.

8 Any other questions on this slide?L,
9 (No response.)

10 HR. HATHIS: No. Let's move.

11 MR. PANCIERA: Okay.

12 (Slide.)

13 I would like to go to the next line item on the

14 slide, AEOD evaluations. We d.id use the AEOD evaluations.

15 We found them very helpful in trying to arrive at a staff

16 position. And I will discuss a little bit more how we took

17 these and developed our own position in working with the BWR

18 Owners Subgroup.

19 But I would like to go into this next item. About

20 the time of the meeting that we had with GE, about the 7th

21 of August --

22 (Slide.)

23 -- we decided that at that time -- I guess there

24 was a lot of criticism that the staff in some cases was toc

25 prescriptive. We decided that we would try to solicit the

-
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1 assistance of the BWB owners to work with us on trying to

2 develop a fix on the long term.

3 And so about the 6th of August, when we were

4 meeting with GE and with a lot of the owners, Paul Check

5 made the suggestion that a BWR Cuners Group he formed to

6 address this problem. This Owners Group was established

7 around the 20th of August. I would like to just go through

8 and give you a feel for how this worked.

9 The owners met shortly af ter their establishment,

10 and by the 19th of September had come in with criteria that

11 they f elt addressed all the problems, the problems that had

12 been uncovered by the Browns Ferry and also the problems

13 that had been uncovered by the Hatch-Brunswick problems with

14 blocks.

15 They came in with draft criteria at that time. We
,

16 had some problems with the way the criteria were organized.

17 We discussed these problems. They went back, worked on it,

18 came in on 10-15 with another set of criteria.

19 We met with them. They identified areas where

20 there was some disagreement and we tried to iron out those.
, ,

|

j 21 There were two areas of disagreement. One was we did not

22 vant to depend on adequate venting to assure that the

23 instruments -- that the water got to the instruments.

24 The second area tha t we disagreed with them on, or

25 thay disagreed with us on, was this question of diversity.
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:

1 And I will discuss that a little bit later. i

2 This chart was made out, this flow chart was made

3 out, before we even met with the owners, and it pretty well

4 followed this flow pattern. And even today it is a good

5 history of what happened.

6 ACRS comments were considered. We considered the

7 AEOD recommendations. We reviewed the ICE bulletin

8 responses and reviewed the as-built information tha t we got

9 as a result of the meetings.

10 We came along"here and developed what we

it considered were minimum acceptable requirements. At th e

12 same time, the owners developed system design and

13 performance criteria. They came in, they proposed the
.

14 criteria. We met with them. There were two iterations.

15 Basically, then, our SER endorses the owners'

16 criteria , with one par ticular e xception on, diversity. The

17 Owners Subgroup then presented it to the full Owners Group

18 and these criteria were endorsed by the Owners Group.

19 I micht poin t out that GE's recommendations were

20 also factored into what the owners came up with. And GE
,

21 participated in a lot of the owners meetings.

22 I think it was a good experience from our point of

23 view. I think it tended tc get the owners involved. I
,

24 think they understand their plant better than we do. We had

25 good interface with them and I think it was a verthwhile
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1 experience.

2 I will say one thing, and I will show you the

3 criteria as we go through the presenta tion. The criteria

4 are somewhat general, and at first my inclination was to get

5 very prescriptive. However, I think the owners felt they

6 couldn't be too prescriptive cecause they were dealing with

7 a large variety of plants.

8 I think what finally came out of the Owners Group

9 -- and you might find it somewhat general -- however, we did

to take the owners' criteria and for those criteria that were

11 important from the point of view of design we did specify

12 the SER and means acceptable to the staff for complying with

13 the criteria.

14- So we start with general criteria and we gave

15 specificity by coming up wi th , here is a means acceptable to

16 us for complying with it.

17 MR. RAYS Did this process of reconciliation apply

18 only to long-range fixes or did it apply also to the

19 short-range?

20 MR. PANCIERA. No, it did not apply to the short

21 range, because the short range were really established by

22 the bulletin requirements. We did get the Owners Group

23 involved when we were trying to come up with a solution to

24 this degraded air problem. But the owners were not asked to
,

25 address the short term. They were asked to address the long
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1 ters.

2 (Slide.)

3 I would like to get into the major sections of' the

4 safety evaluation report. There are a lot of other sections

5 where there is the introduction or the definition of the

6 problem. I think you have heard all of that before.

7 I think the two big areas that I want to address

8 here are a one is the justification for continued operations

9 and two, the long-tera program. I think that is really the

10 heart of the SER.

11 The justification for continued operation, I

12 mentioned that back in October -- originally, the way we had

13 conceived this SER, it was really going to address just the
,

14 long-term program, the criteria, the technical basis for the

15 criteria, the acceptable compliance tha t I mentioned, and

16 the implementation.

17 The decision as made that we ought to really look

18 at justification for continued operation, and the basis we
.

19 used is we took each one of the bulletin requirements -- we

20 actually did it in a systematic way. We made out sheets

21 that addressed each one of the bulletin requirements, 80-17,

22 Supplement 1, Supplement 2, Supplement 3, and 80-17. So we

23 had the bulletin requirements on one side.

24 We went through and laid out the licensee's

25 responses to the bulletin requirements. We got input from

..

*
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1 Inspection C Enforcement through the resident inspectors

2 that gave us an evaluation by the resident in spec tc rs. And

3 then finally, we reviewed the whole thing and made a

4 judgment as to whether or not they had complied with the

5 bulletin requirements, and that was the basis for continued
.

6 operation, with one exception.

T The exception was this question of degraded air

8 and the fast-fill scenario that could result from degraded

9- air. We did address it by addressing the bulletin

10- requirements, the requirement that when you get an air

11 system pressure that is 10 psi above the pressure cf the

12 scram discharge valves, you manually scram the plant, or if

13 you get other indications, like rod drif t of hot rise. So
.*

14 ve did address it.
.

15 But during that time one of the things we had to

16 come to grips with is, could the operator respond in a

17 . timely fashion to a loss of. air scenario, the kind that

18 might fill up the scram discharge volume in something

19 between '85 seconds and two minutes. 'And that was not

20 covered by any system to automatically cause a scram because

21 the degraded air event was not covered by bulletin

22 requirements. .

23 And so in the SER you will find that we

24 specifically address a requirement to install an air dump

25 valve in the air system tha t will automatically dump the air
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1 once you get down to this pressure or' 10 psi above the

2 prassure of the valve.

3 And let me just quickly put that slide on. I've

4 gone a little bit out of sequence, but I think it 's

5 worthwhile.

6 (Slide.)

7 The SER addresses this one hers: Install an air

8 dump valve in the control system te initiate rod insertion

9 when you get down to roughly 52 psi. So the basis for

10 . continued operation was satisfaction of all the bulletin

11 requirements and its supplements, as well as implementing

12 the short-ters modifications. And that's what formed the

13 basis, in our judgment, for the continued operation of these

14 plants.

15 Now, we also did and you will see that the SER--

16 has an appendix that's half again as thick as the SEB

17 itself. And that appendix does take each one of the

18 bulletin requirements and treats each plant on a specific

19 basis. And we did find some discrepancies in the Licensees'

|
20 response.

1

21 For instance, we did find some plants that were

22 still, upon a loss of air event, would still send a man frca

23 the control room down to the local station to read the gauge

24 and then make a decision on whether or not to scram the

25 plant. We did find situations like that.
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1 And in the review, working with ICE and its

2 residents, we did correct those problems. So it wasn't all

3 a clean deal where the Licensees' responses were suitable in

4 every case.
. . .

5 MR. KERRa Remind me again. What is the problem
.

6 with making a decision when you see air pressure going down,

T that you just don't have time to make a decision?

8 HR. PANCIERA: No. There is an air pressure alarm

9 in the centrol room that alarms and annunciates. However,

10 there is'no direct-reading air pressure gauge in the control

11 room. That is only located locally, or it was.

12 So what some of the Licensees were doing is, ther.

13 would get the low-pressure alarm -- and they had the
,

14 low-pressure alara set at something like 70 psi. They would-

,

15 then send a man down to read the 1ccal gauge and verify that

16 the pressure was going down. And then they would mak e the

17 decision to scram.

18 We did not feel that tha t was an adequate response

19 to the bulletin requirement.

20 HR. KERR How did you conclude that what you are

21 requiring is in the long run less risky than what they were

22 doing?

23 MR. PANCIERAs Because wha t the bulletin required

24 was an immediate manual scram.

25 MR. KERR I understand tha t. But how did you
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1 decide that that provides less risk in the long run than a

2 procedure which goes and looks at what is happening to the

3 air?

4 MR. PANCIERAs Because we felt on a degraded loss

5 of air you might not have the time to go down and

6 investigate.

7 MR. KERRs No. But every time you scram the

8 reactor you introduce some risk. How do ycu balance that?

9 How did you balance that against the assumption thrt every

to time you get an alarm you scram without investigating

11 ' f urther?

12 MR. PANCIERAs Well, it was a judgment, doctor.

13 It was a judgmant on our part that we felt, if you had that
-

.
*

_

14 kind'cf a situation, you might have a situation where you
,

15 would --

16 MR. KERR If you have a situation in which you

17 scrammed the reactor, you have the reactor out of con trol.

18 And every time you scram it, you subject the plan t to
|

19 stresses which limit its ability to withstand further
>

20 stresses.

21 So how do you make a decision?

22 MR. PANCIERA As I say, it was a judgment.

23 MR. WARD: Is this going to result in more scrams

24 or is it goina to result in those utilities who had the

25 alarms set at 70 psig setting them a t 40 or something?
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1 MB. PANCIERA: The utilities basically have pulled

2 down the pressure set point on the alarm. In other words,

3 that utility that had it at 70 has brought it down to

4 something less than that.

5 MR. RUBINs I think , as I pointed out earlier, the

6 degraded air event or the connotations or ATWS concerns, in

7 that you are potentially evolving it into a can't scram the

8 reactor, because water is getting into the SDV a t the same

9 time that other plant systems are being perturbed, which

10 will require a scraa.

11 So I guess the judgient by the staf is that,

12 weighing an ATWS concern against a simple tripping of the

13 unit --

/ '

14 . MR. KERR: Tripping of the unit is not simple. If-

15 the staff thinks that tri ?ing of the unit is simple, then

16 it seems to me the staff ought to take another look.

17 Believe me, that is not simple.

18 MR. LIPINSKI4 You have imposed a minirum safety

| 19 requirement with respect to averting an ATVS. If I were a

20 utility and wanted to watch the availability of my plan t,

21 for a few extra dollars I could install another pressure

22 sensor that would give me an alarm before I hit
|

'
the scram

| 23 trip point, so if there's any measures I could take I could

| 24 restore air pressure before I went into the scram.
|

25 You're not insisting they take the scram ? They

i
t

|
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1 couid also put in another sensor and --
2 HR. PANCIERAs Sure they can. The point we were

3 saying, tha t if you get down to a pressure that is 10 psi<

4 above the nominal scran discharge unseating pressure, then

5 you have to scram the plant.

6 MR. LIPINSKIs Right, because your analysis shows

| T that the time remaining is such that you could be in

8 trouble.

9 MR. KERBS Walt, they didn't tell me they had done

to an analysis which said tha t the time remaining would show

'
11 they would be in trouble. They just said there were

12 circumstances in which they felt one potentially could be in

13 trouble.
:

14 ER. LIPINSKIs There's a plot in here showing how

15 the pressures are coming down.

16 MR. KERRs But you can 't know how it's coming down

17 unless you know what's causing it to go down.
|

| 18 MR. LIPINSKI: Based on the leakage rate through
|

19 the valve, you can then show how the level is building up

20 with time. That was an assumed air pressure that was picked

21 as the value for that point; am ! correct?

22 MR. KERRs Are you saying that every time the sir

23 pressure goes down it goes down just because of one

24 sechanism and at the same rate?

25 MR. LIPINSKIs No. If the air pressure comes
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1 down, the particular discharge valve is partial'y opened andl

2 you have got a certain leak rate coming out of that valve.

3 Based on the amount of time for fill, you then reach a

4 condition where if you did call for a full scram you

5 couldn't, because the volume is full.

d MR. KERE But this assumes a decrease in air

7 pressure or something, doesn't it?

8 53. LIPINSKI Yes, it does.

9 HR. KERRs Well, I think we are arguing details.

10- And I am not trying to take a position. I am just trying to

11 understand how the staff made its decision.

12 MR. PANCIERAs Well, as I said, it was judgment on

13 our part. .And in one case, if you had this kind of degraded

14 air situat' ion, you had the risk of having at least a failure

15 to pa rtially scram the plant against the other case of

16 scramming the plant. I recognize that every time you scram

17 the plant you take some lif e out of the plant.

18 It was strictly a judgment that here you had wha t

19 we considered a real live scenario, and we were weighing

20 that against some harm that migh t be done by scramming that
|

21 wasn't really that specific, and we just made the judgment
i
'

22 that you had to scram the plant.

. 23 MR. KERRs Since THI-2 it seems to me there have
l

24 been a number of situations in which it is assumed that th e
25 safe thing to do is scram the plant. I guess I am skeptical

!
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1 of scrammed plants being all that safe, both during the time

2 when they are esming down from power and during the restart,

3 and the stresses that this puts on the plant.

4 MR. PANCIERA. Sure. In fact, I remember a couple

5 of years ago discussing the seismic scram, and that was one

6 of the considerations, that you might not want to scram the

7 plant at that point in a seismic event because of the damage

8 you might do.

S 5H. PITTMANs If I remember right, some place*

to along you are looking at the situation and you look at what

11 the effects would be on the plant and the operation with the

12 loss of instrument air. And I think at one time it was

13 asserted tha t there was a very high probability that a scram
6

14 would be commanded, on down some further time with the loss

15 of instrument air.

16 And so what we have is a very close coupling. If

17 ve lose instrument air and don't scraa, eventually a scram

| 18 vill be commanded, and they we probably would not be able to

19 get it.

20 53. PANCIERA: When you're getting down to 50 psi,

21 you 're on your way to a scram whether you like it or not,

22 that's true.

23 Okay. I would like to show this table and then go

i 24 back to the short-ters modification.

25 (Slide.)
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1 But this is entitled " Generic Applicability and

2 Major Interim Actions to Se Provided Until Design

3 Deficiencies Have Been Resolved." By that we rean the

4 long-term fix, which I will get into later.

5 But here we have tried to mention the design

6 deficiencies, inadequate coupling, and the major action that

7 was taken as a result of the bulletins was to monitor the

8 SDV for water accumulation.

9 Here, complex vent piping; applicability, all GE

10 BWR 's. In.this case here, Brunswick, Hatch and Duane Arnold

11 were exempt from this monitoring because they have a close

12 coupling between the instrument volume and scram discharge

13 volume. In the case of the complex piping, the requirement
~

( .

directly to the reacto r14 was to provide a positive vent
.

15 building atmosphere, and that was done.

16 Level switch problem s the requirement was to

17 functionally test level switches after each scram using

18 wa t er , a nd that would be where you would actually fill the

19 volume that contains the switch and observe its actuation to

20 assure that you did not have a faulty switch.

21 The last item -- and we discussed this partially

here again, plants that have the good hydraulic coupling| 22 --

23 were exempt from it, but an automatic air header dump on lov

24 air pressure, the thing we just discussed, with the interim

| 25 backup of a manual scram on low air pressure on the low air

|
|

|
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1 pressure alarm when the pressure of 10 psi above the

2 unseating pressure is attained.

3 So this summarires the bulletin requirements. In.

4 our judgment, that sat,isfied the bulletin requirements and

5 providing a means for automatically scramming the plant on

6 loss of air is sufficient for justification for continued

7 operation.

8 let me go back to the short-term modification .

9 (Slide.)

10 We have been in contact with the various

11 licensees. Some licensees are going to go with an air dump

12 valve in the control air system, which basically, when you

13 reach a certain air pressure, quickly dumps the air. So it
I -

'' ~

14 basica_lly forces the rods to ge in. It dumps the air,

15 causing the scram inle t valve and outlet valves to open,

16 because it pulls you through this critical pressure range

17 and actuates the system just like a regular scram.

| '18 Two alternatives being considered by licensees

19 iss Cne -- and I guess this is based on recommendations by

|
20 GE -- is providing pressure sensors in the control air

|

21 system which are in series with the scram level instruments,

22 and that 's another alternative being considered.

23 A third one, also recommended by GE, is to provide
,

,

24 a separate trip channel with control air sensors -- or

25- pressure sensors in the control air system.
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1 HR. KERR Has anybody thought of trying to

2 improve the reliability of the instrument air system?

'3 MR. PANCIERA: Net as far as this SER goes. We

4 did not address the overall improving.

5 MR. KERR: Because it seems to me -- and this is a

6- superficial opinion; I haven't looked at this in nearly as

7 such detail as you have -- that you and they are still coing
.

8 at things which say, if we get in trouble let's trip. And

9 tha t's probably necessary.

10 But at the same time, it seems to me one ought to

11 look at possibilities that you won't need to trip. I don't

12 know what the instrument air reliability is on these plants,

13 but I get.the impression it could stand improvement on
4

*

- 14 some.

15 Have the people involved naybe concluded on their

16 . own , without the NRC telling th em , that maybe instrument air

17 systems ought to be somewhat more reliable than they are?

18 MR. PANCIERA: 'let me give you one point on the

19 curve. I went down to Browns Ferry a couple of month ago to

| '20 .look at their problems associated with the air system. And

21 back about three years ago, there were quite a number of

22 trips because of the air, and from then on you see virtually

21 no problems with air.
|

24 And I asked ~them what had happened. And what they

25 did was, basically they increased the redundancy and

i

1
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1 capacity of that system by more than 100 percent, and as a

2 result they have not had a lot of problems with loss of

3 air.

4 And I guess that is a very good approach. Bill,

5 do your know if the Stello memo that talks about control

6 air, does that address improvement in the air system?

T MR. MILLS:' Yes, I think the effect of that memo

8 would be an improvement on the air system. But it really

9 says, generically, let's look at the air systems and try to

10_ 'im prove the reliability. And maybe the way to do it is to
.

11 backfit an operating plant.

12 There are requirements in the standard review

13 plans which do address air systems, but are applied to new

14 plants and construction.

15 MR. LIPINSKI: If air systems are electrical, you

16 could have a Class 1E specifica tion , and th a t puts it to the

17s top of the list and it gets treated accordingly. You don't

18 have anything like a Class 1E air system, do you?

19 MR. PANCIERA: No.

20 MR. LIPINSKI:. Everything's hung on the air system
,

| 21 and it may be a good or a bad system. And we now have an
|

22 air system interplaying with the PBS.

23 MR. PANCIERA: In fact, part of it ::t a y not even be

24 seismic. I think we looked into that. Part of it is not

25 even seismic.
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1 MB. 5ATHIS: This alco gets into the age-old

2 question of everything that we're talking about up to now

' 3 has bee sitigation. And Bill says, wh y don ' t we go back and

4 prevent for a change?

5 NR. LIPINSKI: Prevention is again an economic

8 question. Once an operator is faced with a scram, he can

7 avoid that and a half million dollars a day by investing in

8 the other end of the probles. And as soon as he knows he is

9 f aced with 'a scram, he 's get an economic incentive to pay

~

10 a tt en tion.

11 ER. PANCIERA: This modification is an interim
.

12 modification . But once you improve the hydraulic coupling

13 in the scran discharge volume so that you have the
.

- 14 instruments almost integral with the headers, then this

15 problem really goes away, because then any water coing into

16 the scram discharge volume immediately goes down to the low

17 point and you scraz the plant in a very short period of

18 time.

19 So the installation of the air dump valve or any

20 of these other alternatives are interin until you effect o:
_

21 implement the long-term sodifications.

22 No w a t this point, we talked about this and I

23 would like to have Mike Goodman --

24 ER. KERE: I'm a little purrled about that in

25 terms of the long-term modifications. Could you put that
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1 slide back you were just showing and let me see if I

2 understand what your point is?

3 MR. PANCIERA: Surely.-

4 '

(Slide.)

5 MR. KERR: Does that mean alternative short-ters

6 or alternative short term.

T 3R. PANCIERAs That's short-term.

8 5R. KERBS I understand. Thank you.

9 ER. PANCIERA: At this point I would like to stop

to for a minute. In arriving at the decision to put in an

11 automatic -- a system to automatically insert rods on loss

12 of air, there are a lot of considerations, human factor

13 considerations that went into our decision. I would like to
,

14 call on Mike Goodman, who is. from the human f actors --

15 Division of Human Factors, and ask him to give you a very

18 short presentation on some of the considerations that went

17 into their objection . to depending on the man-machine

18 interface to solve the problem.

19 Mike?

20 MR. GOODMAN: I'm Eike Gcodman with the Civision

21 of Human Factors Safety.

22 let me start out by saying there are a number of

23 aspects of the operator, the control room, in a specific

24 emergency situation which can have an impact on the ability

25 of the operator to act in a timely fashion. It's the
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1 uncertainty associated with these aspects that forms the
.

2 basis of our assessment that with a loss of air event the

3 operator may not be able to act in a timely manner.

4 In evaluating the human factors aspects of c'e

5 situation, we assumed a limited time f rame of approximat ely

6 85 seconds from rod drif t indication to the point where the

7 operator could no longer achieve full rod insertion with a

8 single scram. Based on the uncertainty of the conditions

9 tha t would exist at the time of an event, it was our

to judgment that 85 seconds was insufficient time to be assured
.

11 that the operator would be able to scram the plant.

12 This judgment was reinforced by our observations

13 and discussions with the personnel at the Browns Ferry
<

'14 facility, where cha racteristics 'of the loss of air

15 annunciator system and the inconsistency among the operators

16 in regard to what the appropria te response would be to a

17 less of air event rather supported our concerns.

18 It was therefore our recommendation that automatic

19 insertion of'the rods was in fact necessary.

20 And I will entertain any questions.

21 MB. WARD: This question is really meant maybe for
:

22 Vince. But there is just the variability among the BWB's

23 for the vent and drain systems. Does tha t make this 85

24 seconds variable?

25 I get the idea that most of the analysis and

|
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1 certainly the little experimental work that was done was

2 based on the Browns Ferry 3 design.

3 MR. PANCIERA: Yes, the AEOD work was primarily

4 based on the Browns Ferry design and Quad Cities.

5 NR. WARD: It was from that that you deduced 85

( 6 seconds? Eight it be significantly different for 80

7 plants?

8 MR. PANCIERAL George, do you want to answer that

9 or do you want me to?

10 33. SCHWENKs Go ahead. But I think it's based on

11 the common characteristic from a two-inch d rain line , a nd

11 also the fact that you have about half the control rod

13 drives feeding each header, and the fact that the volume in

14 the east header or the west header does not vary. It's

I
15 usually about 3.3 gallons per drive. .

;
I

18 So the actual volume of the different sites is

17 - rre-latively constant.

18 MR. WARDS But you don ' t have the two-inch drain

19 line in some of the plants, do you? Well, not between the

! 20 header and the instrument volume, anyway.

21 HR. PANCIEEAa No. In the older plants, you have

22 a two-inch drain line that connects the SDY header to the

i 23 instrumented volume. In the never plants you don 't have

24 that. You have basically an extension of the SDV into a pot

! 25 which contains the instruments.
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1 In those cases we don 't worry about this loss of

2 air event because you have good coupling between the SDV and

3 the instrumented volume. Any water that comes in there

4 doesn't run the danger of being held up in the scran
_ ..

5 discharge volume. It runs right down.

6 MR. WARD: So you're not applying this to Hatch?

7 MR. PANCIERA: Right.

8 I would like now to go into the long-ters

9 criteria. I will try to speed this up a little bit. If I

10 go too f ast, stop me and I will come back.

11 MR. MATHIS: Just speed on.

12 MR. PANCIERAs The long-term criteria that were

.

developed by the Owners Grcup consist of one functional13

14 criteria , five safety criteria , five operational criteria,

15 ten design criteria, and three surveillance criteria.

16. (Slide.)

17 There is a certain degree of overlap between

| 18 safety criteria and design criteria. The safety criteria

19 are more general in nature, and when we get down to design

20 criteria ve're more specific.

21 I'll try to just hit the high points of these
.

22 criteria. The technical justification for the criteria as

23 far as the criteria themselves a re included in the SER, the

| 24 generic SER. If any of you don 't have copies of that

25 generic SER, we could make copies available to you if you

.
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'l vould like a further look at these.

2 Eut let at quickly go over these.

3 (Slide.)

4 The first one is the functional criterion. It's

5 the only one -- it is a general criterion, and it basically

6 says that you should have sufficient capacity to receive and

T contain any water exhausted by full reactor scram without

8 any adverse effects. It forms like the basis for the other

9 criteria as we go on.

10 (Slide.)

11 Safety criteria . The first one basically

12 satisfies the single-f ailure criterion. It says, under the

13 most degraded conditions that are operationally acceptable,
, .

' 14 here again n,o single failure shall prevent uncontrolled loss
15 of reactor coolant.

16 This is the concern about the vent and drain

17 valves, the single. vent and drain valves. It provides that

18 the instrument shall provide sufficient redundancy to

19 operate reliably under all conditions and shall not be

"

20 affected by hydrodynamic fcrces.

21 This addresses ba sically two problems: One is

22 single failure proof requirement for instrument -- this is

23 the scram level instrument, the ones that are up at the

24 50-gallon point in the instrumented volume -- and it also

25 addresses this question of hydrodynamic forces that were
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1 generated as a result of either scram or reset at Brunswick

i

2 and Hatch.

3 So it's rather general, but it kind of lays out or

4 scopes out what are the safety considerations.

5 This one System operating conditions which are

6 required for scram shall be continuously monitored.

7 The last one, that's the requirement that you

8 shall not bypass the scram instrumentation when you're

9 working on it. In other verds, basically I guess right now

to the tech specs require that if you work on a scram system --
.

11 in the scram system , that you have to take at least a half

12 scram.

13
,,

, And so these are the five safety criteria.

14 'HR. RAYS Could you discu~ss number two a littl,e
15 bit? I'm a little confused on what that means.

16 MR. PANCIEH A : Number two says no single active

I7-. failure shallsprevent uncontrolled loss of reactor coolant.

18 I'll give you a for-instance. Suppose in the system we have
|

| 19 a vent valve, and suppose the vent valve doesn't close upon'

20 scram. So now I have reactor coolant coming through my

21 seals and to the scram discharoe volume, filling up the
|

! 22 scram discharge volume, and then going out the vent.

23 MR. RAY: Well, the word " prevent" is bothering
|

| 24 me. I wonder if you mean " promote" or "cause" rather than

25 " prevent." You know, you want to prevent uncontrolled loss,

1
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1 don't you?

2

3,

4

5

6
i

7
.

8

9

10

11

12

13

14 -

15

16

17

|
18|

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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I You do want to prevent it.

2 MR. RAY: But the failure is not to prevent it.

3| The f ailure is going to cause it. No single act of failure
1

4 shall cause or permit uncontrolled loss. I think that's what

5g you mean, don't you?
n i

j 6, MR. PANCIERA: That's what is meant. It might be a
R |
*
E 7 typo. I'm sorry. But one act of failure should not allowaj 8; water to go out of the system, especially if you lose the
d |a
". 9! ability to reset.
3: i

-

) 10 MR. RAY: This is what I thought you meant, but
3 !

II that isn't what that says.
3

i

g. 12 i MR. PANCIERA: I think that's a typo.= !
T '

y 13
MR. MATHIS: "Vince, one other question on thata

b I4 I same item:
$
j. 15

If you interpret that the dump valve is open, and
I

j 16 | if you didn't control.it, you'd continue to lose reactor
~

s
C 17

p g coolant. Does that mean you are going to have to put in a
'

= '

g 18 |
br

> .
.

second valve, remotely operated, so you could shut it off?
i :
! " '199

! In other words, I'm getting back to the boundary3
1

20 problem of the primary coolant.

2I! MR. PANCIERA:- You put in double valve isolation,
1

22 and then if one failed to shut, you would have the other. And

23 ' I will show that one. We show acceptable means to implement

24 .' the criteria.
;
i25 MR. CATTON: You have to be able to open them, too,

a ALDERSON REPCRTING COMPANY, INC.
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I| Does that you have to put two trains?

2I
j MR. PANCIERA: Well, if you design the system

3|
j hydraulically in a correct way, .daen you are really not
I4| depending on either the vent valve or the drain valve operations
i

e 5'
g j from the point of view of scram. You see what I'm saying?n

3 6!
! If I have the ability to get any water that's coming,

8 \

"
; in there down to my instruments and I scram the plant, then
n

b ! whether the valves change position or not, it may affect myd
d 9i
g ability to go back into operation.i

o I

h 10 !
g | MR. CATTON: Okay. I understand.
= !

5
g 11| MR. PAUCIERA: Do you have a question, sir?
d 12 |
3 Now the next set of criteria are covered in the SER.4

. =
= 13
g However, we regarded this subset for basically faciitating;

E 14 !
E i reactor operations. The owners agreed that these had no
e r !9 15 '
g safety implications, as such, but they were concerned and they

7

j 16|i wanted .to make sure they did not adversely affect the ability
i 17 i

to operate the plant. So they are included in the SER.a
2 i

2 18 .

g But there is a statement that says that these really
"

19
j ; cannot bear on safety. They are mostly for operational

20|
| convenience, and they deal with causing scram or causing I

'

I21
i spurious scrams. Vent paths shall be provided to assure
1

22 '
; ; adequate drainage in preparation for scram reset.

23
Now if you get the good hydraulic coupling, you

24
don't need a positive vent to assure that you are going to'

;

25
!scram, but you may have a problem in getting the water out of i

13

A i
t
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1
'

j there if you want to go back in operation.
,

2I
So these five are included. They were included at

3'
the -- the owners developed them and they were included in the

4
SER, mainly to make the criteria complete, and to at least

= 54
3 : address the owners' concerns."

!

3
6|* Any questions on these?

n ,

R 7'
! MR. WARD: Could you go back to the safety criterian
! 8"

< again?
o, !

t 9,
i | MR. PANCIERA: Surely.o
b 10
E (Slide . ) ~= i

E 11
j MR. WARD: With the first one, the single failure,

i 12 !
$ j criterion, are you trying to parallel there the IEEE require-
- <

d la !
.

3 ment?

E 14 '
d MR. PANCIERA: Well, even a single failure require-2 ,

2 15 ,

g I ment on the general design criteria ---
T 16 ,
j j MR. WARD: As I understand it, there is a requirement
6 17
C that if a component isn't monitored, it can't be monitored, it's ,,

x ,

$ 18 '
g | consicered failed -- it has to be considered in the failed mode,
t 19 I
j j or something like that?

20 !
i

| MR. PANCIERA: Yeah, I think so. I'm not sure. >

21
i MR. WARD: Are you requiring that in your definition

-22 ]
~ of single failure here?

:
!23 ' t

MR. PANCIERA: No.
|

- 24 *
k !

MR. WARD: In other words, does every block valve
1.

25 j
in .the system have to be monitored somewhere? I;,

i
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1!
| MR. PANCIERA: You mean here or the first one?
i

2i
J MR. WARD: The first one.

3
MR. PANCIERA: No, I think we were looking at

4<
; primarily the -- I don' t think we felt that every block valve

5'e
g i had to be monitored. I'm not sure -- in other words, no

'e
3 6i

f f ailure of the valve or any component or even, for that matter,e
m
2 7
_~ service function, should stop you from scramming the plant, and
n
I 8I
d -

that's primarily with instrumentacion, but I think it covers"
;

9!
g ; other things.
o I =

b 10 j
E i (Slide.)'
= ;

E 11 1
g | Now we go to the design criteria. As I mentioned,

,

d 12 i
E : we will see some duplication. The first criterion refers you= i

i 13 i
i to the GE ' O'ER-5 4. This is the 3.34 gallons per rod. So the
x
= 14
% owners wanted to put that right in the criteria.
:
9 15)j 'his really, in my mind, anyway, is one of the most
"

16 i -

| important"of a' l. of the criteria, and basically thisl|

G 17
3 establishes the need for good hydraulic coupling between the,

=
E 18
= ! scram discharge volume and the instrumented volume.
+ i

E 19 '
A It also requires that there be no need for either!

20
a vent or a drain --- that you should not need a drain or vent

21
i to get adequate scram function.

22 :
f So this really is one of the key criterion, and this

23
is where we had some of the problems on working with the owners

24
-- not that they were a problem, but negotiating, because we felt

. 25 1
] very strongly that you should not depend on -- you should not

k'
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I
j have to depend on an adequate vent in order to assure scram --
:

2I the scram function. And right now, many of the plants, prior

3
to the requirement to install a positive vent to the reactor

4 building atmosphere, a lot of the plants depended on a positive
i

5g vent to allow the water to go from the header down to the
,
,

g 6; instruments.
R
*
" 7
,- Here the level instrumentation shall be provided
n
S 8lM j for automatic scram initiation while sufficient volume exists
d ;

~- 9,

?.
! in the scram discharge volume.
'

10,

Here again this criterion is tied to this
E '

4 II! criterion, in that you should be able to initiate scram long*
I"

E 12 | before you lose your volume. The way you do that is couple
o. I

fI
'

the instrumented volume with the teram discharge volume,
m I4
$ MR. MATHIS: Vince, maybe I'm reading that wrong,
E

15 3-

g j but if you said provided for automatic scram initiation while
-

i

E I0 ! sufficient . void exists in the scram discharge volume?,

i 2 |
C 17 I
@ MR. PANCIERA: That might be an improvement.
= |

b MR. MATHIS: To me, it would read better.
~
c-
"

| 3 9| MR. PANCIERA: Let me point something out: These
> n ,

I20 '
criteria were developed by the owners. We made comments on

i

21 i
! them.
I22 i

However, it's their words. I think that at leasti

.

23 '
in my own opinion in general they did a good job. But I think

24 5
! there may be areas where there is some word improvement that

25
can be effected.i

o
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I
But one of the things I religiously did in the

2 development of the SER is once we got their final criteria, I
3 didn't change their criteria. I didn't change a word.

4| In fact, there might even be one place where there
i

5e
; was somewhat of a stilted wording, but I didn't change it

h ;

5 0' because I figured they're staff criteria, and I had no business
R -

S y'o
changing it. I can take exception to it, I can comment on it,

a
k 0| but I can't change their criteria.
d !

n; 9| The third item, instrumentation taps shall be
3 I

@ 10
z .

provided on the vertical instrument volume and not on the
5 '

4 II
! connected piping, I neglected to say that during our original

3 1

d

E 12 |
, meetings, when we were looking at specific designs, we did find

3 !

j 13 ' '

that some of1 the scram instrumentation was not attached to them ,

a
E I4 i instrumented volume itself, but was attached to either the vent 1

{
_ $

15 ,
or drain piping.

=

E'I0'! 'There was concern both on our part, as well as ons

h
I7 GE's part, that tying it to the vent-drain piping was aggravating

5 !

3 18 the situation where you could get a high large hydrodynamic
;

19
force, because here you are tying a line to a vent piping and

20f you could get large pressure imbalances across that particular ;
I i

2I| instrument.

22 l So the requirement was put in by the owners that
i

23 '
all the instrument taps shall be provided on the instrumented

24 i
! volume, and not on the connected piping. |

25 I
I think the most important thing here is the j

;

! !
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I single failure in the instrument system, or the plugging of an

2| air instrument line shall not result in your inability to
3 detect water accumulation in the instrumented volume.
4j (Slide.)

i

* 5 Design criteria continued.
{

-

e i

5 0' Some of these are general, and I am going to skip.g

E 7'=
some of them.

s
i
M 8: This deals with loading on the system and adverse
d

' " . 9~
I environmental effects. It's rather general in nature. It wasz

O

h
10 included. in the original GE. spec that went out with' the system.'

= 1

! II i MR. KERR: Vince, if I can go back briefly to No. 4 --3
# 12i I think it will be brief ---,

= i

_
&
5 13 '

(Slide.)=
i

= i

5 I4
-- was there a deliberate use of the word "detectina"t

_
,

t

{ 15 |
as contrasted with " measuring"? It seems to me the purposez !

E I0 of the instrumentation is to measure the water accumulation,
~

e
C 17 '
$ rather than detect it.

,

_--

* 18 ,-
MR. PANCIERA: Well, it measures only in increments,.

E ;" 19 '
[ f i though. You have a three-gallon --M i

20 !
! MR. KERR: So from your point of view, "detec*ing"

21 I {
J is the right word to use? I

!

22 I MR. PAUCIERA: In fact, we discussed this originally.
$ '

i23 One.of our proposals was to say measuring, and that was the
24

t reason.

25
LSlide.),

, .
A
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1l

j I won't go through all of these. If you have any

2I
questions on it -- here is the requirement on system geometry

3
shall encourage continuous draining. Instruments shall be

4
provided to aid the operator in the detection of water accumula-

I

e 5
tion in the instrumented volume prior to scram initiation.3 <

n

3 6-*
There is some question in people's mind whether

n
R 7|
! . this should be an operational criteria. I guess our thought

t

n
i 8'8

was this is the first line of defense. This alerts the operator>

'd
d 9i
i that he may have a problem with water accumulation and this
e I

h 10
i requirement basically is satisfied right now with the alarm
-

i
-

E 11 | '

j and rod block instrumentation that exists today.
d 12 1
j MR. KERR: Tell me what No. 9 means. I thought
-

i 13 | all of the instrumentationwas to aid the operator in the
:

E 14
5 detection of water accumulation,,s

}7
15

| MR. PANCIERA: This is primarily -- this deals
~

$-
16 4

with the alarm and rod block. Once you get up to the scram

i 17 '
y level instrumentation of the 50-gallon point, you have lost
_

E 18 -'= !

u .
the ball game and you scram the plant. There is three levels

I 19 |
j j of instrumentation:

20 '
|4 There is the alarm level, which is at about three
;

21 I
L gallons.

22 '

i There in the rod block, which prevents withdrawal !
323 !
I of rods, usually at about la to 25, depending on the plant.

24
j - And then there is the _high level instrumentation,
9

25 i
; which is around 50 gallons, which actually initiates a scram.

t.

1
,
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'
1

1'
| So that's why I think the key here is prior to scram

2|
initiation.

3
MR. KERR: But isn' t all of the instrumentation

4|
supposed to work prior to scram initiation? I don't see the

<

i

5ie

j ; distinction between 9 and the purpose of the whole thing.
3 6!* That's the problem I'm having.i

n s

R 7i
,~ | MR. PANCIERA: Well, this says he should have"

8=

| instrumentation to detect water accumulation before he gets,

= 9|
i { to the point where he's going to automatically sc&am the plant.-

o i

h 10 i
n | MR. KERR: But won't any of this instrumentation
2 11 i
j | give him a level of water in the scram discharge volume before
d 12 Ij scram occurs? I thought that was the purpose.
s 13 !
g MR. PITTMAN: I think you are right, but I think to
5 14 '
# make sure that they don't take it off, that they leave it there.= >

P 15j MR. PANCIERA: Well, you're not talking about the
16 ,

3 j high level scram instrumentation, the scram flux, because once,

y 17
$ you get there, you have scrammed the plant.
C
w 18
g j MR. PITTMAN: But you still keep the high level
I 19
4 which is on there, and the rod blocks. So the operator is

'

20
continuing, with the new design, to have a warning before he

21 i
! gets a scram.

MR. KERR: If it's clear to everybody but me, I'll --
23 .l

MR. RUBIN: There is more to it than just having an
24 i

alarm .there that tells the operator that he should wait a little
25

longer and wait for the scram. It presumably gives him a

; ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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I chance to maybe correct a water accumulation problem and
2 correct the problem and avoid a scram. It is not tied into

3 any automatic protection actions. It simply gives him a

4 warning and perhaps gives him some time to take some

I
g 5| corrective actions.
N :
4
$ 0I: For example, maybe the drain valve is starting to

7|-
R
=
5 drif t closed for some reason, because of a pinhole leak developin ga
j 8; in the actuator, and maybe he can dispatch someone down to the
4 I

9I-

~. main valve and correct the problem before things would get toi

2 ;

O i

h 10 ! the point where the high. level switches would automatically
I=

@ II
i scram the plant.

E

"E 12 'i It gives them a chance to correct the problem.
4 I

g 13 | - MR. PANCIERA: It's the first line of defense. It=

14 gives him some prior warning that he might be able to take
-

15 action to prevent an automatic scram of the plant.

E Ib MR.1 KERR:''I was misreading some of this other
m- i

#
j' 17 | level instrumentation. I assumed that level instrumentation
E I8 || meant that you had an indication of where the water was, and
9
"

3 19 | that in addition it scrammed. Apparently it doesn't mean thatn i

20 !
j at all. It. just means an automatic scram switch, sort of. But

21
it doesn't read out to the operator.

22
; 9 says there needs to be a readout.

3! MR.- PANCIERA: There is a readout on the computer, but

24! it's not evident to'him right then~ and there. You don't have

25 continuous level instrumentation.
.

.
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I MR. KERR: Does 9 ask for continuous level indica-

2 tion? What is 9 asking for?

3 MR. PANCIERA: It's asking that you have instrumenta-

4 tion to let the operator know when you are accumulating water
g 5 in the volume before scram is initiated.
9

3 6
i MR. LIPINSKI: As a minimum, it's a switch. It
,g.

b 7 could be an indicator if they chose to install it.
A
k 0 MR. RUBIN: It's equivalent to like an amber light
d-

9-

~. coming on before your red light. It gives the driver warningz
e i .

P 10
j that the red light is coming.
E !

$ I
MR. MATHIS: Let me go back to No. 6. Power-operatedE

" 12i i vent and drain valves shall close under loss of air and/or
E I
! -electric. power.

I

~
i

3 14 '
[ | Now we want the valves to open, don't we?
2 e

0 15
h i MR. PANCIERA: No, the vent and drain valves will

I
*

j 16 j close on loss of air.
d |

The scram inlet andoutlet valves will open
C 17
$ on loss of air. This is addressing just the vent and drain
=
5 18

valves.-
-w

I 19 !"

j MR. MATHIS: Okay.

20{' MR. PITTMAN: No, it's different valves.

21!- and 20 j
i

22 |
i

23 '

24 |

25

: I
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!

1 MR.-PITTMAN: I mentioned one area where there was !

2 some disagreement between the Staff and owners was in this
,

!
,

3 question of diverse level instrumentation. The owners felt |

14 that this question of diversity or treatment of common cause I

I I
g 5| failures like the scram level instrumentation should be taken |9 |

.

] 6, up as part of the ATWS rule. |.
.g

& 7 The Staff felt that tnat question should, because
;

j 8 of the probleas associated with common cause failures at
a i

d 9 Brunswick and Hatch, should be addressed in the SSI. The
z"
O
g 10 owners chose not to address this question of diversity.
z .

= I

;
j 11| The Staff then put in an acditional requirement
* |

| 12 ' in the Safety Evaluation Report that says we agree with you,
3j 13 as far as redundancy of instrumentation. However, you have not
a
=
g 14 addressed diversity.!,

6 i

l, 'e ,

'2 15 : MR. KERR: What was the common cause failure atw ,

* |

g 16 H-tch?
d

b~ 17 ' MR. PANCIERA: Flux.
w |z -

5 18 ' MR. KERR: What assurance do you have that diversity
'

= i

C i

19 | would have cured that?g
M !

20 { MR. PANCIERA: We feel we have cured that problem

21! .lzt changing the taps and providing double valve isolation on

l'
t22 i the drain. !

i !
,

23 MR. KERR: So you don't need diversity to cure it?

24 MR. PANCIERA: But there may be other things, other a

!

25 common cause failures that are in the wind. We felt also that }
d. '

!

: ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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Ij you should address common cause because of the extreme
2 importance of this level instrumentation. When you start to

3, fill up your scram discharge volume, this may be the only thing
I

4' that permits the plant to safely go to a safe operational
3 5| state.
O l

*

3 6'
. MR. KERR: What you really want, I think, is a good'R

b 7 reliable system, and the Staff's position is that the reliability
3
j 8 of it will always be greater with diversity than with redundant
a , .

* 95 systems that are identical.
2. |o I

3 10 | -

MR '. PANCIERA: Well, I can't really say that is the
2

3_ !

$ II I

3 |
Staff's position. There was some concern --

I# 12E MR. KERR: It has to be your position if you' re
m I
"

135 being consistent. Otherwise, you wouldn't require diversity.m

I4
Diversity is not an end in itself, it's an effort to achieve

h:j 15
j reliability.

m i

i[ I0
:d

. MR. PANCIERA: It's an effort to eliminate cause,

h
II about common cause failures.,

!'i

18 |i* MR. KERR: That's because you think it would decrease.

A .I"
19 I reliability so you have to assume that diverse systems ares

i
20 always more reliable than nondiverse systems; otherwise you
2I don't always specify them, and I guess I would have some
22 I skepticism about that. If I have a good reliable system, I'd

23 rather have two of them than one that has diversity.

24! MR. PANCIERA: Let me tell you the position we took.

D I
MR. KERR: I am aware of the gospel according to St. I

!

-i ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
.
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I, Hanauer, and I have great respect for it, but I shall continue
1

2! to ask these questions when I can.

3 LLaughter. )
l

4; I should say St. Stephen. Excuse me.
I

e 5| MR. PANCIERA: One course of action would be to
R

@ 6| require diversity of function. In other wor'ds, a scram level
'R

R 7 switch.
N

$ 8 MR. KERR: Vince, you don't have to convince me. I
d i

=} 9 recognize the alternatives, I have listened to the argument.
2
o
g 10 MR. PANCIERA: Let me just say one thing: OneZ
_

lj 11 course of action which the SER permits is diversity of function,
3

I

j 12 | as I said. The floats and DPS cells or floats and hot the rmo-
5 1

g 13 | couples, because of the concern that the licensees had that
a
a i

5 14 they may not be able to get as good a reliability using"
x ,

-j 15 functionally diverse instrumentation. Manufacturing is also
i

g .16 j . permitted diversity, so it says either youprovide functional
2 i

<,.

g 17 4 diversity or you provide manufacturing diversity for having
5 .

y 18 manufactured switches might prevent a common cause problem,
I

C -

$ 19 , where one manufacturer designs a linkage arm or something that's;

20|itoo weak. See what I'm saying?
:

21| So that's the second course of action permitted.
I

22 1The third course of action permitted, which has been I

J

23j since repudiated by the Staff, is to permit the continuous
s

24 monitoring system in conjunction with operator action. The

25 orders that will be issued will not permit this alternative ,

l
i

l
'

; ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC. I
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I| method, primarily because here again the dependence on the
2' operator-machine interface, and secondly, because of some of.

i

3 the -- at least initially some of the problems we had with
4

#
? the continuous monitoring systen, although it looks like those '

i

5. ,e
4 are cleaned up. i-

. 6;~

o MR. MATHIS: Vince, I don't want to rush you, but
n
*
'd 7 we've got three more items on the agenda, and I know some of~ .

li 8 IM the people have to leave here by 5:30.
2

9-
~

j MR. PANCIERA: I've got two more slides. This is
o t

10"

'j the last design criteria.i.

- :
.

2 11
5 (S lide . ) |s

|" 12i We have discussed this before. It's containment-r
: 13
j of reactor coolant, and I won't go any further on that.
2 i

= 14
- (Slide.)d

- ,
- ,

7 15 i ,2 i Surveillance criteria, three of them.=
4'

[
,

! 16
g Vent and drain valves shall be periodically tested.
''

17 '-

d This is to assure that they close in a reasonable time. The I
-
_

E 18
= GE spec allows 30 seconds. We found some cases where the '

- ,

* 19 'j valves could not meet that spec. |
.

20 l !The second item, verifying and level detection '

i

21
instrument shall be periodically tested in place. ;

,

22 I

The third criterion, under surveillance criteria, '

23
is that on a periodic basis there should be an integrated <

s'24
f operability test, i

where it is done periodically, and data from ;

25 I

the. previous test is compared to the present test.
1

'

l'..

1 i
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i ;

'
So let me just quickly go to this last slide.i

.

2,
:

n (Slide.) !

Y3,
When you really boil down all this criteria and

,
.

4i i

what the Staff feels is an acceptable means of complying with'

!

l

e 5' .

j the criteria, separate instrument volumes integral with the '
i

3 6'
t* SDV. He talked enough about that. Minimum SDV volume of 3.34 1

-.

R 7i
! ! gallons per drive, assume a single passive failure of a pipe

i
"! 8' i" not less than 2 inches diameter.

!
'

5 9
g This is a plugging type failure. Instrumentation,
E 10
E single failure proof and diverse, and we have discussed the

5 11 <
'

g j diversity question.
|

-

12 { l4
i

S 13 !.
Instrument taps to be on the piping, not on the '

E vent and drain piping. Functional tests of the level switch
5 14 |
y after each scram and half-scram during repower or replacement
_ ,

i 15
, , i

or level instruments.g 1

T 16 - j-
j . MR. LIPINSKI: Could you clarify that?

{.n 17 - I

g MR. PANCIERA: If you got half the instruments out '

N 18

3 and you have got one out of two twice, double valve isolation'

,

t 19 '
A ! on the vent and drain lines. i

'

20I
MR. KERR: You don't mean half scram, you mean half

!
21

j of a scram signal.

22j
MR. PANCIERA: Yes. A poor word on my part. Vent

23
3 and drain closure times less than 30 seconds. And last, !

!

24 '

3 service functions -not adversely affected -- I mean scram
,

i

23
function not adversely affected by loss of service function. i3

, .
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i
. L

For instance, the air. If you lose the air service function,

2
j it should not affect the scram. !

3 I
I So there are other small items in this acceptable

4
_ compliance, but this basically says that this is an acceptable

.n 5

3 way of -- the Staff considers this an acceptable way of ;
'

3 6
2 meeting the criteria. If the licensee chcoses to go this 1

.

2 .

|
'

i 7! .

! ! acceptable compliance route, then we have said the Staff does ,'
n I

5 8
f, not have to specifically review his modification or his oroposed ;
$ 9' |
g modification. If he chooses to go a different route of keepingi

E 10
y a single instrumented volume, increasing the size of the pipe

3=-
,

:E 11
Ig to a 10 inch or 12 inch pipe, then, by God, we sure as heck >

! 12 < !

Y

I want to review it. !

4 l: 13 r
i So far, it looks as if - I can't say every one of r

I 14 '' I

5 them, but I think most of the licensees are going along with '

E -

15 4rj this acceptable compliance.
? 16 ;

;

$ That's all.I have. j,

i;[ 17 '|
:.: MR. KERR: What choice do they have? :m
E 18 !

| MR. PANCIERA: Well, they could go ahead and put in a,-

t 19 ,

j 10 inch pipe and run a 150 foot pipe that connects the ;

20 i !instrumented volume to the scram discharge volume header.-*

'

21
g MR. KERR: That would still be acceptable compliance, t

22j '

, wouldn'. it?

23!'
.

It is not as far as we are concerned. !.

[
MR.-PANCIERA:'

,

24 - i
MR. KERR: You said they were going along with this, ,

25 ': '

l and if that's the only acceptable way.of compliance, my question'
s :
* .

,! ' ALDERSCN REPORTING COMPANY. INC. !
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|
', is, what choice do they have?

t

| MR. PANCIERA: I hope none.

3|
a MR. PAY: Well, do you really mean that they have ,

4i l,

influenced this development in their thoughts? Don't you really
!

o 5
g mean that they have gone -- not by saying they have gone along

6 !
~

with it, that they have influenced,their comments and suggestions*
"

1
R 7,
; ! have been input? That's really what you mean.

In
i 8'" MR. PANCIERA: We really got very good cooperation !d
= 9 i

g i from the owners' group. The chairman, Tom Denty, from Northeast
-

<

@ 10 i -

! Utilities, did an outstanding job. He worked very closely withz
= i
2 11 :

j | us. I think this is a way of getting licensee input into the
d 12
Z regulatory process that maybe provides some good balance.
5 la i
i MR. RAY: If I can talk in favor of motherhood and,

E 14
# apple pie, there is no question but that there is a hell of a'

.
= <

F 15 ' ;j lot of good talent that could make major contributions , and the ;

j-
16 .

'~

; more you employ it cooperatively, the better.
*
d

~17
MR. PANCIERA: I was very pleased with the ef forts

:
E 18 .

put forward by this group of people. I thought they were highly,I-

e :

E 19
j professional people, and did a very good job, and I want to

'

20 ,

give them credit for it, and that's one of the reasons why I
.

21 i i
; felt their criteria, as far as I was concerned was sacred, and ;

22
I would not even think of violating what they had put down.'

-

23
I think they did a very good job. No question in my mind. I i

24 |
think maybe it's a way of - going in the future , to solicit .

-

e

'25 '
! .better advice. ;

!4

l
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MR. RAY: I would stop short of saying it's as .toly4

1

2 | as aggarently you think it is, but that's something else. I
|

3' I

MR. KERR: The diversity requirement you mentioned '

f

4
is not part of the criteria. That's somewhere else. j

5j ie
M
n - MR. PANCERIA: It's in the SER under the criteria !

>

N I

6j that addresses redundancy of instrumentation, but it is as a*
n
R 7

! separate Staff position.
n
i
M 8] MR. KERR: And it's not one of the criteria?d
d 9
g MR. PANCIERA: No, sir.
:
h 10
i MR. KERR: That seems a bit strange to me.:
2 11
y | MR. PANCIERA: Well, it was an additional Staff
*i 12 |
j position.

*
3 13
i MR. KERR: The criteria you gave us were not Staff
$ 14
d 14 criteria? |

15 ;Ie !

y 4 MR. PANCIERA: They were owners' group criteria, but !

@ 16 f we endorsed them in the SER with this one exception.

*
-

6 17
j Okay.
2 18

'

Do all the BWRs have recirc pump trips |g MR. LIPINSKI:

t 19 .

A installed right'how?

20] iMR. PANCIERA: I think there might be one exception. Ii

21| !

Right, Bill? I
"

22 ' I
MR. MILLS: I think Big Rock Point doesn't i. ave itj >

23 *f installed.
i

!

24j !
MR. PANCIERA: That's the only exception. i:.

, ,

25 *; !

MR. LIPINSKI: This would have been an interesting |
.

I

l' t
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1' |

'
event on Browns Ferry without the recirc pump trip, a full

.
i

2
power trip without a recire pump trip. |

r

3|'
'

MR. PANCIERA : Now, as I mentioned in the chronology ,

1
4

of Staff actions, we had gotten input from the Probabilistic ;

1
5' .

g Assessments Staff. Ne also further solicited the Probabilistic iH ; >

f0 -- solicited help from the Probabilistic Assessment Staff, and
n
P 7j. ! coming up they are reviewing the two basic BNR designs, the
n
5

8 ', single instrumented volume, and the dual instrumented volume, |
n
d '

9 '' '-

} with an eye toward what additional improvements can be made
o i

10 e-

'j j in future plants.

!
11 { Jim Pittman from the Staf f is here to address that.g

i 12 ; *

122 g MR, PITTMAN: I'm going to try to cut this very ,

E 13 '
I

'

j very short, so I'm not even going to talk about some of the

E 14
i

5 slides I've got on here, but I just want to reiterate again ,
= '

P 15
g that as we discussed here several times, and what we saw in j

,

-

T 16 |2 our analysis was that one thing that was common to all thes
F 17
d problems was either this extremely long length of two inch
;
E 18

piping here, or the fact that it was two inch. .
i-

# !

39l
;

i (Slide.) ;M i

20 ' |
'

'

And that, and all the problem modes with all the >

21 : i
. axisting configuration, that problem entered into it. |
1 t

22 ' iI (Slide . )
l ,

:
23 1

1 What we found basicall*; supported the AEOD's
4

24 i
( findings and other findings that have already been discussed.

25 I -

' We looked then further and we chose this, that was in the i

U !
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I] Safety Evaluation Report, as being a system in which to
!

2- evaluate for the new configuration. j
|
1

3: Essentially what this does for us, as has been

4 described --
: i

5! !e LSlide.)
n '

,

j 6 it provides the instrumented volume attached---

R
b 7j directly to the headers, the scram discharge headers. So we
-

U l
E. 8; have eliminated the hydraulic coupling between the headers and
d
y 9| the instrimented volumes themselves. So we end up with two jz .

e
y 10 j instrumented volumes. attached to each other and to the<

~z- i
l l

5 II ' instrumentation that is tied onto it. |3 I ;

Y I2 ! What we saw was something like this. Let me quickly !
T | 1- ,

i13j go through our findings, and we will stop there.
m

5 I4 (Slide.)
$ !j 15 One thing that we found -- and we just used this as !

-=

j 16 | a base line because we thought this will tell us some things |^ |

f I7 '
:

we ought to take a look at -- one thing we saw here was don't
.=

{ 18 trust yourself to two sensors on each instrumented volume for ,'
= t !
p

I9[i
!

scram sensors. We need four, again, in which we would have two !g
!n i

20 I for the A channel and two for the B on each one. !
'

! >

2I We still have a single drain line here that drains j
i i

22 ' from this side, if we would get a flow into this one, fo r two |
i

23 sensors on each side only. We could disable . one of these and f
i

!24 7 we would not get a scram.
;

25 go w.e need to have four sensors. If we are going
_

1 i
il ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC. !
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|1 ,

I] to have four, the optimum consideration should look something i
'

i

2| like this, we feel. !

|
3' (Slide . ) !

i '

4
In which each sensor is at a separate tap in a

e 5 different line, so that we have the optimum redundancy in each !
R '

j 6 one. A minimum acceptable system would look something like !
R

h7 this, in which it's typical to what we presen'tly have.
i

nj 8 (Slide . ) |J '

i 9 I In which we have only two taps, two at the top and '

2 i

O I

:h
10 j two at' the bottom, and we have a pair of sensors coming out each

,

5 II | one. If you' re going to do that, I think you should be sure I
3 i

f I2
that in your testing -- you test these sensors, that you can go

4 l

=] 13 ! back and sensa also at the same time the relays that they are
i-

'n JI4 |
-j i attached to, because you defeated yourself even some way -- |2j 15

; and Lord knows, it's possible -- but let's suppose here in the .-~

- g 16 i B sensor somewhere. the wiring got crossed. . and we had the C^ \
" 17

sensor tied in here. If we block this, we block half of our

screen, and we can't get one out of two. We can only get one outi

9 i
"

| j 19 { of one, and that's enough to give us a scram.
-, ,

20 ' '
'

'.%m. KERR: Are you now measuring the level in one !

t

2I
!volume?,

!

22 !
MR. PITTMAN: We are measuring the level in both

4 ;

23 ' ivolumes. I am saying that for each volume, we should have four ;
i

24 isensors so that gives us a one out of two taken twice for
;
.

25
1 each instrument volume. That'showascramconfigurationisset!

'

J ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC. I
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'
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,'

ii
up for a BWR. They are in pairs. You have to have an A or a C |

?2
and a B or a D. !i

i

!
'

!3
MR. KERR: I know this is true of some systems. I ,

I i
4 i

didn't realize you were requiring four sensors for each j
'

e 5 !
s parameter.'; .N g

3 6J* * MR. PITTMAN: Well, the parameter for the instrument
M

R 7
volume is the water level that's on that volume.*

n
i 8'

'

i" MR. KERR: I understand that, and you are requiring i
J'

ln 9
g that be measured by four separate sensors.
o -

P 10
$ MR. PITTMAN: That's correct.

11 !
j MR. KERR: Does each one have to be different, or
d 12
E , can two of them be alike?n i

d 13 '
3 MR'. PITTMAN: This is a personal opinion: I would
E 14
y say two of them could be alike. I would say the A and the B ;
-
^

15 .

@ could be the same, and the C and the D could be the same. ;
-

i
! 16 ' Iij MR. KERR: But two is not enough?

h' 17
.

g MR. PITTMAN: Two is not enough. Well, the reason !

5 18
g why, if we have a one out of two taken twice system, and we |
C 19 i
j have only an A and a B in there, let's delete the top two, if |

'

I disable one of these, I cannot get a scram.

21

g MR. KERR: I don't have to connect them the way you

22 :i '

'

have them connected. I thought from what I was hearing earlier ;

23 |
that you required the satisfaction of the single failure criterion

24 4 !
q and you can do that with two sensors.

i

25 I 5

i MR. PITTMAN: Oh, no, you can't. 1

-

,

1 ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC. |
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cr13 NI

MR. KERR: You can't? |,

t

2| MR. PITTMAN: No. If I have a one out of two
I

3 i
taken twice --

|

.
MR. KERR: I don' t have to use that. I'm talking

i

e 5
now about measuring the level in the sensor. The one out ofg !

;
3 6
1, two taken twice thing is not just for reliability.
-

?. 7'
! MR. PITTMAN: That's the instrument configuration
n
E 8'
", in a boiling water reactor.

5 9,
i MR. KERR: But it is not just for decreasing the
O i

1: 10 >
-

5 j probability of scram. It's also for decreasing the probability
_

11E
! of false scram.j

'i 12
3 . MR. PITTMAN: That's correct.= 1

s 13 '
;;; MR. KERR: And the one out of two taken twice is
$ 14
i'i not a requirement at the NRC, as far as I know.
=̂

15 '
@ MR. PITTMAN: I would agree with you, but I'm saying
-

T 16 i '

$ ; that to obtain the optimum, one for safety and one for

h' 17
t' operability, they have chosen that configuration, and that's

s 18 ,

g : the configuration we are operating in with the BWR.
|

t 19
A MR. KERR: That's now being used?'

20 ' '

..: MR. PITTMAN: That is now the configuration, yes,

21 ' I

for all of the scram instrumentation. Every parameter is |
>

22 i

)
measured by four sensors. j

23 'i :

] (Slide.) |'

24 '4
Going back to this one, then, also now by dividing'

25| here one blocked sensor line, these will probably be again one j
.

J ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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i or two inch lines, or smaller. These lines, since one of the
i

2i '

; criteria was that we can have a static block and a line less |
3| i

than two inches would disable our scram function here -- down
4 i

here, this is unacceptable. The sensor line tied in at the i
,

o 5 1

2 drain line below the IV.'
i

n
~

6 i
j There is another problem, if we could go -- it*

! 7|
doesn' t make any difference which one we look at --! '

N

5 8
(Slide) !"

'd i

9i !-

i If we tie our instrumentation in at this point,
. ,

b 10 |
E if we have a welder's glove or some accumulated crud that comes
_

2 11 *

j in here at this point, not only have we blocked our IV, we |
,

1i 12 > ~

$ have blocked our instrumentation, and that's another good reason
,

- :
: 13 '
i for having those taps directly tied into the IV.

$ 14 '
d (Slide.) [t
F 15

fj I think the only other point that comes out in our
*

16 ; - i| '

analysis was the- fact that we can see the essentialness of {

.

p 17 I

g cleanliness in this system, and we made the recommendation to |
-

t

E 18 :

3 i the operating group that maybe in the inspection and :

I 19 ' '
,

j ; enforcement function of construction, there should be a stop .

20 0 |
Ipoint in assembly of this before the end caps are welded on

21 i

! and the system is closed up, that this would be a good time i

22ij !

to have an inspection to make sure that all the gloves and |
23 ' |

coveralls and miscellaneous items used in construction have
|

24 i
been removed. i

*

i

25 i !
And I know -- I worked for an aerospace' company ;

'

*
i

r .
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i
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I 1' .
!

I for several years, and much to our dismay one time -- the '

1 I2> 8first. time the Air Force got into a fuel tank of ours, they |
3 i

j found a pair of coveralls with the company's name on the back ;
i

t4, '

i of them.
i

i :
5| |

e

j 1 And unless there are any questions, that's the end j
2 6

of my discussion.*

2 :
M 7i
! ! MR. MATHIS: Any questions?

'2

8|
t5
4" Thank you. ?J l

c 94 !

g Stu.
..

E 10
~

i (Slide . ) ,

i
j 11 | MR. RUBIN: The serious and fundamental nature '

i 12 '
j of AEOD, Browns Ferry 3 investigation findings of deficiency
3

'

i
13

made it appear' that perhaps a less than adequate systems
$ 14 ' '

y design review and regulatory safety review had been made for
,

_

159
3 the SDV system design when it was originally developed and;

,
:-

I*

16
..$ proposed. .

n 17
g Because of this perception, AEOD made the decision

!

E 18 !
g to extend its initial analysis and evaluation of the Brownsi

I .19 | I
j j Ferry 3 scram' system by performing a more thorough safety j

' 20 i i
, assessment of the reactor coolant boundary and primary contain- ;

21 | ment functions of the system. i
i

22 t

Since our Browns Ferry 3 case study report, we have

23 ' I
extended our initial review to include a more thorough study :

i
24 - I

j of the safety concerns associated with single passive failures. j
25j ~

That'is pipe breaks in the SDV system. i,

$ !

il - ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC. !
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i

1'
i It is postulated that attendant to a reactor scram,

,

2i i

i a break occurs in the SDV piping downstream of the scram
3|

| outlet valves and upstream of the SDV sys' 2n vent and drain
i

4
valves.

,

le 5
y For this break location, automatic closure of the '

G 6* redundant vent and drain line isolation valves will not
.n

R 7

{ | terminate the RCS blowdown, since these valves are located
!

! 8'
i" downstream of the break location.' '

d
!t

9| In such an event, group closure of tha outlet valvesic i .

b 10 o
E ! would be the only option available to prevent an uncontrolled= i

@ 11|' reactor coolant system blowdown outside primary containment. !

2

! !
-4 12 ;

$ : Break isolation problems. This action requires j
- '
: 13 ;~'

-

5 the ability to manually reset :the RPS, which requires RPS,

E 14
y power and the lack of trip conditions, and the availiability

' i

-

F 15
j of a control air supply.
* 16 ' i.

) However, group closure of the scram outlet valves '
,
,

tF 17 !d has not heretofore been defined as a required safety function.
_

5 18 :
! Accordingly, the systems upon which operation of the scram-

E 19
+

y | outlet valves is dependent have not been designed to assure :

20 |
reliable closure of these valves. j

21 ' '

g This isolation in the reactor coolant boundary cannot '
;

presently be assured to the degree inherent to reactor
23 i

.

coolant boundary pipes, incorporating qualified isolation
,

24 * I

valve design arrangements.'

1

25 '

i That is, there are numerous disabling events in a -

;! ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC. i
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.

I< pipe break, as well as the numerous disabling failures in the '
,

2! control air systems which could temporarily, indefinitely, or
f

i

3
permanently prevent successful reclosure of the scram outlet

4
k valves following a scram.

i

5'e
r Furthermore, the scram outlet valves do not

tu
j 6

incorporate an automatic closure feature. Lack of auto- i
n'
*
" 7

! closure is clearly necessitated by the need for a reliable
n
i 8'a scram function which must not be automatically overridden under i
d

Id 9
j any circumstances.. ,

;
-

E
j 10 ;' The net.effect is that the scram valve group
= s

II closure is a manual operation which must be remotely actuated !

12 l"
i by the operator for one of the control rocm panels. That is,
= .

: 13
E the isolation system for a postulated break in the SDV system i

6
-

in
= 14 t

id piping can be characterized as a man-machine system.,
,

=
-: 15
2 A review of the man side of the man-=achine SDV= -

? 16 i
g break ' isolation system also indicates that less than adequate !

;

F 17 '
d. human factor preparations have been provided. i
-

,
.

5 18
= The operability and calibration of the radiation
H I
"

19
j 4 monitors located in the control rod hydraulic control unit :
- a

:

20| i
3 areas, which provide indication' of a break in than area, are
'l

21 i
3 not required by technical specifications, and so the assured
i

22 i |j reliability and operability of those detection elements in the
2

23 1 I

J man-machine break isolation system are not assured. I

24 3 ij Furthermore, we believe that the operator has not ;
.

I been provided' with adequate emergency operating procedures to
i
1 ej ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC. !
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I
1 quickly and appropriately respond to a break in the SDV piping I

;

2
| |

system.

3' l
4

A local manual isolation valve in series with
!

4 l

each remote air operated scram outlet valve is provided on |

g 5, each hydraulic control unit. |w *

j 6 - However, dispatching an auxiliary operator to
R 0
b 7 manually close these valves would be extremely unlikely, given
s -

j 8 the harsh environmental conditions, probable loss of lighting |
J

!a 9, in the part of the reactor building where the postulated break~
,

?.
'

@ 10 I is locatedhz i= -

i

| II

Therefore, for both equipment and procedural-related |,

a
I2 ' If reasons, isolation of a break in the SDV system cannot reliably

4
g 13- - be assured.
2
x I4| I anticipate a question. No? ,

w ij 15 MR. KER3: I was just going to suggest that if we *

=
j 16 , are going to 'look at these problems in this much detail, wes

h'
17 really need more time. I had assumed we were going to get

~

} 18 some very quick overview.
:- ,

I' \G '

i MR. RUBIN: If you want it more condensed than that, ;n

20 :
I can just read =y slide.

21 ;
) MR. KERR: No, I don't mean to say that the j

-

4
i22

problem doesn't deserve consideration, but if you have a
-

i

23 '
number of these, and you have looked at them in this much ,''

'
a

'24 idetail, we probably need to take more time to look at them. -

: 1

5 i MR. MATHIS: That's right, I don't think there is
.

-,
t
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1

! any question of that.
2

! Why don't you just highlight the types of things
,

3! !
you are looking at, Stuart? *;

4' |

MR. RUBIN: The other one is this one. Okay? There i
e 5, I

5 aren't any moro. It's the break in the SDV system. The !
'

3 6

$ break discharge conditions, examining the blowdown rates
R 7}
;; j that one could anticipate from each drive.
5 8':.
3 We could get up to numbers like say 550 to 900 gpm.

::! 9,
y out of the break, just by looking at seal leak rates. The
@ 10 |

_g i seals would' probably degrade over continued blowdown as a
7 11

$ result of the heat-up of the seals, much like the recirculation,

;j[ 12 |
@ pump seal degradation on a loss of seal injection flow.,

p 13
~

So we are talking about 550 to 900 gpm and up.=

A 14 '
5 The consequences to the core for this kind of postulated break i

E 15

s would be equivalent to the break in the bottom of the reactor i

f 16,

essel, because we are talking about the discharged flow4 v
y 17

s being released through the drives which hit the bottom of the '

5 18 !
E . vessel. |
t 19 ! !=
a And, furthermore, the break would be piped outside 1,

20 ! |
primary containment, so the inventorv lost would be lost i

21 1

) from not only the reactor, but also from the primary containment
Ipool, which is the normally presumed reservoir of water for
i

l
long-term cooling purposes for LOCAs.

24

So we would be in a depleting-the-inventory situation!

' 25 J
; MR. KERR: The bottom of the reactor vessel is not

i
'

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC. |
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i

i
1'

t in containment? '
1

!

7]
!MR. RUBIN: It is, but the fluid being lost is being :

3
j piped by the scram exhaust which goes out of primary containment!
i

4' for the SDV system which is in the reactor building. !
i

3
$ Another way of looking at it is that the jet pumpn

3 6 diffusers would not provide any protection against a rapida
n
4 7
j l drop in core coverage upon a loss of makeup supply, since the
n .

5 8in break is at the bottom of the core. i
,

t

*J
.

: 9i '

j So we have those problems. The consequences to the

j' 10 ;i. mitigation system. The break is in the reactor building,
*

_.

j

I 11 i
ig which is where your emergency systems are located. One floor '

- i
id 12 *

E .
below the postulated break location are all the low pressure j-

!= 13 ' ,

g coolant injection pumps, HPCI and RCI pumps, and the control .

z ;

! | rod drive pumps, so the adverse environmental conditions |
* ,

7 15
g created by blowdown of that sort would raise questions as to
-

,

? 16j ,
the continued availability of these systems for an unisolated f

F 17 l
d break because of the limitations of the sump pump capacity ;
=
E 18 '

flooding of the reactor building basement would be an impending ;= :
"

!
-

m

6 19 | !

_j j problem with the potential flooding of all these pumps in the i.

i20 ' t

building. <

I21 -

So the consequences to the mitigation system for |

.this is that the break threatens those systems.
,

23 ' .

Next the SDV system mechanical design integrity j
24 4 |

1 basis. We looked somewhat at the design of the SDV system i
1

25 1 *

j from the mechanical point of view, the stress analyses that were;
;

k ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC. !
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| !
1 I

. performed on some of the earlier systems, to try to get a handle t
'

i

2 i on what confidence we had that these pipes are going to stay !
I

3 intact.,

l4'
We found that many of the plants have eneir SDV

I
5

$ systems built to a V-31.1 which did not require things like
e
j 6

the fatigue analyses, did not require certain kinds or ;,

E
|" 7

j f abrication inspections which are required of the newer codes. '

|n- |

5 8' :M As far as in-service inspection requirements on the system, |;

J ; !
-

~. 9 ;i it's not clear to us at this time that they ever have to
"

: i

- P 10 1
j j- perform an in-service inspection on any of the vent or drain,

i5
IIj ! lines.

" 12 ' '

E In fact, the code permits them to never inspect, !
3 t.Ij in-service inspect pipes which are four inches or less. So !

E 14 4
5

'

pipes which have four inch SDV headers may never get the headers,
e
F 15
g inspected.

,
_

T 16 ,

g
,

So there is a concern here as to' what kind of I
* a 37

y assurance are we providing ourselves as to the continued
i

-

5 18
i mechanical integrity of the systems. So given the lack of i-

t i-

6 '

19 |j | the highest quality of assurance that we feel we need for the

20 .
system, in combination with the potential consequences, we

;

21 i
; feel that corrective measures would be in order, and we will be
I !

22 " i

: making those recommendations in a report in the near future. i

23
MR. MATHIS: I hope you are doing some probabilistic :

24 1
assessment as to what the likelihood of these kinds of things ;

25 I

are. i
.,

;

i )
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I, u

{ MR. RUBIN: Well, I guess a rule of thumb is that I

i

2! the probability of breaks in small lines is somewhat higher |
I

3' than the breaks in large lines, and we are talking about
,

i

4' mostly small lines in the system. !

5, One can argue whether or not this is a high energy

j 6 system. These are things that the regulators will have to
R ,

7| decide, but what we would like to simply do is let everyone-

n !j 8| understand what the consequences would be, given such an event,
d i
"

.
9! and then go about deciding if we are going to have to considerz

10 it as a credible event,. and if we decide it is not a credib2 e
- '

4 11
-

i event, we will have to think about what kind of assurance we I
s ,'

! I
"
f 12 | are providing ourselves that it is not.
4 !

f 13 ' MR. KERR: What do you mean by an incredible event?
z i4! MR. RUBIN: Well, for example, we don't postulate

;
e i

15 !;r
O that the reactor vessel ruptures. ;*

.

d I0 i MR. KERR :- What would lead you to believe that this
A | -

d 17
d event is either credible or not credible?,

E '

18
$ ; MR. RUBIN: Well, right now I don't know what the -

s I !"
19 I

condition of the pipes is. !
i e

E i i

20 ' #

I MR. KERR: What I mean is what information would
.

21 !

j you need to have in order to decide that this again is either
|
'

22 !j
credible or not? I'm just trying to get some idea of how

I23
you make your decision. |

t

24 |MR. RUBIN: We would go a long way in arguing it ;

25 !

was incredible if you were to lay on the table a very exhaustive t
, i

.
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,ge tand conservative mechanical design analysis, and next to that

2[ lay a very complete and ongoing in-service inspection report

3 ).i
.

that the system is continuing to mainrain its mechanical I

|
.

4'
integrity; even given those reports, one could argue, well, ;

i

4

{. i you have to postulate a break anywhere in the reactor system,
.

.

~
6 '

<; j and I want to put the break there right in that portion.
U 1M 7
; MR. KERR: You don' t have to postulate a break
n ,

i 8a
g -

anywhere in the reactor system unless you have some idea what,

e 9 :} the probability is. This is a little like saying that if you
-

F 10' -

j can drown everybody in Detroit with a three-gallon bucket of,

.-
2 11 '
g water, you have to eliminate all the warer. And you don't.
4 12 ^

Because although in principle you can do that, the probability isE
5
: 13 ,
ji low.

E 14 i
d j MR. RUBIN: I think you are right.e 3
7 15 I
g MR. KERR: I don't know whather the probability of

i
r

-

t
7 16 '

y this is low or'not.' What Bill was saying, and I agree with him,
* 17
y is it seems to me somebody needs to have a look and ask is
- |
E 18

the probability low or high.
.!

,= 4

-

I 19 'A
g : MR. RUBIN: Exactly.

20
MR. KERR: You seem to be saying that's not your job.

21 I

j MR. RUBIN : Well, no. In a way it may not be much

22 i
' different from ATWS in the sense thac I just described. The

23
consequences could be rather severe, in that you have an un-

24 ] |isolated blowdown, you are leaking inventory, and you are not
25 |: -

i ' going to be able to get it back in because it's going out of i
:.

. e
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l primary containment. You lose all your mitigation system.
2 The consequences are high. The probability of the event may
3 be very low. The risk, therefore, may be something not worth

4, addressing from a requirements point of view. But I think the
i

g 5| report will at least lay on the table some of the concerns as
a !

] 6| to the --
R
R 7 MR. KERR: The report is going to be given without
E
j 8 any consideration given to the probabilities.
d .

d 9I MR. RUBIN: We will characterize the currentz
o ig 10 confidence we have in the integrity of that piping by the
_2

h 11 )
.

m '

current mechanical design.

f 12 MR. KERR: If the report comes from the prestigious,

4 !

5 13 ! group, of the kind with which you are associated, and personally* i

| 14 ! it seems to me there is the assumption that you think it's
E !
{ 15 i reasonably high risk or you wouldn't be publishing the report --

m !

14 ,.

| MR. RUBIN: Well, the risk, as you know, is theg
w !

$ 17 i probability of the product times the consequence.
?
{ 18 MR. KERR: I do know, and it seems to me before you
: !-
g 19 | publish such a report, you need to give some thought to thea

20 , prob ability.
i

, 21 ! MR. RUBIN: Ne will make note of that.
22 MR. KERR: Don't you think you should?

23 ' MR. RUBIN: I think it's appropriate, yes.

24 | MR. MATHIS: Well, I think what we've got here is,
i

$ shall I say, a tentative "what if" kind of list that you want

1 ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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I'
to take a look at.

2
MR. KERR: Which I applaud, by the way. I think

3 you _re doing precisely the sort of thing you should do, but I
4 think you also have to look at the probabilities.

g 5
MR. RUBIN: Okay. I think, though -- I'm notN ,

5 6 saying we will come up with a precise number, but if we can come,

-
R 7
; up with a reasonable probability, whatever that means, on the

8 likelihood of a break, then when you have that with the unrevised
4

'~
- ability of isolation with the current system, you get a fairly

-

F to -

j high risk, I believe. But-you're right, that element in the
'

.:-

! convolution has to be looked at.3
d 12 'z MR. MATHIS: Well, we will be hearing more about
;

'' = 13
g ! that as you continue your investigations; right?
E 14 !
d MR. RUBIN: I suspect, yes.
E
r 15 '
2 i MR. |1ATHIS : Thank you, sir.
8 i~

16*- Well, with that, that concludes the items on the
C 17
3 . agenda, with the exception' of what we have down here as

b 18 |
executive session.-

C
*

19j (Whereupon, at 5 : 4 5 p.m. , the hearing wasi

20
adjourned.)

21|

22
* * * *

23cnd

24|
25

)
I
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